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POLYOLEFIN SHRINK WRAP 
What is Polyole� n?

(Poly·ole·� n) is a plastic polymer, the root word ole� n refers to any member of the alkene series. An alkene is 
any unsaturated chemical compound containing at least one carbon double bond. Ethylene is one of the most 
common ole� ns. Polyole� ns are used in a variety of industries including: automotive, cosmetics, adhesives, 
packaging and more. Poyole� n shrink � lm is the most common form of polyole� n used in the packaging 
industry. Polyole� n shrink wrap o� ers many advantages over PVC shrink wrap. In recent years, polyole� n has 
become the preferred shrink material for most shrink packaging applications. Our polyole� n shrink � lm is FDA 
approved for direct food contact.

60 Gauge Polyole� n Shrink Film

The 60 gauge centerfold shrink � lm is considered a lightweight � lm ideal for wrapping lighter objects that do not 
have sharp corners and edges.   Many customers use the lighter POF � lm for both food and nonfood products. 
The 60 gauge polyole� n � lm o� ers easy unwrapping, a low shrink rate, and excellent clarity. All polyole� n rolls are 
on a three inch core. Polyole� n is FDA approved for direct contact with consumable products. 

POF shrink � lm is a great option for wrapping a large variety 
of products. 

SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty
DU-POF-600-08 8"x4370' $84.30 18 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-600-10 10"x4370' $89.50 20 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-600-12 12"x4370' $113.57 24 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-600-14 14"x4370' $125.25 28 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-600-16 16"x4370' $136.00 36 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-600-18 18"x4370' $157.60 38 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-600-20 20"x4370' $172.80 40 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-600-22 22"x4370' $195.41 44 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-600-24 24"x4370' $217.50 48 lbs 1 Roll

POF shrink � lm is a great option for wrapping a large variety POF shrink � lm is a great option for wrapping a large variety 
of products. 
POF shrink � lm is a great option for wrapping a large variety 
of products. 

WidthxLength

POF shrink � lm is a great option for wrapping a large variety POF shrink � lm is a great option for wrapping a large variety POF shrink � lm is a great option for wrapping a large variety POF shrink � lm is a great option for wrapping a large variety 

Price WeightWeight QtyQty

POF shrink � lm is a great option for wrapping a large variety POF shrink � lm is a great option for wrapping a large variety 
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POF shrink � lm is an all purpose centerfold heat shrink wrap, 
ideal for high speed machine applications as well as manual 
and semi-automatic machines. 

All POF rolls are on a three inch core.

75 Gauge Polyole� n Shrink Film

Our 75 gauge centerfold polyole� n shrink wrap is the most common thickness used and optimal for wrapping 
toys, games, packaged foods, electronics, etc. Polyole� n shrink wrap features include:

Superior Gloss  Protection from Tampering

Low Haze   Packaging for Various Products

Remarkable clarity  FDA Approved

SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty
DU-POF-750-08 10"x3500' $72.30 16 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-750-10 12"x3500' $94.60 20 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-750-12 14"x3500' $111.57 24 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-750-14 16"x3500' $124.25 28 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-750-16 18"x3500' $138.00 32 lbs 1 Roll

DU-POF-750-18 20"x3500' $154.60 36 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-750-20 22"x3500' $172.80 40 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-750-22 24"x3500' $191.56 44 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-750-24 26"x3500' $209.61 48 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-750-26 28"x3500' $219.16 52 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-750-28 30"x3500' $238.73 56 lbs 1 Roll

How to order the right shrink � lm size!
Centerfold Shrink Film Measurement Formula
Width + Height x 1.1 = Centerfold Film Width Needed
The width and height of the largest product being wrapped is needed to accurately measure for centerfold shrink � lm.

DU-POF-750-10
14"x3500'

DU-POF-750-14
DU-POF-750-16 18"x3500'

20"x3500'

DU-POF-750-14
DU-POF-750-16 18"x3500'

DU-POF-750-18 20"x3500'
22"x3500'
24"x3500'

$111.57
$124.25
$138.00$138.00

$111.57
$124.25
$138.00 32 lbs

24 lbs
28 lbs
32 lbs

1 Roll
1 Roll
1 Roll

$154.60
$172.80
$154.60 36 lbs
$172.80 40 lbs

36 lbs
40 lbs

1 Roll
1 Roll

DU-POF-750-10
DU-POF-750-12DU-POF-750-12DU-POF-750-12
DU-POF-750-14 16"x3500'

18"x3500'

DU-POF-750-10DU-POF-750-10DU-POF-750-10DU-POF-750-10DU-POF-750-10DU-POF-750-10DU-POF-750-10
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100 Gauge Polyole� n Shrink Film

The 100 gauge polyole� n rolls are heavy duty centerfold shrink � lm typically rated for products up to 30-45 lbs. in 
weight. It is considered ideal for medium weight boxes and products.

 The thicker 100 gauge POF � lm is great for cold storage food items and dry goods. Obtain excellent seal strength 
and tear resistance with 100 gauge polyole� n shrink � lm. All 100 gauge polyole� n rolls are on a three inch core.

45 Gauge Polyole� n Cross Linked Shrink Film

Centerfolded 45 gauge polyole� n cross linked shrink � lm o� ers excellent clarity, seal strength, and tear resistance. 
A variety of industries including pharmaceutical, cosmetic, electronics, food, and multiple other industries 
packaging lighter products choose 45 gauge cross linked shrink � lm. Cross linked shrink � lm bene� ts include:

Stronger Seals
Improved Tensile Strength
Excellent Clarity
Ideal for Automatic Machines
FDA Approved for Direct Food Contact
Increase Puncture Resistance

SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty
DU-POF-1000-08 8"x2625' $60.73 16 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-1000-10 10"x2625' $78.58 20 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-1000-12 12"x2625' $98.65 36 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-1000-14 14"x2625' $111.25 39 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-1000-16 16"x2625' $134.56 48 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-1000-18 18"x2625' $151.38 24 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-1000-22 22"x2625' $168.59 29 lbs 1 Roll
DU-POF-1000-24 24"x2625' $189.85 42 lbs 1 Roll

POF shrink � lm is FDA approved packaging � lm suited for packaging products across multiple 
industries.

DU-POF-1000-22
DU-POF-1000-24 24"x2625'

45 Gauge Polyole� n Cross Linked Shrink Film45 Gauge Polyole� n Cross Linked Shrink Film

Centerfolded 45 gauge polyole� n cross linked shrink � lm o� ers excellent clarity, seal strength, and tear resistance. 

45 Gauge Polyole� n Cross Linked Shrink Film45 Gauge Polyole� n Cross Linked Shrink Film

DU-POF-1000-22
DU-POF-1000-24DU-POF-1000-24DU-POF-1000-24
DU-POF-1000-22
DU-POF-1000-24DU-POF-1000-24DU-POF-1000-24DU-POF-1000-24DU-POF-1000-24
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SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty
EX-QSIR-1045 10"x5250' 109.25 26 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-1245 12"x5250' 131.00 30 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-1445 14"x5250' 153.00 34 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-1645 16"x5250' 174.80 38 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-1845 18"x5250' 196.70 42 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-2045 20"x5250' 218.50 46 lbs 1 Roll

SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty
EX-QSIR-660 6"x4370’ $64.40 16 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-860 8"x4370' $85.80 18 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-1060 10"x4370' $107.30 20 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-1260 12"x4370' $128.70 24 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-1460 14"x4370' $150.00 28 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-1660 16"x4370' $171.60 36 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-1860 18"x4370' $193.00 36 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-2060 20"x4370' $214.50 40 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-2260 22"x4375' $236.00 44 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-2460 24"x4375' $257.45 48 lbs 1 Roll

60 Gauge Polyole� n Cross Linked Shrink Film

A 60 gauge polyole� n cross linked shrink � lm is stronger and more durable than a standard 60 gauge shrink � lm. 
This enables users to use a thinner � lm with increased strength. A variety of industries choose a 60 gauge cross 
linked shrink � lm for packaging. Rolls of 60 gauge shrink � lm are longer and more cost e� ective than thicker � lm 
rolls. Below are some of the many bene� ts to cross linked shrink � lm.

Stronger Seals
Improved Tensile Strength
Excellent Clarity
Ideal for Automatic Machines
FDA Approved for Direct Food Contact
Increase Puncture Resistance

Prices displayed below are 1-4 roll prices. Price breaks begin at 5 or more rolls.

Prices listed below are 1-4 roll prices. For price breaks on � ve or more rolls call us at 1-800-441-5090.

Improved Tensile Strength
Excellent Clarity
Ideal for Automatic MachinesIdeal for Automatic Machines
FDA Approved for Direct Food Contact
Increase Puncture Resistance

Ideal for Automatic Machines
FDA Approved for Direct Food Contact
Increase Puncture Resistance

Prices displayed below are 1-4 roll prices. Price breaks begin at 5 or more rolls.

FDA Approved for Direct Food Contact

Prices displayed below are 1-4 roll prices. Price breaks begin at 5 or more rolls.Prices displayed below are 1-4 roll prices. Price breaks begin at 5 or more rolls.Prices displayed below are 1-4 roll prices. Price breaks begin at 5 or more rolls.Prices displayed below are 1-4 roll prices. Price breaks begin at 5 or more rolls.Prices displayed below are 1-4 roll prices. Price breaks begin at 5 or more rolls.Prices displayed below are 1-4 roll prices. Price breaks begin at 5 or more rolls.

Improved Tensile Strength
Excellent ClarityExcellent Clarity
Improved Tensile Strength
Excellent Clarity
Ideal for Automatic Machines
FDA Approved for Direct Food Contact

Improved Tensile StrengthImproved Tensile StrengthImproved Tensile StrengthImproved Tensile StrengthImproved Tensile StrengthImproved Tensile StrengthImproved Tensile StrengthImproved Tensile Strength
Excellent Clarity
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SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty
EX-QSIR-675 6"x3500' $63.20 14 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-875 8"x3500' $84.30 16 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-1075 10"x3500' $105.35 20 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-1275 12"x3500' $126.40 24 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-1475 14"x3500' $147.50 28 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-1675 16"x3500' $168.50 32 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-1875 18"x3500' $189.60 36 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-2075 20"x3500' $210.70 40 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-2275 22"x3500' $231.80 44 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-2475 24"x3500' $252.85 44 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-2675 26"x3500' $273.90 52 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-2875 28"x3500' $295.00 56 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-3075 30"x3500' $316.00 60 lbs 1 Roll
EX-QSIR-3275 32"x3500' $337.00 64 lbs 1 Roll

75 Gauge Polyole� n Cross Linked Shrink Film

Centerfolded 75 gauge cross linked polyole� n shrink � lm is the most common thickness sold. A 75 gauge cross 
linked shrink � lm is stronger than a standard 75 gauge polyole� n shrink � lm. The stronger cross linked shrink � lm 
is ideal for high speed machines as well as down gauging from a 100 gauge standard shrink � lm.

Below are some bene� ts to using a cross linked shrink � lm.

Stronger Seals
Improved Tensile Strength
Excellent Clarity
Ideal for Automatic Machines
FDA Approved for Direct Food Contact
Increase Puncture Resistance

Prices listed in the chart below are 1-4 roll prices.

How to perform a 3 foot drop test:
Drop a package 5 times from a 3 ft height. The package should fall on top, � at on base, 
� at long side, � at short side, and on a corner. Passing a drop test with no tears or rips 
helps to ensure the right � lm thickness is being used.

EX-QSIR-1075 10"x3500'
12"x3500'

EX-QSIR-1475
EX-QSIR-1675 16"x3500'

18"x3500'

EX-QSIR-1475
EX-QSIR-1675
EX-QSIR-1875 18"x3500'

20"x3500'
22"x3500'

$126.40
$147.50
$168.50

24 lbs
28 lbs
32 lbs32 lbs

1 Roll
1 Roll
1 Roll

$189.60
$210.70

36 lbs
40 lbs

1 Roll
1 Roll1 Roll

EX-QSIR-1075
EX-QSIR-1275EX-QSIR-1275EX-QSIR-1275

14"x3500'

EX-QSIR-1075EX-QSIR-1075EX-QSIR-1075EX-QSIR-1075EX-QSIR-1075EX-QSIR-1075EX-QSIR-1075
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SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty
TL-VLS-600-08 8"x4370' $84.90 18 lbs 1 Roll
TL-VLS-600-10 10"x4370' $96.10 20 lbs 1 Roll
TL-VLS-600-12 12"x4370' $119.83 24 lbs 1 Roll
TL-VLS-600-14 14"x4370' $138.67 28 lbs 1 Roll
TL-VLS-600-16 16"x4370' $159.12 36 lbs 1 Roll
TL-VLS-600-18 18"x4370' $178.77 38 lbs 1 Roll
TL-VLS-600-20 20"x4370' $198.96 44 lbs 1 Roll

60 Gauge Low Temp Polyole� n Shrink Film

Using a low temperature shrink � lm can help protect sensitive products and increase production times. A low 
shrink polyole� n � lm reduces required heat exposure for faster sealing and shrinking. Shorter seal times increase 
production and reduce shrink machine wear.

Low temp shrink � lm features:

Superior Seal Strength
Lowered Seal Temps.
Lowered Shrink Temps.
Food Safe
Puncture Resistant

Multiple widths are available below, with discounts starting at � ve
or more rolls.

All centerfolded rolls are FDA approved for direct food contact and perfect for: Chocolates, candies, 
heat-sensitive electronics, and more. Standard required shrink temperatures are between 180 – 200 
degrees Fahrenheit.

Common Shrink Wrapping Problems: 
Ballooning - Excess air trapped inside the sealed shrink � lm. Ballooning happens
after the seals have been made and heat is applied. It is hard to determine which 
products will balloon. If ballooning is experienced, small needle sized vent holes 
can be used to prevent future ballooning. 

Burn Holes - Burn holes are when too much heat is applied to the shrink � lm being 
used. If using a heat gun, back heat gun further away from the product. If using a 
shrink tunnel, speed up conveyor or decrease heat.

TL-VLS-600-12
TL-VLS-600-14 14"x4370'
TL-VLS-600-16
TL-VLS-600-18

20"x4370'

TL-VLS-600-16
TL-VLS-600-18
TL-VLS-600-20 20"x4370'

All centerfolded rolls are FDA approved for direct food contact and perfect for: Chocolates, candies, 

$159.12
$178.77$178.77
$159.12
$178.77 38 lbs

36 lbs
38 lbs

1 Roll
1 Roll

$198.96$198.96 44 lbs44 lbs 1 Roll

TL-VLS-600-12
TL-VLS-600-14TL-VLS-600-14
TL-VLS-600-16
TL-VLS-600-14
TL-VLS-600-16 16"x4370'

18"x4370'

TL-VLS-600-12TL-VLS-600-12
TL-VLS-600-14TL-VLS-600-14TL-VLS-600-14
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SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty
TL-VLS-750-08 8"x3500' $76.83 16 lbs 1 Roll
TL-VLS-750-10 10"x3500' $99.10 20 lbs 1 Roll
TL-VLS-750-12 12"x3500' $120.89 24 lbs 1 Roll
TL-VLS-750-14 14"x3500' $136.45 28 lbs 1 Roll
TL-VLS-750-16 16"x3500' $155.07 32 lbs 1 Roll
TL-VLS-750-18 18"x3500' $171.30 36 lbs 1 Roll
TL-VLS-750-22 22"x3500' $234.95 42 lbs 1 Roll

SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty
SS-OSB-4-6-75A 4"x6" $20.00 1 lbs 500 bgs
SS-OSB-6-65-75A 6"x6.5" $24.35 2 lbs 500 bgs
SS-OSB-65-105-75A 6.5"x10.5" $34.65 3 lbs 500 bgs
SS-OSB-8-12-75A 8"x12" $42.70 3 lbs 500 bgs
SS-OSB-12-16-75B 12"x16" $34.55 3 lbs 250 bgs

75 Gauge Low Temp Polyole� n Shrink Film

Low temperature POF shrink � lm is designed to reduce the amount of heat exposure required to fully shrink 
the � lm. The lower heat exposure is perfect for heat sensitive items. Reduced heat exposure also enables faster 
conveyor speeds and quicker production times. Low temp. shrink � lm shrinks at 180-215 degrees Fahrenheit.

Superior Seal Strength
Lowered Seal Temps.
Lowered Shrink Temps.
Food Safe
Puncture Resistant

All rolls are centerfolded rolls, available in multiple widths listed below. 

Polyole� n Shrink Bags

Polyole� n shrink bags are perfect for packaging retail items of all 
sizes. They provide excellent clarity, perfect for displaying products 
on store shelves. Polyole� n shrink bags are FDA approved for 
direct food contact making them a great option for bakeries, delis, 
confectionaries, and more!

Rolls are FDA approved for direct food contact. 
Price breaks start at � ve or more rolls.

How to Measure for 
Shrink Bags:

Measure the circumference 
of the widest point of the 
object being wrapped. 
Then measure the length 
of the product being 
wrapped. Add 10-15% to 
the circumference of the 
width then divide by 2. 

TL-VLS-750-18
TL-VLS-750-22 22"x3500'

Rolls are FDA approved for direct food contact. 
Price breaks start at � ve or more rolls.
Rolls are FDA approved for direct food contact. 
Price breaks start at � ve or more rolls.

How to Measure for How to Measure for How to Measure for How to Measure for How to Measure for 
Rolls are FDA approved for direct food contact. 
Price breaks start at � ve or more rolls.
Rolls are FDA approved for direct food contact. Shrink Bags:

Measure the circumference 

Shrink Bags:

Measure the circumference 

Shrink Bags:

Measure the circumference 

Shrink Bags:

Measure the circumference Measure the circumference Measure the circumference Measure the circumference 

TL-VLS-750-18
TL-VLS-750-22TL-VLS-750-22TL-VLS-750-22
TL-VLS-750-18
TL-VLS-750-22TL-VLS-750-22TL-VLS-750-22TL-VLS-750-22
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PVC SHRINK WRAP
What is PVC?

PVC stands for polyvinyl chloride, one of the most commonly produced plastics in the world. PVC plastic has 
been around since the early 19th century. Today, one of the most well known uses for PVC plastic is in pipe. PVC 
pipe is often used for water and sewer transportation applications. PVC plastic is also found in a variety of other 
objects around us. PVC plastic is in everything from clothes, signs, � ooring, and packaging. PVC shrink wrap is 
one of the most commonly used materials in the packaging industry.

PVC shrink wrap is ideal for a variety of packaging situations. Known to be an excellent shrink � lm for manually 
operated machines. PVC shrink � lm is commonly found in centerfold rolls.

PVC Shrink Wrap 500 Ft. Rolls

PVC shrink wrap rolls are an excellent option for wrapping a variety of products including: Boxed Packages, CD’s, 
DVD’s, and any other non food products. Centerfold PVC shrink wrap o� ers supreme clarity, and great strength. 
Unshrunk PVC shrink wrap is crinkly; after heat is applied the � lm becomes harder and stronger. 

All PVC shrink wrap rolls are on a three inch core. 

SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty
DU-PVC-355-10 10"X500' $26.50 5 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-355-12 12"X500' $28.50 6 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-355-14 14"X500' $32.00 8 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-355-16 16"X500' $38.00 10 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-355-18 18"X500' $42.00 10 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-355-20 20"X500' $46.35 12 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-355-22 22"X500' $50.00 12 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-355-24 24"x500' $55.00 13 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-355-26 26"x500' $59.70 14 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-355-28 28"x500' $63.70 14 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-355-30 30"x500' $69.00 16 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-355-32 32"x500' $74.25 16 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-355-36 36"x500' $84.40 18 lbs 1 Roll

PVC shrink � lm begins 
to shrink at 180 degrees 
Fahrenheit. Proper 
ventilation is required 
when shrinking PVC shrink 
� lm. Do not apply heat in 
con� ned areas.

All PVC shrink wrap rolls are on a three inch core. All PVC shrink wrap rolls are on a three inch core. 

WidthxLength

All PVC shrink wrap rolls are on a three inch core. All PVC shrink wrap rolls are on a three inch core. PVC shrink � lm begins 
to shrink at 180 degrees 
PVC shrink � lm begins 
to shrink at 180 degrees 
PVC shrink � lm begins 
to shrink at 180 degrees 
PVC shrink � lm begins 
to shrink at 180 degrees 
PVC shrink � lm begins 
to shrink at 180 degrees to shrink at 180 degrees 
Fahrenheit. Proper 
ventilation is required 
Fahrenheit. Proper 
ventilation is required 
Fahrenheit. Proper 
ventilation is required 
Fahrenheit. Proper 
ventilation is required 

to shrink at 180 degrees 
Fahrenheit. Proper 
ventilation is required 

All PVC shrink wrap rolls are on a three inch core. 
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SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty
DU-PVC-750-10 10"x2000' $63.00 22 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-750-12 12"x2000' $77.00 24 lbs 1 Roll

DU-PVC-750-14 14"x2000' $88.80 26 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-750-16 16"x2000' $99.77 27 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-750-18 18"x2000' $103.75 32 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-750-20 20"x2000' $118.75 33 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-750-22 22"x2000' $128.72 34 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-750-24 24"x2000' $139.63 38 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-750-26 26"x2000' $150.87 41 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-750-28 28"x2000' $161.6 42 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-750-30 30"x2000' $173.25 44 lbs 1 Roll

PVC Shrink Wrap 2000 Ft. Rolls

Large 2000 ft. centerfold shrink wrap rolls are ideal for anyone running higher daily output. They require a low 
seal and shrink temperature and o� er an easy unwind. PVC shrink wrap rolls are an excellent choice for wrapping 
a variety of objects including: CD’S, DVD’s, Boxes, Calendars, and more! All rolls are centerfold to o� er quick and 
e�  cient sealing. We o� er widths from 10 inches to 30 inches. All PVC shrink wrap rolls are on a three inch core. 
See the chart below for the complete list of our 2000 ft. PVC shrink rolls with SKU’s, and pricing.

SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty
LA-13550 16"x4200' $209.16 54 lbs 1 Roll

LA-13552 18"x4200' $232.39 61 lbs 1 Roll
LA-13554 20"x4200' $250.87 67 lbs 1 Roll
LA-13556 22"x4200' $266.14 74 lbs 1 Roll
LA-13558 24"x4200' $291.32 80 lbs 1 Roll

Polyethylene Shrink Bundling Film

Polyethylene shrink bundling � lm is a heavy duty bundling � lm used for heavy duty packaging applications. 
All of our shrink bundling rolls are single wound rolls. This means they are wound � at onto the core. 
This is di� erent than our centerfold polyole� n and PVC shrink rolls. Shrink bundling � lm can be used with a shrink 
bundler and shrink tunnel for high-speed packaging applications. Our stock polyethylene rolls o� er up to a 
15% shrink rate. All widths come on a 3” core size.

DU-PVC-750-26
DU-PVC-750-28 28"x2000'
DU-PVC-750-30

Polyethylene Shrink Bundling Film

DU-PVC-750-30

Polyethylene Shrink Bundling Film

Polyethylene shrink bundling � lm is a heavy duty bundling � lm used for heavy duty packaging applications. 

$173.25$173.25 44 lbs 1 Roll

Polyethylene Shrink Bundling Film

DU-PVC-750-26
DU-PVC-750-28DU-PVC-750-28
DU-PVC-750-30
DU-PVC-750-28
DU-PVC-750-30 30"x2000'

DU-PVC-750-26
DU-PVC-750-28DU-PVC-750-28DU-PVC-750-28DU-PVC-750-28
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SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty
DU-PVC-415-02 2.5"x1500' $34.00 3 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-415-04 4"x1500' $34.75 5 lbs 1 Roll

DU-PVC-415-06 6"x1500' $43.05 7 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-415-08 8"x1500' $58.10 10 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-415-10 10"x1500' $71.35 12 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-415-12 12"x1500' $87.90 14 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-415-14 14"x1500' $98.90 16 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-425-16 16"x250' $25.25 5.3 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-415-16 16"x1500' $119.00 19 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-415-18 18"x1500' $137.00 26 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-415-20 20"x1500' $150.00 30 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-425-24 24"x250' $37.22 8 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-415-24 24"x750' $84.70 24 lbs 1 Roll
DU-PVC-425-28 28"x250' $64.62 9 lbs 1 Roll

PVC Shrink Tubing

Shrink tubing is ideal for cylindrical products or bundling more than one product together. Many companies 
use shrink tubing to wrap bottles and tubular containers. Shrink tubing o� ers the same bene� ts as shrink wrap 
bags, with the ability to change the length of the tube. Shrink tubing comes in a variety of roll lengths to help 
accommodate di� erent production levels. It works well with manual or automatic shrink wrap machines. PVC 
shrink tubing has a low temp. shrink rate (200°F-250°F) which helps to make sealing quick and easy. It o� ers an 
overall shrink rate of up to 40% in all directions.

How To Measure for Shrink Tubing:
Measure the circumference of the widest point of the object being wrapped, then 
add 10 percent, and divide by two. 

Circumference x 1.10 ÷ 2 = Tubing Size needed

Example
If an object had a circumference of 10, the equation would be: 10×1.10=11 then 
divide by 2, 11÷2=5.5 inches.  If the exact size needed is not available, go to the next 
largest size available.

DU-PVC-415-16 16"x1500'
18"x1500'DU-PVC-415-18

DU-PVC-415-20
DU-PVC-425-24 24"x250'

24"x750'

DU-PVC-415-20
DU-PVC-425-24 24"x250'
DU-PVC-415-24 24"x750'

28"x250'

$137.00
$150.00$150.00
$137.00
$150.00 30 lbs

26 lbs
30 lbs

1 Roll
1 Roll

$84.70
$64.62
$84.70 24 lbs

9 lbs
24 lbs
9 lbs

1 Roll
1 Roll

DU-PVC-415-16
DU-PVC-415-18
DU-PVC-415-16
DU-PVC-415-18 18"x1500'

20"x1500'

DU-PVC-415-16DU-PVC-415-16DU-PVC-415-16DU-PVC-415-16DU-PVC-415-16DU-PVC-415-16DU-PVC-415-16
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SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty
DU-PVC-360-46 4" X 6" $14.00 2 lbs 500
DU-PVC-360-66 6" x 6" $16.50 2 lbs 500

DU-PVC-360-67 6" x 7" $18.00 2 lbs 500
DU-PVC-360-69 6" x 9" $19.80 2.5 lbs 500
DU-PVC-360-611 6" X 11" $21.75 2.5 lbs 500
DU-PVC-360-812 8" X 12" $31.00 3 lbs 500
DU-PVC-360-914 9" X 14" $33.60 3 lbs 500
DU-PVC-360-1216 12" X 16" $52.50 8 lbs 500
DU-PVC-360-1216A 12" X 16" $29.70 4 lbs 250
DU-PVC-360-1218 12" x 18" $63.00 12 lbs 500
DU-PVC-360-1218A 12" X 18" $33.80 6 lbs 250
DU-PVC-360-1420 14" X 20" $69.40 14 lbs 500
DU-PVC-360-1420A 14" X 20" $46.00 7 lbs 250

PVC Shrink Bags

Shrink bags are ideal for wrapping CD’s, DVD’s, gift bags, and other products. They o� er excellent clarity and 
require low heat to shrink. Shrink temperatures required are approximately 180° - 220° Fahrenheit. They are easy 
to use and excellent for professionally wrapping and protecting products. To obtain a professional look with � at 
shrink bags, a sealer, and heat gun or shrink tunnel is recommended.

Popular Shrink Bag Sizes: 

6”x7” CDs 

6”x9” DVDs 

8”x12” Books & Magazines 

12”x16” Mailers & Tablets

DU-PVC-360-1218A
14" X 20"

DU-PVC-360-1420ADU-PVC-360-1420A
$69.40
$46.00
$69.40
$46.00

14 lbs 500
250

DU-PVC-360-1420
DU-PVC-360-1218A
DU-PVC-360-1420DU-PVC-360-1420
DU-PVC-360-1420A 14" X 20"

DU-PVC-360-1218ADU-PVC-360-1218ADU-PVC-360-1218ADU-PVC-360-1218ADU-PVC-360-1218ADU-PVC-360-1218ADU-PVC-360-1218A
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SKU Dimensions Price Weight Qty
DU-PVC-380-1214A 12 1/2" x 14" $25.00 3 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-1214 12 1/2" x 14" $36.85 7 lbs 250

DU-PVC-380-1418A 14" x 18" $34.50 3.5 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-1418 14" x 18" $71.87 8 lbs 250
DU-PVC-380-1618A 16" x 18" $35.15 4 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-1618 16" x 18" $60.00 9 lbs 250
DU-PVC-380-1622A 16" x 22" $39.67 4.25 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-1622 16" x 22" $79.70 9.5 lbs 250
DU-PVC-380-1820A 18" x 20" $38.20 4.5 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-1820 18" x 20" $72.90 11 lbs 250
DU-PVC-380-1822 18" x 22" $42.40 4.75 lbs 250
DU-PVC-380-1824A 18" x 24" $42.75 5 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-2018 20" x 18" $32.55 5 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-2022 20" x 22" $35.50 5.25 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-2222 22" x 22" $40.30 5.25 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-2224 22" x 24" $44.50 5.5 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-2418 24" x 18" $45.25 5.25 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-2424 24" x 24" $48.17 5.75 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-2430 24" x 30" $57.10 6 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-2436 24" x 36" $73.72 6.25 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-2624 26" x 24" $53.50 5.75 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-2628 26" x 28" $59.20 6.25 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-2824 28" x 24" $54.75 6.5 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-2828 28" x 28" $62.05 6.25 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-2840 28" x 40" $72.25 7.25 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-3230 32" x 30" $102.60 7 lbs 100
DU-PVC-380-3240 32" x 40" $135.05 7.5 lbs 100

Gift Basket Shrink Bags

Gift basket shrink bags o� er the same advantages as � at PVC shrink 
wrap bags, with the ability to � t baskets and di� erent sized objects. 
All cases of these domed PVC shrink wrap bags sell in quantities 
of 100 or 250 shrink wrap bags per case. These shrink wrap bags 
require a low shrink temperature (200°F to 250°F) for shrinkage. 
Users can get up to a 40% shrink rate in all directions with these 
shrink wrap bags. They are ideal for a variety of gift and fruit bags. 
Be sure to always order bags larger than the product 
being wrapped. 

How to shrink gift 
basket shrink bags 
with a heat gun: 
Turn the heat gun to the 
low setting and keep the 
heated end of the gun 6” – 
10” from the shrink � lm.

Never stop moving the gun 
around the shrink bag. As 
� lm begins to shrink, slowly 
move the heat gun around 
the bag until it tightly 
conforms to the basket 
being wrapped. 

If burn holes occur, move 
the heat gun further away 
from the shrink bag. Use in 
a well ventilated area when 
applying heat.

DU-PVC-380-1622A
DU-PVC-380-1622 16" x 22"
DU-PVC-380-1820A
DU-PVC-380-1820
DU-PVC-380-1822 18" x 22"

18" x 24"

DU-PVC-380-1820A
DU-PVC-380-1820 18" x 20"
DU-PVC-380-1822 18" x 22"
DU-PVC-380-1824A 18" x 24"

20" x 18"

$38.20
$72.90$72.90 11 lbs11 lbs

100100
250

Turn the heat gun to the 
low setting and keep the 
heated end of the gun 6” – 

Turn the heat gun to the 
low setting and keep the 
heated end of the gun 6” – 

Turn the heat gun to the 
low setting and keep the 
heated end of the gun 6” – 

Turn the heat gun to the 
low setting and keep the 
heated end of the gun 6” – 

Turn the heat gun to the 
low setting and keep the 
heated end of the gun 6” – heated end of the gun 6” – 

$42.40
$42.75
$32.55

4.75 lbs4.75 lbs
5 lbs
4.75 lbs 250

100
10” from the shrink � lm.10” from the shrink � lm.10” from the shrink � lm.10” from the shrink � lm.10” from the shrink � lm.

DU-PVC-380-1622A
DU-PVC-380-1622DU-PVC-380-1622DU-PVC-380-1622
DU-PVC-380-1820A 18" x 20"

18" x 20"

DU-PVC-380-1622ADU-PVC-380-1622ADU-PVC-380-1622A
DU-PVC-380-1622DU-PVC-380-1622DU-PVC-380-1622
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* Stock machines and materials ship within 
24 hours of a completed order!
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ROUND WIRE IMPULSE SEALERS
Round Wire Impulse Sealers

Round wire impulse sealers are perfect for seal and cut packaging. The round wire produces a thin seal seam and 
cuts excess � lm once the seal is made. All sealers come with a light indicator and timer setting to show when a 
seal is complete.

Each round wire sealer is made from durable metal with strong components. An 110V power supply is required 
for each machine. Made di� erent from many impulse sealers on the market that cost much less. Each sealer 
comes with replacement wires and tape that can easily be changed.

Parts and support are 
one call away!

SKU Seal Dimensions Price Weight Seal Width
HI-AIE-100TR 4" Impulse Sealer $70.00 6 lbs 2mm
HI-AIE-200HR 8" Impulse Sealer $88.00 9 lbs 2mm
HI-AIE-300HR 12" Impulse Sealer $113.00 13 lbs 2mm
HI-AIE-400PR 16" Impulse Sealer $151.00 17 lbs 2mm
HI-AIE-500HR 20" Impulse Sealer $195.00 20 lbs 2mm
HI-AIE-600TR 24" Impulse Sealer $235.00 24 lbs 2mm
HI-AIE-800TR 32" Impulse Sealer $298.00 35 lbs 2mm
HI-AIE-1000TR 40" Impulse Sealer $410 46 lbs 2mm

Flat Wire Impulse Sealers

Flat wire sealers can be used with many di� erent materials. A � at wire sealer produces a wider seal than round 
wire sealers. Wider seals can be used with heavier products and thicker materials. All of our � at wire sealers are 
made for durability. 

Each sealer requires an 110V power supply. All new sealers come with a replacement sealing wire. All parts and 
machines are in stock!

SKU Seal Dimensions Price Weight Seal Width
AIE-100T 4" Impulse Sealer $63.00 8 lbs 2mm
AIE-200 8" Impulse Sealer $90.00 10 lbs 2mm
AIE-205 8" Impulse Sealer $147.00 10 lbs 5mm
AIE-300 12" Impulse Sealer $143.00 15 lbs 2mm
AIE-305 12" Impulse Sealer $187.00 15 lbs 5mm
AIE-400P 16" Impulse Sealer $186.00 20 lbs 2mm
AIE-405 16" Impulse Sealer $240.00 20 lbs 5mm
AIE-500 20" Impulse Sealer $261.00 24 lbs 2mm
AIE-505 20" Impulse Sealer $338.00 24 lbs 5mm
AIE-600T2 24" Impulse Sealer $283.00 30 lbs 2mm
AIE-800T2 32" Impulse Sealer $325.00 35 lbs 2mm
AIE-1000T2 40" Impulse Sealer $370.00 42 lbs 2mm

HI-AIE-1000TR 40" Impulse Sealer 

Flat Wire Impulse Sealers

Flat wire sealers can be used with many di� erent materials. A � at wire sealer produces a wider seal than round 
wire sealers. Wider seals can be used with heavier products and thicker materials. All of our � at wire sealers are 

Flat Wire Impulse Sealers

Flat wire sealers can be used with many di� erent materials. A � at wire sealer produces a wider seal than round 
wire sealers. Wider seals can be used with heavier products and thicker materials. All of our � at wire sealers are 
made for durability. 

Each sealer requires an 110V power supply. All new sealers come with a replacement sealing wire. All parts and 

Flat wire sealers can be used with many di� erent materials. A � at wire sealer produces a wider seal than round Flat wire sealers can be used with many di� erent materials. A � at wire sealer produces a wider seal than round Flat wire sealers can be used with many di� erent materials. A � at wire sealer produces a wider seal than round 
wire sealers. Wider seals can be used with heavier products and thicker materials. All of our � at wire sealers are wire sealers. Wider seals can be used with heavier products and thicker materials. All of our � at wire sealers are wire sealers. Wider seals can be used with heavier products and thicker materials. All of our � at wire sealers are wire sealers. Wider seals can be used with heavier products and thicker materials. All of our � at wire sealers are wire sealers. Wider seals can be used with heavier products and thicker materials. All of our � at wire sealers are wire sealers. Wider seals can be used with heavier products and thicker materials. All of our � at wire sealers are wire sealers. Wider seals can be used with heavier products and thicker materials. All of our � at wire sealers are wire sealers. Wider seals can be used with heavier products and thicker materials. All of our � at wire sealers are 
Flat wire sealers can be used with many di� erent materials. A � at wire sealer produces a wider seal than round 
wire sealers. Wider seals can be used with heavier products and thicker materials. All of our � at wire sealers are wire sealers. Wider seals can be used with heavier products and thicker materials. All of our � at wire sealers are wire sealers. Wider seals can be used with heavier products and thicker materials. All of our � at wire sealers are wire sealers. Wider seals can be used with heavier products and thicker materials. All of our � at wire sealers are 

HI-AIE-1000TRHI-AIE-1000TR

Flat Wire Impulse Sealers

HI-AIE-1000TRHI-AIE-1000TRHI-AIE-1000TRHI-AIE-1000TRHI-AIE-1000TRHI-AIE-1000TRHI-AIE-1000TRHI-AIE-1000TR
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Flat Wire Impulse Sealers w/Cutter Blade

Hand Impulse sealers with a cutter blade are ideal for 
polyethylene tubing and shrink wrap tubing. The cutter 
blade is positioned on top of the sealing bar for quick and 
easy cutting. A wider seal width establishes a stronger 
seal. Wider seal widths are recommended for heavier 
products that may break a thinner seal. Call us if you have 
any questions about our hand sealers.

SKU Seal Dimensions Price Weight Seal Width
AIE-200C 8" Impulse Sealer With Cutting Blade $133.00 12 lbs 2mm
AIE-205C 8" Impulse Sealer With Cutting Blade $168.00 13 lbs 5mm
AIE-300C 12" Impulse Sealer With Cutting Blade $174.00 13 lbs 2mm
AIE-305C 12" Impulse Sealer With Cutting Blade $209.00 15 lbs 5mm
AIE-400C 16" Impulse Sealer With Cutting Blade $221.00 16 lbs 2mm
AIE-405C 16" Impulse Sealer With Cutting Blade $263.00 18 lbs 5mm
AIE-500C 20" Impulse Sealer With Cutting Blade $288.00 19 lbs 2mm
AIE-505C 20" Impulse Sealer With Cutting Blade $339.00 20 lbs 5mm

SKU Price
HI-AIE-HG1 $49.45

2-Speed Heat Gun

This 120 volt, 1200 watt heat shrink gun is great for a variety 
of heat shrink wrap applications. It features two temperature 
settings of 750 and 1100 degrees Fahrenheit. The easy to adjust 
switch allows easy temperature control for use on a variety 
of shrink � lms. The high and low settings of this heat gun can 
accommodate a variety of thicknesses of PVC and polyole� n 
shrink � lm. We recommend the two-speed heat gun for any of 
our shrink bags, rolls, or tubing.

Variable Temperature Heat Gun

This variable temperature shrink gun is durable and easy 
to use. Great for wrapping products at the heat setting you 
need. A hand guard provides additional safety with heat 
shrink operations. This heat shrink gun has great air velocity 
along with an adjustable temperature dial to obtain the 
exact heat setting desired. Temperatures range from 0 to 
1100 degrees, 120 volt, 1200 watts. This product comes with 
a limited 1 year manufacturer’s warranty.

SKU Price
IP-SWVHG $77.20

This 120 volt, 1200 watt heat shrink gun is great for a variety 
of heat shrink wrap applications. It features two temperature of heat shrink wrap applications. It features two temperature 
This 120 volt, 1200 watt heat shrink gun is great for a variety 
of heat shrink wrap applications. It features two temperature 
This 120 volt, 1200 watt heat shrink gun is great for a variety 
of heat shrink wrap applications. It features two temperature 
This 120 volt, 1200 watt heat shrink gun is great for a variety 
of heat shrink wrap applications. It features two temperature 
This 120 volt, 1200 watt heat shrink gun is great for a variety 
of heat shrink wrap applications. It features two temperature 
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of heat shrink wrap applications. It features two temperature 
This 120 volt, 1200 watt heat shrink gun is great for a variety 
of heat shrink wrap applications. It features two temperature 
This 120 volt, 1200 watt heat shrink gun is great for a variety 
of heat shrink wrap applications. It features two temperature 
This 120 volt, 1200 watt heat shrink gun is great for a variety 
of heat shrink wrap applications. It features two temperature 
This 120 volt, 1200 watt heat shrink gun is great for a variety 
of heat shrink wrap applications. It features two temperature 
settings of 750 and 1100 degrees Fahrenheit. The easy to adjust 
switch allows easy temperature control for use on a variety 
of shrink � lms. The high and low settings of this heat gun can 
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I Bar Shrink Wrap Systems

Shrink wrap systems come with an I bar sealer, two-speed heat gun and holder, � lm rack, parts kit, and choice of 
75 gauge PVC or Polyole� n shrink wrap roll. This system is an ideal start up kit for shrink wrapping books, crafts, 
baked goods, gift baskets, stationary, and more. The three-step system allows for a quick, professional shrink wrap 
look to all your products.

The Skus with POF indicate food safe polyole� n shrink � lm.

SKU Seal Dimensions Price Weight Film Included
HI-AIE-2013-13PVC 13" I Bar Sealer $246.00 30 lbs PVC
HI-AIE-2013-13POF 13" I Bar Sealer $268.00 30 lbs Polyole� n
HI-AIE-2018-18PVC 18" I Bar Sealer $308.00 37 lbs PVC
HI-AIE-2018-18POF 18" I Bar Sealer $328.00 37 lbs Polyole� n
HI-AIE-2024-24PVC 24" I Bar Sealer $359.00 43 lbs PVC
HI-AIE-2024-24POF 24" I Bar Sealer $380.00 43 lbs Polyole� n
HI-AIE-2032-32PVC 32" I Bar Sealer $404.00 52 lbs PVC
HI-AIE-2040-40PVC 40" I Bar Sealer $535.00 58 lbs PVC
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Portable Impulse Sealers

Portable I-Bar shrink wrap sealers make sealing easier and faster. The hand 
held unit utilizes a micro switch to activate the shrink wrap sealing/cutting 
wire. Users simply hold the sealing bar down to the silicone pad while 
pushing the sealing trigger.  Once each side is sealed, the package is ready 
for heat to be applied. The sealer base has an 8’ cord connecting the temp 
controller to the hand held unit. It also features an adjustable temperature 
timer. Ideal for the toughest shrink wrap jobs.

SKU Seal Dimensions Price Weight
HI-AIE-300PI 12 12" Portable I Bar Sealer $498.00 55 lbs
HI-AIE-300PI 18 18" Portable I Bar Sealer $578.00 58 lbs
HI-AIE-300PI 24 24" Portable I Bar Sealer $655.00 62 lbs
HI-AIE-300PI 32 32" Portable I Bar Sealer $739.00 69 lbs

13” x 13” Portable L Bar Shrink Wrap Sealer

The Portable L-Bar sealer makes two seals at one time, saving 
energy and making shrink wrapping easier. It is an ideal shrink 
wrap machine to be used in a variety of applications. Great for 
increasing production while reducing energy and costs. Users can 
package thousands of products per day with an L-Bar sealer and 
shrink tunnel. Users with an L-Bar sealer and heat gun can package 
hundreds of products per day.

SKU Seal Dimensions Price Weight Power Supply
HI-AIE1313L-STD 13”x13” $645.80 32 lbs 110V

18”X18” Deluxe L-Bar Shrink Wrap System

This L-Bar shrink wrap machine is durable and made for professional shrink wrapping applications. Made from 
all steel construction, the L bar design is intended for quick and e�  cient shrink wrap applications.

Machine Features: 
*Built in timer 
*Adjustable Shrink Film Dispenser 
*Twin Perforated Hole Punchers 
*Film Separator 
*Work Table 
*Film Guide (when used with a shrink tunnel, 
users can seal thousands of products per day.)

SKU Seal Dimensions Price Weight Power Supply
HI-AIE1818L-STD 18”x18” $1120 61 lbs 110V
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24” X 32” Deluxe L-Bar Shrink Wrap System

The 24x32 L-Bar shrink wrap sealer is durable and made for professional 
shrink wrapping applications. Made from all steel construction, the 
machine is intended for quick and e�  cient shrink wrap applications. 
Features include: a built in timer, an adjustable shrink wrap dispenser, twin 
perforated hole punchers, a � lm separator, and a work area. Users can 
professionally package thousands of products per day when using and L 
bar sealer with a shrink tunnel.

SKU Seal Dimensions Price Weight Power Supply
24”x32” HI-AIE2432-L $1435.00 90 lbs 110V

1519 L Bar Sealer

The stand alone 1519 L Bar sealer features micro knife technology, 
magnetic hold down and an auto discharge conveyor. The 15”x19” 
sealing bar can accommodate most products and ensures a clean 
crisp seal time-after-time. 

The auto discharge feature transports products from the sealing 
area into a tunnel or exit bin of choice. The magnetic hold down 
increases e�  ciency allowing operators to begin the next product 
while the seal is � nishing. The micro knife technology is designed 
for high production. With proper upkeep, the micro knife will last 
tens of thousands of seals before needing to be replaced. 

The wheels and locking casters allow users to easily move the 
sealer to a desired location and quickly lock into place. The 1519 
L Bar sealer can be coupled with any of our shrink tunnels for 
increased packaging e�  ciency.

See machine details below. 
* 15”x19” Sealing Bar 
* Micro Knife Technology 
* Easy Load Film Dispenser 
* Work Table 
* Magnetic Hold 
* Wheels and Locking Casters 
* Automatic Film Discharge Conveyor 
* 110v Electrical Supply 
* 41”x26”x49” Crated Dimensions 
* 1 Year Warranty on all parts

SKU Seal Dimensions Price Weight Power Supply
TL-1519LMC 15”x19” $3750.00 310 lbs 110V

Order online today or call us at 1-800-441-5090 with questions or freight quote requests!

1 Year Warranty 
on all non-wearable parts 
- Extended warranties available
- Parts always in stock
*Wearable Parts Include: Sealing Knife, Tape,
 Transit Channels, fuses, and bumper pads.
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Order online today or call us at 1-800-441-5090 with questions or freight quote requests!

1622 L Bar Sealer

The 1622 L bar sealer is a 220v sealer designed for sealing thousands of products daily. The large 16”x22” sealing 
area is capable of accommodating a large variety of products. The revolutionary micro knife sealing blade is a 
durable long-lasting sealing blade capable of withstanding tens of thousands of seals with proper cleaning and 
maintenance. 

Once the sealing bar is closed, the magnetic hold down keeps the bar in place until the seal is complete. This 
enables operators to begin wrapping the next product while the seal is completing. Directly under the sealing 
area is the discharge conveyor that transports the products to a tunnel or exit bin of choice after the seal is 
complete. All 1622 L bar sealers ship with bare 220v wires. This allows buyers to match the appropriate male 
and female plugs upon arrival. All of our stand-alone L bar sealers come with legs and locking casters for easy 
transportation. The 1622 L Bar sealer can be coupled with any of our shrink tunnels for increased packaging 
e�  ciency. 

SKU Seal Dimensions Price Weight Power Supply

TL-1622MKS 16”x22” $5200.00 400 lbs 220V

2028 L Bar Sealer

The 2028 L bar sealer o� ers a large 20”x28” sealing area capable of 
sealing large and small products. The heavy duty 2028 L bar sealer 
is made to package thousands of products daily. The sealing bar 
features a heavy duty torsion bar to easily lift and close the bar each 
seal. Each 2028 L bar sealer is made with micro knife technology for 
higher output sealing. 

The micro knife sealing feature is a stronger, more durable sealing 
blade to last tens of thousands of seals with proper maintenance. 
Directly under the sealing area is the discharge conveyor. The 
discharge conveyor transports products from the sealing area into a 
shrink tunnel or exit bin of choice once the seal is complete and the 
sealing bar releases. The 2028 L Bar sealer can be coupled with any 
of our shrink tunnels for increased packaging e�  ciency.

SKU Seal Dimensions Price Weight Power Supply
TL-2028MKS 20”x28” $6750.00 636 lbs 220V

See machine details below. 
* 16”x22” Sealing Bar 
* Micro Knife Technology 
* Easy Load Film Dispenser 
* Work Table 
* Magnetic Hold 

* Wheels and Locking Casters 
* Automatic Film Discharge Conveyor 
* 220v Electrical Supply, 15 Amps 
* 53”x29”x45” Crated Dimensions 
* 1 Year Warranty on all parts

See machine details below.
* 20”x28” Sealing Bar 
* Micro Knife Technology 
* Easy Load Film Dispenser 
* Work Table 
* Magnetic Hold 
* Wheels and Locking Casters 
* Automatic Film Discharge Conveyor 
* 220v Electrical Supply, 28 Amps 
* 72”x36”x48” Crated Dimensions 
* 1 Year Warranty on all parts
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48ST L Bar Sealer and Shrink Chamber Combo

The sealer, shrink chamber combo enables e�  cient and consistent package sealing time and time again. 
Great for PVC shrink wrap and polyole� n shrink wrap � lms. Once � lm is dispensed and products are placed 
in the � lm, the combo system does the rest. Simply close the lid and allow the shrink system to seal and shrink
in one motion. 

Below are the speci� cations for this machine. 
L-Bar Sealer and Shrink chamber combos o� er: Compact L Sealer design and Hooded Shrink Chamber in one 
complete unit. Machine features include: Band Seal Technology, Magnetic Hold Down for seal and shrink Cycle, 
Pinwheel Hole Punch, and Casters. Adjustable grates allow for sealing and shrinking taller products.

See machine details below.
*Seal Dimensions: 
Length 18.5”, Width 12”, Height 6” 
*Sealer/Chamber Combo
*Machine Dimensions: 
Length 50”, Width 26”, Height 45” 
*Weight: 270 Lbs. 
*Power Supply 110 Volts= 20 amps
* Crate Dimensions: 
Length 44”, Width 27”, Height 44” 
*1 year limited warranty on all 
non-wearable parts

SKU Price Weight Power Supply Seal Dimensions
TL-48ST $2699.00 275 lbs 110V 18.5"x12"x6"

Order online today or call us at 1-800-441-5090 with questions or freight quote requests!

Length 44”, Width 27”, Height 44” 
*1 year limited warranty on all *1 year limited warranty on all 
non-wearable partsnon-wearable parts

Length 44”, Width 27”, Height 44” 
*1 year limited warranty on all *1 year limited warranty on all 
non-wearable parts
*1 year limited warranty on all 
non-wearable parts

Length 44”, Width 27”, Height 44” Length 44”, Width 27”, Height 44” Length 44”, Width 27”, Height 44” Length 44”, Width 27”, Height 44” Length 44”, Width 27”, Height 44” 
*1 year limited warranty on all *1 year limited warranty on all *1 year limited warranty on all *1 year limited warranty on all 
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76ST L Bar Sealer and Shrink Chamber Combo

The sealer, shrink chamber combo enables e�  cient and consistent package sealing time and time again. Great 
for PVC shrink wrap and polyole� n shrink wrap � lms. Once � lm is dispensed and products are placed in the 
� lm, the combo system does the rest. Simply close the lid and allow the shrink system to seal and shrink in one 
motion. 

L-Bar Sealer and Shrink chamber combos o� er: Compact L” Sealer and Hooded Shrink Chamber in one complete 
unit. Machine comes with “Band Seal Technology,” Magnetic Hold Down For seal and shrink Cycle, Pinwheel Hole 
Punch, and Casters. Adjustable grates allow for sealing and shrinking taller products. 

Below are the speci� cations for this machine. 
*Seal Dimensions: Length 22”, Width 16”, Height 8”
* Sealer/Chamber Combo 
*Machine Dimensions: Length 42”, Width 28”, Height 36”
*Weight: 350 Lbs. 
*Power: 220 Volts, 20 amps 
*Crate Dimensions: Length 42”, Width 32”, Height 42” 
*1 year limited warranty on all non-wearable parts

SKU Price Weight Power Supply Seal Dimensions
TL-76ST $3499.00 350 lbs 220V 22”x16”x8”

1519 Shrink Wrapping Combo System

The TL-1519 ECMC shrink combo system is a great option for 
wrapping several hundreds of products per day to several 
thousands of products per day. The TL-1519 can wrap from 
8-12 products per minute. 

Each combo system includes:
* 15”x19” L-Bar Sealer 
* 16”x20”x6” Shrink Tunnel 
* Tunnel Speeds up to 60 FPM 
* Easy Load Film Dispenser 
* Work Table 

SKU Price Weight Power Supply Seal Dimensions

TL-1519ECMC-110V $6200.00 460 lbs 110V 15”x19”x5.5”
TL-1519ECMC-210V $6550.00 460 lbs 110V 15”x19”x5.5”

220v machines ship bare wire. A matching male 220V plug is required upon arrival.

Call for assistance with new machine setup. 
Our customer support is available M–F, 8–5 central time. 

* Sealer with Magnetic Hold 
* Automatic Film Discharge Conveyor 
* Available in 110v or 220V 
* 76” Total Length 
* 1 Year Warranty on all parts

TL-76ST $3499.00
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HSE 100 Shrink Combo System

The American made HS-HSE100 Combo System is designed to be a tabletop or stand alone model. Both 
models are designed for e�  ciency and consistency. The magnetic hold down on the L-bar sealer enables 
hands-free product sealing once the sealer is closed. After the magnets are released, the discharge conveyor 
transports the sealed product into the shrink tunnel. 

The HS-HSE100 shrink combo system features: 
* 16”x20” L-Bar Sealer 
* 14”x20”x6.5” Shrink Tunnel 
* Easy-Load Film Rack and Tension Rollers 
* Adjustable Film Separator and Work Area 
* Adjustable Take-Away Conveyor 
* Single Plug 115V, 20 Amp Power 
* Auto Tunnel Cool Down 
* Adjustable Product Transition Piece 
* Easy Operation Control Panel 
* 1 Year Warranty on all Parts

SKU Seal Dimensions Price Weight Power Supply
HS-HSE100-LK 16”x20”x6” $6200.00 400 lbs 110V

1622 Shrink Wrapping Combo Systems

The TL-1622MK is an excellent option for companies shrink wrapping up to 5,000 products per day. This combo 
system features an L-Bar sealer and shrink tunnel. The L-Bar system o� ers an automatic � lm discharge conveyor 
to transport products directly into the shrink tunnel after the seal has been completed. This allows the users to 
begin inserting the product into the � lm as soon as the sealing bar has been closed. 

Features Include: 
* 16”x22” L-Bar Sealer 
* Magnetic Hold 
* Automatic Discharge conveyor 
* Easy Load Film Dispenser 
* Work Table 
* 18”x28”x8” Shrink Tunnel 
* Perforated Hole Punch 
* Heavy-Duty Locking Casters 
* 1 Year Warranty on all parts 
* 103” Machine Length 
* 220v Single Phase

SKU Price Weight Power Supply Seal Dimensions
TL-1622MK $9894.00 950 lbs 220V 16"x22"x7.5"

All shrink combo systems ship via motor freight.
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1606-20 Tabletop Shrink Tunnel

The 1606-20 shrink tunnel is a tabletop shrink tunnel with an optional leg kit. The 1606-20 is often paired with 
our 13”x13” tabletop L-Bar Sealer. It features Te� on coated rollers, re-circulating air chamber, digital temperature 
control, AC variable speed drive conveyor, and an automatic cool down with shut o� . Legs and Locking casters 
are not included in base price. The 1606-20 is o� ered in 110 or 220 volts. Ideal for smaller packaging operations, 
this shrink tunnel is economic, light weight, and provides consistent shrinking. Variable tunnel settings enable 
the tunnel to work great with PVC shrink and Polyole� n shrink. 

See the dimensions below to see if this tunnel 
will meet your packaging needs. 

Chamber Dimensions: 
Length 20”, Width 16”, Height 6” 
Machine Dimensions: 
Length 35”, Width 22”, Height 24” 
Shrink Tunnel Weight: 
300 Lbs. 

SKU Chamber Dimensions Price Weight Power Supply
TL-2028MK 20”x28”x7.5” $15800.00 1480 lbs 220V

SKU Chambers Dimensions Price Weight Power Supply

TL-1606-20-110V 16"x20"x6" $2150.00 300 lbs 110V
TL-1606-20-220V 16"x20"x6" $2320.00 300 lbs 220V

Tabletop price shown, add $350 for legs and Casters

220v machines ship bare 
wire. A matching male 
220V plug is required upon 
arrival.

Shrink Tunnel Power Options: 
110 Volts= 20 amps or 220 Volts= 10 amps 
Crate Dimensions: 
Length 36”, Width 24”, Height 29” 
Tunnel Warranty: 
1 year limited manufacturer’s 
warranty on all parts

2028 Shrink Wrapping Combo System

The TL-2028MK is an excellent option for companies shrink wrapping up to 5,000 products per day. This combo 
system features an L-Bar sealer and shrink tunnel. The 20”x28” wide sealing bar allows users to shrink wrap large 
packages in a variety of shapes. The L-Bar system o� ers an automatic � lm discharge conveyor to transport 
products directly into the shrink tunnel after the seal has been completed. This allows the users to begin 
inserting the product into the � lm as soon as the sealing bar has been closed. 

Features Include: 
* 20”x28” L-Bar Sealer 
* Magnetic Hold 
* Automatic Discharge conveyor 
* Easy Load Film Dispenser 
* Work Table 
* 22”x48”x8” Shrink Tunnel 

* Perforated Hole Punch 
* Heavy-Duty Locking Casters 
* 1 Year Warranty on all parts 
* 153” Machine Length 
* 220v Single Phase Sealer, 20 amp 
* 220v Three Phase Tunnel, 50 amp.

1606-20 Tabletop Shrink Tunnel
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T2016 Table Top Shrink Tunnel

The American made T2016 shrink tunnel features a patented high velocity air � ow design to decrease recovery 
times and o� er more consistent shrink rates. As a tabletop model, users often pair the T2016 with a tabletop 
L-Bar sealer. The tunnel o� ers a non-stick mesh belt overlay, auto cool down cycle, patented high velocity air � ow 
design, variable speed drive conveyor, analog controls, 2-year manufacturer’s warranty on parts, and optional 
legs and casters. 

The entry level T2016 is an option for companies running thousands of products daily. Full temperature controls 
and conveyor settings enable the T2016 to shrink a wide variety of � lms. Be sure to view the dimensions below to 
ensure the tunnel will � t your products. We also o� er the ability to send products to our facility and we will shrink 
the products in-house to be sure the machine will work with the desired products. 

Chamber Dimensions: 
Length 20”, Width 15”, Height 6.5” 
Machine Dimensions: 
Length 40”, Width 20”, Height 28” 
Shrink Tunnel Weight: 
170 Lbs. 

SKU Price Weight Power Supply Seal Dimensions
HS-T2016 $2850.00 200 lbs 110V 15"x20x6.5"

*Tabletop price shown, add $450 for legs and Casters

Compact Stand Alone Shrink Tunnel

This compact medium duty heat shrink tunnel features a live roller rod conveyor capable of running up to 95 
feet per minute. The Fully re-circulating air system ensures an even shrink every time. An Automatic cool down 
feature reduce wear on machine parts. All tunnels come with a powerful ½ HP Blower Motor to produce precise 
shrink rates. Locking casters with leveling pads allow easy moving and transport.

This tunnel is ideal for a variety of packages and o� ers a range of settings that can be adjusted to accommodate 
the shrink � lm being used. Centerfold shrink rolls, shrink bags, and shrink wrap tubing all work well with 
this tunnel.

Chamber Dimensions: Length 28”, Width 18”, Height 8” or 12” 
Machine Dimensions: Length 40”, Width 26”, Height 61” 
Shrink Tunnel Weight: 500 Lbs. 
Shrink Tunnel Power Options: 220 Volts= 40 amps 
Crate Dimensions: Length 41”, Width 28”, Height 66” 
Tunnel Warranty:
1 year limited manufacturer’s warranty on all parts

SKU Price Weight Power Supply Seal Dimensions
TL-1808-28 $4,600.00 500 lbs 220V 18"x28"x8"
TL-1812-28 $5,200.00 540 lbs 220V 18"x28"x12"

Shrink Tunnel Power Options: 
125 Volts= 20 amps, 2,000 watts 
Crate Dimensions: 
Length 44”, Width 30”, Height 59” 
Tunnel Warranty: 2 year limited 
manufacturer’s warranty on all parts

$2850.00 200 lbs
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Mid Sized Stand Alone Shrink Tunnel

The 1808-44 tunnel is a general purpose high capacity shrink wrap tunnel machine with a live roller rod conveyor 
capable of running thousands of products per hour. The AC variable speed drive allows detailed dwell time 
settings. Variable air velocity control ensures even shrink rates. The digital temperature control is easy to use and 
set. Locking casters with leveling pads increase mobility for a large unit. 

With regular chain lubrication, tunnels can last years with minimal maintenance.

Chamber Dimensions: Length 44”, Width 18”, Height 8” or 12” 
Machine Dimensions: Length 61”, Width 26”, Height 61” 
Shrink Tunnel Weight: 725 Lbs. 
Shrink Tunnel Power Options: 220 Volts, 40 amps 
Crate Dimensions: Length 62”, Width 28”, Height 66” 
Tunnel Warranty: 1 year limited manufacturer’s warranty on all parts

SKU Price Weight Power Supply Chamber Dimensions
TL-1808-44 $6599.00 750 lbs 220V 18"x44"x8"
TL-1812-44 $7200.00 810 lbs 220V 18"x44"x12"

Long Shrink Tunnel

The 1808-72 shrink tunnel is a longer shrink tunnel for high speed output. The long 72” tunnel chamber increases 
belt speed and allows the packaging of thousands of products hourly. The dual chamber controls allow air 
velocity adjustments for a perfect � nished product time after time. Popular applications include neck shrink 
banding, shrink sleeves, centerfold shrink � lm, or a curing tunnel. Each tunnel has a maximum belt speed of 75 
FPM. 

Chamber Dimensions: Length 72”, Width 18”, Height 8” or 12” 
Machine Dimensions: Length 97”, Width 26”, Height 61” 
Shrink Tunnel Weight: 1175 Lbs. 
Shrink Tunnel Power Options: 220 Volts, 50 amps, 3 Phase Electric
Crate Dimensions: Length 98”, Width 28”, Height 67” 
Tunnel Warranty: 1 year limited manufacturer’s warranty on all parts 

SKU Price Weight Power Supply Chamber Dimensions
TL-1808-72 $12,800.00 1175 lbs 220V 18"x72"x8"
TL-1812-72 $13,400.00 1240 lbs 220V 18"x72"x12"

Call our Sales Department for formal quote 
requests and questions!
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Wide Shrink Tunnel

The 2208-48 recirculating shrink tunnel is a large tunnel made to accommodate a variety of products. The 48” long 
chamber allows room for longer products to shrink quickly. The chamber air velocity is fully adjustable promoting 
ideal shrink settings for a variety of materials and thicknesses. Each tunnel comes with a roller rod conveyor or 
an optional mesh belt overlay for an additional cost. The roller rods are perfect for medium sized products and 
bottles. The mesh belt is often preferred for smaller, thinner products. 

Chamber Dimensions:
Length 48”, Width 22”, Height 8” or 12” 
Machine Dimensions: 
Length 72.5”, Width 30”, Height 64” 
Shrink Tunnel Weight: 
800 Lbs. 
Shrink Tunnel Power Options:
220 Volts, 50 amps, 3 Phase
Crate Dimensions: 
Length 72”, Width 32”, Height 70” 
Tunnel Warranty:
1 year limited manufacturer’s warranty on all parts

SKU Price Weight Power Supply Chamber Dimensions
TL-2208-48 $8975.00 840 lbs 220V 22"x48"x8"
TL-2212-48 $9200.00 870 lbs 220V 22"x48"x12"

Call our Sales Department for formal quote requests and questions!

Wide and Long Shrink Tunnel

The 3612-60 shrink tunnel is the widest stock tunnel we o� er, 
capable of � tting products up to 34 inches wide. The long 60 inch 
chamber allows longer objects to � t through quickly and easily. The 
3612-60 comes with dual air velocity controls and a strong chain 
fed conveyor. Standard tunnels come with roller rods with optional 
mesh belts available. Conveyors can run up to 75 feet per minute. 
The 220V system heats up to 300° F in 15 minutes or less. 

Chamber Dimensions: 
Length 60”, Width 36”, Height 12” or 16” 
Machine Dimensions:
Length 85”, Width 44”, Height 77” 
Shrink Tunnel Weight: 
800 Lbs. Shrink Tunnel Power Options: 220 Volts= 50 amps, 3 Phase 

SKU Chamber Dimensions Price Weight Power Supply
TL-3612-60 36"x60"x12" $11,500.00 800 lbs 220V
TL-3616-60 36"x60"x16" $12,250.00 880 lbs 220V

Crate Dimensions: 
Length 89”, Width 48”, Height 81” 
Tunnel Warranty: 
1 year limited manufacturer’s warranty on all parts

Length 72”, Width 32”, Height 70” 
Tunnel Warranty:
1 year limited manufacturer’s warranty on all parts1 year limited manufacturer’s warranty on all parts

Wide and Long Shrink Tunnel

The 3612-60 shrink tunnel is the widest stock tunnel we o� er, 

1 year limited manufacturer’s warranty on all parts
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SHRINK BUNDLING MACHINES 
Shrink Bundling Sealer

The American made SW2414 shrink bundler is made to wrap heavier products for transportation and storage. 
The 24” wide by 14” tall sealer is perfect for cases of water, carbonated beverages, canned food, and more. 
All bundlers come with a heavy duty hot knife made for high production sealing. All machines feature a 
two-button air operated sealing bar. The sealing bar is held with adjustable magnets and released when the seal 
is complete. Locking casters and adjustable levelers allow easy mobility throughout the warehouse. 
The powered exit conveyor transports products from sealer to a tunnel after the seal is complete. Users are 
capable of packaging hundreds of products hourly. The semi-auto shrink bundler can be used with shrink 
bundling � lm up to 8 mils thick. 

View machine specs and details below. 
* Seal Bar Width: 24 Inches 
* Seal Bar Height: 14 Inches 
* Maximum Seal Width: 23.5 Inches 
* Maximum Seal Height: 13 Inches 
* Machine Dimensions: 48”Wx40”Lx77”H 
* Table and Conveyor Height: 35 Inches 
* Power Requirements: 115 Volts, 15 Amps, Single Phase 
* Air Requirements: 1-2 cu. Ft per minute @ 80 psi 
* Machine weight: 480 Lbs. 
* Shrink Bundler is the sealer only. 
A shrink bundling tunnel is strongly recommended.

SKU Size Price Weight

HS-SW2414 48”x40”x77” $20,499.00 480 lbs

*prices subject to change without notice.31

* Power Requirements: 115 Volts, 15 Amps, Single Phase * Power Requirements: 115 Volts, 15 Amps, Single Phase 
* Air Requirements: 1-2 cu. Ft per minute @ 80 psi 
* Machine weight: 480 Lbs. 
* Shrink Bundler is the sealer only. 
A shrink bundling tunnel is strongly recommended.

* Machine weight: 480 Lbs. 
* Shrink Bundler is the sealer only. 
A shrink bundling tunnel is strongly recommended.

Price

* Air Requirements: 1-2 cu. Ft per minute @ 80 psi * Air Requirements: 1-2 cu. Ft per minute @ 80 psi 

A shrink bundling tunnel is strongly recommended.

Weight

A shrink bundling tunnel is strongly recommended.

Weight

* Power Requirements: 115 Volts, 15 Amps, Single Phase 
* Air Requirements: 1-2 cu. Ft per minute @ 80 psi * Air Requirements: 1-2 cu. Ft per minute @ 80 psi 
* Machine weight: 480 Lbs. 
* Air Requirements: 1-2 cu. Ft per minute @ 80 psi 
* Machine weight: 480 Lbs. 
* Shrink Bundler is the sealer only. 

* Power Requirements: 115 Volts, 15 Amps, Single Phase * Power Requirements: 115 Volts, 15 Amps, Single Phase * Power Requirements: 115 Volts, 15 Amps, Single Phase * Power Requirements: 115 Volts, 15 Amps, Single Phase * Power Requirements: 115 Volts, 15 Amps, Single Phase * Power Requirements: 115 Volts, 15 Amps, Single Phase * Power Requirements: 115 Volts, 15 Amps, Single Phase 
* Air Requirements: 1-2 cu. Ft per minute @ 80 psi * Air Requirements: 1-2 cu. Ft per minute @ 80 psi 
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Shrink Bundling Tunnel

The large 4832 shrink bundling tunnel is made for shrinking polyethylene 
bundling � lm. Made to package heavier products with polyethylene bundling � lm. 
The standard non-stick mesh belt prevents � lm from sticking to the conveyor belt. 
The conveyor motor is larger to move heavier products. The 4832 bundling tunnel 
features three heating zones for faster heating and cooling. Dual adjustable air� ow 
controls allow precision adjustments to the chamber temperature. The external 
fans further the cooling process after the products exit the shrink tunnel. 

View machine specs and details below. 
* Tunnel Chamber Dimensions: 48”L x 32”W x 12”H 
* Tunnel Dimensions: 74”Lx41”Wx58”H 
* Tunnel Weight: 860 lbs. 
* Power: 208~240 Volts, 54 Amps 
* Wattage: 12,900 Watts 
* Max Conveyor Speed: 70 Fpm Included Features: Non-stick Te� on mesh belt, 
external cooling fans, 2-year warranty on parts, triple heat zones, high-velocity 
blower fans, Quarter horsepower conveyor motor.

SKU Size Price Weight

HS-T4832-Mesh-PC 74”x48”x58” $13995.00 860 lbsHS-T4832-Mesh-PC 74”x48”x58”

SKU

HS-T4832-Mesh-PCHS-T4832-Mesh-PCHS-T4832-Mesh-PCHS-T4832-Mesh-PCHS-T4832-Mesh-PC
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AUTO SHRINK BUNDLER COMBO
The fully auto 800NFE shrink bundler is a one-piece combo shrink bundling sealer and tunnel. The inline design 
makes integration into existing lines easy. Products are auto fed into the sealing area. After the seal is � nished, 
cases move into the tunnel via a conveyor for shrinking. The quick set Delta PLC makes machine adjustments fast 
and e�  cient. The wide 29.5-inch sealing bar is capable of sealing boxes, cases, and other large items. The tunnel 
can � t products up to 16 inches tall. This machine is made to operate with two polyethylene shrink bundling 
rolls. One roll of � lm is held in a � lm carriage above the products and another below. The powered infeed rollers 
smoothly and evenly dispense � lm as it passes on the conveyor. The hot knife sealing bar is fully adjustable to 
accommodate up to 6 mil bundling � lm. As the hot knife closes, a pneumatic product hold-down keeps � lm 
and products in place during the seal. Upon completion, the sealing knife and hold down raise and the products 
are released to the tunnel. The shrink tunnel features a metal mesh conveyor belt for even air� ow and reduced 
� lm tact. The shrink tunnel has a maximum temperature of 450 degrees Fahrenheit. The tunnel chamber height 
is 18 inches; we do not recommend products much over 16 inches in height. The top blowers can cause burn 
holes on � lm too close to the blower motors. The tunnel exit features an adjustable cooling fan to help speed up 
cooling upon tunnel exit. Emergency stops are located on the infeed conveyor and control panel. See the list of 
features below and call us if you have any questions. We try to keep (1) bundler in stock. If not in stock, standard 
lead times are 12 – 16 weeks. Ask a sales associate about the current stock today! 

View machine specs and details below. 
* Seal Bar Width: 29.5 Inches 
* Seal Bar Height: 18 Inches 
* Maximum Seal Width: 28 Inches 
* Maximum Seal Height: 16 Inches 
* Machine Dimensions: 53”Wx136”Lx84”H 
* Crated Dimensions: 142” L x 63” W x 84” H 
* Control Panel: Delta Touchscreen 
* Power Requirements: 220/ Volts, 75 Amps, Three Phase 
* Air Requirements: 3 CFM @ 80 psi 
* Machine weight: 2,800 Lbs. 
*Maximum Film Width: 29”

SKU Size Price Weight

TL-SFE-800NF 53"x136"x84" $39500.00 2800 lbs

* Seal Bar Width: 29.5 Inches 
* Seal Bar Height: 18 Inches 
* Maximum Seal Width: 28 Inches * Maximum Seal Width: 28 Inches 
* Maximum Seal Height: 16 Inches 
* Machine Dimensions: 53”Wx136”Lx84”H 
* Crated Dimensions: 142” L x 63” W x 84” H 

* Maximum Seal Width: 28 Inches 
* Maximum Seal Height: 16 Inches 
* Machine Dimensions: 53”Wx136”Lx84”H 
* Crated Dimensions: 142” L x 63” W x 84” H 
* Control Panel: Delta Touchscreen 
* Power Requirements: 220/ Volts, 75 Amps, Three Phase 

* Crated Dimensions: 142” L x 63” W x 84” H * Crated Dimensions: 142” L x 63” W x 84” H 

* Seal Bar Width: 29.5 Inches 
* Seal Bar Height: 18 Inches * Seal Bar Height: 18 Inches 
* Maximum Seal Width: 28 Inches 
* Seal Bar Height: 18 Inches 
* Maximum Seal Width: 28 Inches 
* Maximum Seal Height: 16 Inches 

* Seal Bar Width: 29.5 Inches * Seal Bar Width: 29.5 Inches * Seal Bar Width: 29.5 Inches * Seal Bar Width: 29.5 Inches * Seal Bar Width: 29.5 Inches * Seal Bar Width: 29.5 Inches 
* Seal Bar Height: 18 Inches * Seal Bar Height: 18 Inches 
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Auto Sideseal Machine 

The INT-20 automatic side seal machine is made to package thousands of products per hour. The touch screen 
Delta PLC makes adjustments quick and easy. Run up to 35 packages per minute! A memory of 20 di� erent 
product sizes makes adjustments foolproof. The INT-20 is capable of sealing products 16” wide and 6” high. The 
continuous side seal allows product lengths up to 48” or more! A belted infeed conveyor is recommended for the 
machine infeed with a tunnel of choice to properly shrink products after the seal is complete. The machine does 
require a 220v/208v single phase 20 amp power supply. 

See the machine details for air requirements and more.
* Seal Area: 20”  Cross Seal x 8” Height 
* Machine Speed: 35 Products per Minute
* Electrical Supply: 220v/208v, 20 amp Single Phase
* Air Supply: 1CFM @ 80 PSI 
* Min Package Size: 4”x6”
* Max Film Width: 24”
* Machine Dimensions: 73”L x 49”W x 67”H
* Shipping Weight: 1500 lbs.

SKU Size Price Weight

TL-INT-20 73"x49"x67" $34900.00 1500 lbs
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CONVEYORS
A conveyor is a horizontal, inclined, or vertical device for moving or 
transporting bulk materials or objects in a path predetermined by the design 
of the device. Principally, a conveyor is a device to move objects from one 
location to another by gravity or with external power. At U.S. Packaging & 
Wrapping we sell both gravity conveyors and motorized conveyors. 
The integration of an exit conveyor for packaging machines is the primary 
use of our conveyor products. Although our conveyors can be used for 
a variety of di� erent uses; product size, weight, and shape should be 
considered when choosing a conveyor. 

Rotary Conveyors

Rotary conveyors often referred to as lazy Susan conveyors are excellent 
options for companies wanting to increase production levels. We o� er a 
variety of rotary conveyor sizes made to accommodate di� erent product 
sizes. 

Please see product speci� cs below.
* 110V Electric 5 amp Motor 
* Turntables Made of Durable Aluminum 
* Max weight for all sizes 200 lbs. 
* Adjustable speed control knob 
* All Rotary Conveyors Ship Via Best Way Freight 
* Adjustable Height Settings

SKU Size Price Weight Dish Height Rotations 
Per Minute

TL-36LS 36" Rotary Conveyor $1800.00 250 lbs 3" 0-12

TL-48LS 48" Rotary Conveyor $2100.00 300 lbs 3" 0-10
TL-60LS 60" Rotary Conveyor $2500.00 350 lbs 4" 0-8

Skatewheel Conveyors

Skate wheel conveyors are gravity style conveyors used in 
warehouses and manufacturing facilities around 
the world. Skate wheel conveyors are able to adjust to a variety 
of spacing needs. All skate wheel conveyors 
are capable of handling up to 175 lbs. per linear ft. Ideal for light 
and heavy products. All skate wheel conveyors feature durable 
aluminum adjustable legs to accommodate a variety of needs. 
See the chart for details and capabilities of each conveyor size.

SKU Size Price Weight Min/Max 
Height

Number 
of Legs

TL-4-16SW 4-16 Skate Wheel Conveyor $1500.00 175 lbs 28"/41" 3’

TL-6-18SW 6-18 Skate Wheel Conveyor $1900.00 215 lbs 28"/41" 4’
TL-8-24SW 8-24 Skate Wheel Conveyor $2200.00 240 lbs 28"/41" 5’

36" Rotary Conveyor

48" Rotary ConveyorTL-48LS
TL-60LS

Please see product speci� cs below.
* 110V Electric 5 amp Motor 

60" Rotary Conveyor

Please see product speci� cs below.
* 110V Electric 5 amp Motor 
* Turntables Made of Durable Aluminum 

TL-48LS
TL-60LS 60" Rotary Conveyor

$2100.00$2100.00
$2500.00 350 lbs

300 lbs
350 lbs350 lbs

0-10
0-8

Skatewheel ConveyorsSkatewheel ConveyorsSkatewheel ConveyorsSkatewheel ConveyorsSkatewheel Conveyors

TL-36LS 36" Rotary ConveyorTL-36LSTL-36LS 36" Rotary Conveyor

48" Rotary Conveyor
60" Rotary Conveyor

TL-36LS 36" Rotary ConveyorTL-36LSTL-36LS
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180 Degree Gravity Conveyor

A 180 degree gravity conveyor is an excellent 
solution for a one operator system. We often 
pair the 180 degree gravity conveyors with 
our 1519 shrink combo systems or the 1622 
shrink combo systems. All 180 degree gravity 
conveyors are made with stainless steel rollers 
and durable aluminum legs. Each size of 
conveyor is capable of holding up 
to 225 lbs. per linear ft.

SKU Size Price Weight Min/Max Height Length of 
Straight Section

TL-180-24 2 ft. 180 Degree Gravity Conveyor $1150.00 125 lbs 28"/42" 2'
TL-180-36 3 ft. 180 Degree Gravity Conveyor $1380.00 140 lbs 28"/42" 3'
TL-180-72 6 ft. 180 Degree Gravity Conveyor $1700.00 180 lbs 28"/42" 6'

Straight Gravity Conveyor

Straight gravity roller conveyors use 
gravity to move products from one 
location to another. Many customers 
choose a straight gravity conveyor to 
be placed at the end of a shrink tunnel 
as an exit conveyor. Each conveyor is 
made from stainless steel rollers with 
durable aluminum legs and is capable 
of holding up to 200 lbs. per linear ft.

SKU Size Price Weight Min/Max Height Length of 
Straight Section

TL-24 2 ft. Straight Gravity Roller Conveyor $410.00 40 lbs 28"x42" 2'
TL-36 3 ft. Straight Gravity Roller Conveyor $570.00 60 lbs 28"/42" 3'
TL-72 6 ft. Straight Gravity Roller Conveyor $960.00 110 lbs 28"/42" 6'

Straight Gravity Conveyor

Straight gravity roller conveyors use 
gravity to move products from one 

Straight Gravity Conveyor

Straight gravity roller conveyors use Straight gravity roller conveyors use 
gravity to move products from one gravity to move products from one 
location to another. Many customers location to another. Many customers 
choose a straight gravity conveyor to 

Straight Gravity Conveyor
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BELTED INFEED CONVEYORS
Belted infeed conveyors use a motorized belt to transport product into or from a production machine. 
The belt is made from durable polyurethane for superior strength. The belting is FDA approved for food 
packaging. Adjustable side guides can � t a wide range of products. The guides help to ensure products 
are properly aligned during transit on the conveyor. The digital control panel is simple and easy to use. The 
quick-adjust turn knob makes speed adjustments quick and easy. The 36 and 72-inch conveyors are used for 
both infeed and exit applications. The easy access emergency stop button will immediately shut down the 
conveyor when needed. 

Conveyor Speci� cations
* 0-75 Feet per Minute 
* 18” Wide Belt 
* Adjustable Leg height 32”-42” 
* Adjustable Side Guides 
* FDA Approved Belt 
* 220V Single Phase, 20 amp

3 ft. Belted Infeed Conveyors

SKU Size Price Weight

TL-72B 72"Lx18" W $4295.00 150 lbs

6 ft. Belted Infeed Conveyors

SKU Size Price Weight

TL-36B 36”L x 18” W $2990.00 150 lbs

Size

TL-36BTL-36B $2990.00 150 lbs

SKU SizeSKU

36”L x 18” W

SizeSKU SizeSKU
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PALLET STRETCH FILM
Stretch � lm is a plastic � lm used to secure, bundle, and stabilize products. 
Stretch � lm is made from linear low-density polyethylene. When applying, 
the � lm is to be pulled and stretched around products to obtain tight and 
secured product loads. Stretch � lm comes in a variety of widths, thicknesses, 
and colors.

Hand Stretch Film

Hand stretch � lm is considered any stretch � lm roll that is easily applied by 
hand. Most hand stretch � lm rolls weigh less than ten pounds. Hand rolls 
can come in a variety of widths, but the most common widths are 15 and 18 
inch wide rolls. Hand stretch rolls can be applied with or without a stretch 
� lm dispenser. The dispensers often have a braking system to help obtain a 
tighter stretch when applying the � lm. Our hand pallet wrap comes with a 
standard 3 inch core size allowing rolls to easily � t any dispensers.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-PSF05 60 Gauge 15"x2000' $62.55 29 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-PSF06 60 Gauge 18"x2000' $74.25 35 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-PSF10 70 Gauge 15"x1500' $52.12 26 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-PSF11 70 Gauge 18"x1500' $61.61 31 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-PSF01 80 Gauge 12"x1500' $51.54 23 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-PSF02 80 Gauge 15"x1500' $62.50 29 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-PSF03 80 Gauge 18"x1500' $76.04 35 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-PSF16 90 Gauge 12"x1500' $54.76 25 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-PSF22 90 Gauge 15"x1500' $71.98 33 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-PSF17 90 Gauge 18"x1500' $85.87 39 lbs 4 1 Case

Custom Hand Stretch Film: 
Hand stretch � lm is considered any stretch � lm roll that is easily applied by hand. 
Most hand stretch � lm rolls weigh less than ten pounds. Hand rolls can come in a 
variety of widths, but the most common width is 18 inch wide rolls. We o� er  a large 
selection of stock rolls, but also o� er custom options. Common custom options 
include UV additives, once sided cling, and custom widths and thicknesses. 

Call our sales team for assistance with custom capabilities and lead times.

WP-PSF05 60 Gauge
60 Gauge

WP-PSF10
WP-PSF11 70 Gauge

80 Gauge
80 Gauge

WP-PSF10
WP-PSF11
WP-PSF01 80 Gauge

70 Gauge
80 Gauge
80 Gauge
80 Gauge

15"x1500'
18"x1500'18"x1500'

52.12
61.61 31 lbs

35 lbs
26 lbs
31 lbs

4
4

1 Case
1 Case
1 Case
1 Case
1 Case

12"x1500'
15"x1500'

$51.54
62.50

23 lbs
29 lbs

4
4

1 Case
1 Case

WP-PSF05
WP-PSF06WP-PSF06WP-PSF06

70 Gauge
70 Gauge

WP-PSF05WP-PSF05WP-PSF05WP-PSF05
WP-PSF06
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Micron Hand Stretch Film

Eco-Wrap micron hand cast stretch wrap o� ers the bene� ts of durable 
stretch � lm at an a� ordable price. Along with a� ordability, Eco-Wrap 
micron hand stretch � lm allows users to downgrade in � lm thickness and 
still maintain superior load tension. Eco-Wrap micron stretch wrap is made 
from a metallocene technology using linear low density polyethylene 
(LLDPE). This formula helps to produce a sti� er, stronger stretch � lm that 
results in less waste and cost savings for stretch � lm users. 

The gauge to micron conversion is stated below: 
1 Gauge=.254 Micron

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-ECO06 13 Micron 12"x2000' $45.25 19.6 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-ECO04 13 Micron 15"x2000' $55.10 24.48 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-ECO02 13 Micron 18"x2000' $67.89 29.36 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-ECO05 16 Micron 12"x1500' $42.63 18.44 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-ECO03 16 Micron 15"x1500' $53.25 23.04 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-ECOPL 16 Micron 16"x1500' $56.59 24.56 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-ECO01 16 Micron 18"x1500' $63.89 27.64 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-ECO23 19 Micron 12"x1500' $50.58 21.88 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-ECO15 19 Micron 15"x1500' $63.29 27.36 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-ECO16 19 Micron 18"x1500' $69.84 32.84 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-ECO20 29 Micron 15"x1000' $65.89 27.36 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-ECO21 29 Micron 18"x1000' $75.46 32.84 lbs 4 1 Case

Hybrid Hand Stretch Film

New hybrid cast stretch � lm technology promotes less waste and at an 
a� ordable price! Due to rising stretch � lm costs, manufacturers have been 
focused on producing a stretch wrap that lowers waste, reduces costs, 
and still maintains a superior hold. Hybrid stretch � lm is that � lm. Hybrid 
stretch � lm is a multi-layer cast stretch � lm that is made to be thinner and 
stronger than standard hand stretch � lm. This multi-layered stretch � lm has a 
metallocene additive that increases stretch resistance and strengthens load 
retention. Down gauging possibilities are encouraged. Our 12 micron � lm is 
an excellent replacement for standard gauged stretch � lm up to 90 gauge.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-HYB56 12 Micron 16"x1480' $51.27 27 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-HYB58 12 Micron 18"x1480' $53.75 29.3 lbs 4 1 Case

WP-ECOPL
16 Micron
19 MicronWP-ECO23

WP-ECO15
19 Micron
29 Micron

WP-ECO15
WP-ECO16 19 Micron

29 Micron
29 Micron

12"x1500'
15"x1500'15"x1500'
12"x1500'
15"x1500'

$50.58
$63.2963.29 27.36 lbs

21.88 lbs
27.36 lbs
21.88 lbs 4
27.36 lbs 4

1 Case
1 Case
1 Case
1 Case

15"x1000'
18"x1000'
15"x1000' $65.89

$75.46
65.89
75.46 32.84 lbs

27.36 lbs
32.84 lbs
27.36 lbs 4
32.84 lbs

4
44

1 Case
1 Case1 Case1 Case

WP-ECOPL
WP-ECO01
WP-ECO23
WP-ECO01
WP-ECO23

19 Micron

WP-ECO01WP-ECO01WP-ECO01WP-ECO01WP-ECO01WP-ECO01
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Pre-Stretched Hand Film

Hand Pre-stretched � lm o� ers many advantages over 
traditional stretch � lm. The primary advantage to 
pre-stretched hand stretch � lm is equal or increased 
load stability with less stretch � lm used. That equals 
lower packaging costs for you. Other bene� ts 
include: 

1. Less energy needed to apply. 
2. Lighter Rolls. 
3. Consistent wrapping tension.

Pallet orders to commercial facilities ship free!

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-WXP46 9 Micron 13.7"x1500' $45.86 18 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-WXP49 9 Micron 17"x1500' $53.37 25 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-HPL27 8 Micron 18.25”x1500' $12.90 6 lbs 1 1 Roll

Color Tinted Hand Stretch Film

Colored stretch � lm can be advantageous for companies 
that need to quickly identify products. The user can color 
code pallets for instant identi� cation. Colored stretch � lms 
make tampered loads quickly identi� able as well. Prices 
are comparable to clear stretch � lm. We o� er a wide 
variety of hand stretch � lm dispensers at great prices to 
assist you in applying this product. View all in the stretch 
� lm dispensers section!

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty Color

WP-BLU15 80 Gauge 15"x1500' $76.85 29 lbs 4 1 Case BLUE
WP-RED15 80 Gauge 15"x1500' $76.85 29 lbs 4 1 Case RED
WP-YEL15 80 Gauge 15"x1500' $76.85 29 lbs 4 1 Case YELLOW
WP-GRN15 80 Gauge 15"x1500' $76.85 29 lbs 4 1 Case GREEN
WP-BLU18 80 Gauge 18"x1500' $92.88 35 lbs 4 1 Case BLUE
WP-RED18 80 Gauge 18"x1500' $92.88 35 lbs 4 1 Case RED
WP-GRN18 80 Gauge 18"x1500' $92.88 35 lbs 4 1 Case GREEN
WP-YEL18 80 Gauge 18"x1500' $92.88 35 lbs 4 1 Case YELLOW
WP-ORN18 80 Gauge 18"x1500' $92.88 35 lbs 4 1 Case ORANGE

Color Tinted Hand Stretch FilmColor Tinted Hand Stretch Film

Colored stretch � lm can be advantageous for companies 
that need to quickly identify products. The user can color 
code pallets for instant identi� cation. Colored stretch � lms 

Colored stretch � lm can be advantageous for companies 
that need to quickly identify products. The user can color 
code pallets for instant identi� cation. Colored stretch � lms 
make tampered loads quickly identi� able as well. Prices 
are comparable to clear stretch � lm. We o� er a wide 

Colored stretch � lm can be advantageous for companies Colored stretch � lm can be advantageous for companies Colored stretch � lm can be advantageous for companies Colored stretch � lm can be advantageous for companies 
that need to quickly identify products. The user can color 
code pallets for instant identi� cation. Colored stretch � lms 
make tampered loads quickly identi� able as well. Prices 

that need to quickly identify products. The user can color 
code pallets for instant identi� cation. Colored stretch � lms 
make tampered loads quickly identi� able as well. Prices 
code pallets for instant identi� cation. Colored stretch � lms 

Color Tinted Hand Stretch FilmColor Tinted Hand Stretch FilmColor Tinted Hand Stretch Film

Colored stretch � lm can be advantageous for companies 
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Color Tinted Hybrid Hand Stretch Film

New hybrid stretch � lm technology promotes less waste and at an a� ordable price! Due to rising 
stretch � lm costs, manufacturers have been focused on producing a stretch wrap that lowers 
waste, reduces costs, and still maintains a superior hold. Hybrid stretch � lm is that � lm. Hybrid 
stretch � lm is a multi-layer stretch � lm that is made to be thinner and stronger than standard 
hand stretch � lm. This multi-layered stretch � lm has a metallocene additive that increases 
stretch resistance and strengthens load retention.

SKU Thickness Width 
xLength

Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order 
Qty

Color

WP-HYB23 16 Micron 18"x1500' $60.96 27.6 lbs 4 1 Case RED
WP-HYB21 17 Micron 18"x1500' $60.96 27.6 lbs 4 1 Case BLUE
WP-HYB24 18 Micron 18"x1500' $60.96 27.6 lbs 4 1 Case GREEN
WP-HYB22 19 Micron 18"x1500' $60.96 27.6 lbs 4 1 Case BLACK

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty Color

WP-BLA15 80 Gauge 15"x1500' $70.11 29 lbs 4 1 Case BLACK
WP-WHT15 80 Gauge 15"x1500' $70.11 29 lbs 4 1 Case WHITE
WP-BLA18 80 Gauge 18"x1500' $84.23 35 lbs 4 1 Case BLACK
WP-WHT18 80 Gauge 18"x1500' $84.23 35 lbs 4 1 Case WHITE
WP-HYB22 63 Gauge 18"x1500' $72.93 32 lbs 4 1 Case BLACK

Conceal Shipments 

Opaque stretch � lm is the 
perfect way to conceal 
shipments. Keep product loads 
private with white or black 
opaque stretch � lm. Ask about 
our custom UV opaque stretch 
� lm for outdoor storage.

Opaque Hand Stretch Film

View the chart below for di� erent sizes and roll quantities. 
All hand rolls feature a 150% stretch. Premium opaque stretch � lm o� ers excellent 
stretch and opacity. All rolls o� ered online come with a standard 30 day UV 
additive. Increased UV protection is available with pallet minimum orders. Most 
rolls in stock and ready to ship within 24 hours of a completed order.rolls in stock and ready to ship within 24 hours of a completed order.rolls in stock and ready to ship within 24 hours of a completed order.rolls in stock and ready to ship within 24 hours of a completed order.rolls in stock and ready to ship within 24 hours of a completed order.rolls in stock and ready to ship within 24 hours of a completed order.rolls in stock and ready to ship within 24 hours of a completed order.rolls in stock and ready to ship within 24 hours of a completed order.rolls in stock and ready to ship within 24 hours of a completed order.rolls in stock and ready to ship within 24 hours of a completed order.rolls in stock and ready to ship within 24 hours of a completed order.rolls in stock and ready to ship within 24 hours of a completed order.

Conceal Shipments 

Opaque stretch � lm is the 

Conceal Shipments Conceal Shipments Conceal Shipments 

Opaque stretch � lm is the 

Conceal Shipments 

Opaque stretch � lm is the 

Conceal Shipments 

Opaque stretch � lm is the Opaque stretch � lm is the 
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Static Dissipative Hand Stretch Film

Hand anti static stretch wrap provides the same great stretch � lm qualities, minus the static. Our static dissipative 
hand stretch wrap is puncture resistant, has superior cling, and o� ers the ability to successfully unitize a load 
minus the static. Anti static stretch wrap is perfect for: electronics, chemicals, paints, etc.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-DSF17 80 Gauge 17"x1500' $113.24 33 lbs 4 1 Case

Air� ow Vented Hand Stretch Film

Air� ow vented stretch � lm o� ers the 
advantages of regular stretch � lm with 

die cut holes used to prevent spoilage in 
products. Air� ow pallet wrap can be used 

in a variety of applications: Vegetables, 
Bottled Products, Lumber, Meats, Fruits, 
Dairy Products, Baking Powders, Frozen 

Products, Flowers, Grains, Animal Feed, Etc. 
Air� ow vented stretch � lm reduces product 
condensation and enables faster cooling of 

products after being wrapped.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-WAF04 80 Gauge 17"x3000' $81.25 9 lbs 1 1 Roll

Wrapnet Vented Hand Stretch Film

Wrapnet pallet netting is comparable to our Air� ow 
pallet wrap; they both o� er the ability to ventilate 
shipments. The di� erence is Wrapnet is a light weight 
knitted netting and Air� ow pallet wrap is a pallet 
wrap with die cut holes. Wrapnet is more 
economical than Air� ow pallet wrap, but does not 
o� er the same amount of stretch.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-WSN04 N/A 20"x3000' $49.45 9 lbs 1 1 Roll

SKU

80 Gauge

SKU

WP-WAF04 80 Gauge 17"x3000'

WidthxLengthWidthxLengthWidthxLength PricePrice WeightWeight Rls./CaseRls./CaseRls./Case Min. Order QtyMin. Order QtyMin. Order QtyMin. Order Qty

17"x3000' 81.25 9 lbs 1 Roll

Thickness WidthxLength
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Extended Core Hand Stretch Film

Extended core stretch � lm handles ensure users 
have a product ready for use directly out of the box. 
No need for a special dispenser or machine. 
Our clear extended core stretch � lm comes with a sturdy 
disposable handle focused on making stretch 
applications easy and e� ective.

Pallet orders ship free to commercial addresses 
within the continental US!

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-DSW01 80 Gauge 10"x1000' $38.58 13 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-DSW22 80 Gauge 15"x1000' $57.88 20 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-DSW08 60 Gauge 20"x1000' $68.58 20 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-DSW03 70 Gauge 20"x1000' $68.90 23 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-DSW04 80 Gauge 20"x1000' $73.49 26 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-DSW06 120 Gauge 20"x700' $81.09 27 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-DSW11 115 Gauge 20"x700' $77.70 26 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-DSW25 150 Gauge 20"x600' $84.38 29 lbs 4 1 Case
WP-DSW07 80 Gauge 30"x1000' $114.31 39 lbs 4 1 Case

Color Tinted Extended Core Stretch Film

Color tinted extended core stretch � lm can be ideal for companies 
that need to quickly identify products. Companies can color code 
pallets for instant identi� cation. Tinted stretch � lm makes tampered 
loads quickly evident as well.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty Color

WP-BSW02 80 Gauge 20"x1000' $76.85 26 lbs 4 1 Case BLUE
WP-RSW03 80 Gauge 20"x1000' $76.85 26 lbs 4 1 Case RED
WP-GSW00 80 Gauge 20"x1000' $76.85 26 lbs 4 1 Case GREEN
WP-YSW05 80 Gauge 20"x1000' $76.85 26 lbs 4 1 Case YELLOW
WP-ORN20 80 Gauge 20"x1000' $76.85 26 lbs 4 1 Case ORANGE

WP-DSW06
115 Gauge 20"x700'

20"x600'WP-DSW25
WP-DSW07 80 Gauge
WP-DSW25
WP-DSW07

20"x600'
30"x1000'

$
$114.31

29 lbs
114.31

29 lbs
39 lbs

4
4

1 Case
1 Case
1 Case
1 Case

WP-DSW06
WP-DSW11WP-DSW11
WP-DSW25
WP-DSW11
WP-DSW25 150 Gauge

80 Gauge

WP-DSW06
WP-DSW11WP-DSW11WP-DSW11WP-DSW11
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Opaque Extended Core Stretch Film

Secure wrap opaque extended core stretch � lm 
with extended core handles o� ers UV protection 
directly out of the box. Along with UV protection, 
users can conceal contents of shipments. Prices 
are very comparable to clear stretch � lm. Our 
opaque extended core stretch � lm comes in 
white and black.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty Color

WP-BSW00 80 Gauge 20”x1000’ $78.67 29 lbs 4 1 Case BLACK
WP-WSW04 80 Gauge 20”x1000’ $78.67 29 lbs 4 1 Case WHITE
WP-BSW10 80 Gauge 10”x1000’ $62.50 22 lbs 4 1 Case BLACK

Air� ow Vented Extended Core Stretch Film

Air� ow extended core stretch � lm o� ers the 
advantages of regular stretch � lm with die cut 
holes used to prevent spoilage in products. 
Air� ow stretch � lm can be used in a variety 
of applications: Vegetables, Bottled Products, 
Lumber, Meats, Fruits, Dairy Products, Baking 
Powders, Frozen Products, Flowers, Grains, Animal 
Feed, Etc. Air� ow stretch � lm reduces product 
condensation and enables faster cooling of 
products after being wrapped.

Wrapnet Vented Extended Core Stretch Film

Wrapnet is comparable to Air� ow stretch wrap; they both 
o� er the ability to ventilate shipments. The di� erence is 
Wrapnet is a light weight knitted netting and Air� ow pallet 
wrap is a stretch � lm with die cut holes. Wrapnet is more 
economical than Air� ow stretch wrap, but does not o� er 
stretch like the Air� ow pallet wrap.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-WAF03 80 Gauge 17"x1000' $104.12 10.6 lbs 4 1 Case

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-WSN03 N/A 20"x1000' $78.65 11 lbs 4 1 Case

advantages of regular stretch � lm with die cut 
holes used to prevent spoilage in products. 
Air� ow stretch � lm can be used in a variety Air� ow stretch � lm can be used in a variety 
of applications: Vegetables, Bottled Products, 
Lumber, Meats, Fruits, Dairy Products, Baking 
Powders, Frozen Products, Flowers, Grains, Animal 
Feed, Etc. Air� ow stretch � lm reduces product 

of applications: Vegetables, Bottled Products, 
Lumber, Meats, Fruits, Dairy Products, Baking Lumber, Meats, Fruits, Dairy Products, Baking 
Powders, Frozen Products, Flowers, Grains, Animal 
Feed, Etc. Air� ow stretch � lm reduces product 
condensation and enables faster cooling of 
products after being wrapped.

Air� ow stretch � lm can be used in a variety 
of applications: Vegetables, Bottled Products, 
Lumber, Meats, Fruits, Dairy Products, Baking Lumber, Meats, Fruits, Dairy Products, Baking 
Powders, Frozen Products, Flowers, Grains, Animal 
Feed, Etc. Air� ow stretch � lm reduces product 
condensation and enables faster cooling of 

Powders, Frozen Products, Flowers, Grains, Animal 

advantages of regular stretch � lm with die cut 
holes used to prevent spoilage in products. 
Air� ow stretch � lm can be used in a variety Air� ow stretch � lm can be used in a variety 
holes used to prevent spoilage in products. 
Air� ow stretch � lm can be used in a variety 
of applications: Vegetables, Bottled Products, 
Lumber, Meats, Fruits, Dairy Products, Baking 

advantages of regular stretch � lm with die cut 
holes used to prevent spoilage in products. holes used to prevent spoilage in products. holes used to prevent spoilage in products. holes used to prevent spoilage in products. holes used to prevent spoilage in products. holes used to prevent spoilage in products. holes used to prevent spoilage in products. holes used to prevent spoilage in products. 
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Bundling Stretch Film

Bundling stretch � lm, also referred to as banding stretch � lm is great for a variety of uses. Stretch � lm between 
1-5 inches is commonly referred to as bundling � lm or banding � lm. Companies often use bundling stretch wrap 
in place of tape to keep items bundled together. Bundling � lm is also great for stabilizing smaller product loads. 
Light and easy to handle rolls enable e�  cient bundling and applying. Great for bundling wood, PVC pipe, and 
other cylindrical products. Many businesses use bundling stretch wrap to bundle multiple boxes together for 
shipping. We o� er several di� erent varieties of bundling stretch wrap ideal for di� erent job applications.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-SBF01 80 Gauge 2"x1000' $51.38 15.36 lbs 24 1 Case
WP-SBF77 90 Gauge 2"x1000' $57.16 17.28 lbs 24 1 Case
WP-SBF09 120 Gauge 2"x700' $53.69 16.11 lbs 24 1 Case
WP-SBF08 80 Gauge 3"x1000' $55.51 17.28 lbs 18 1 Case
WP-SBF02 90 Gauge 3"x1000' $59.81 19.44 lbs 18 1 Case
WP-SBF03 120 Gauge 3"x700' $55.35 18.14 lbs 18 1 Case
WP-SBF19 135 Gauge 3"x650' $58.33 19 lbs 18 1 Case
WP-SBF23 150 Gauge 3"x600' $59.87 19.44 lbs 18 1 Case
WP-SBF04 80 Gauge 4"x1000' $54.39 15.36 lbs 12 1 Case
WP-SBF54 90 Gauge 4"x1000' $61.16 17.28 lbs 12 1 Case
WP-SBF41 115 Gauge 4"x700' $56.54 16 lbs 12 1 Case
WP-SBF32 120 Gauge 4"x700' $56.95 17 lbs 12 1 Case
WP-SBF71 150 Gauge 4"x600' $61.22 18 lbs 12 1 Case
WP-SBF05 80 Gauge 5"x1000' $58.77 20 lbs 12 1 Case
WP-SBF07 90 Gauge 5"x1000' $64.30 22 lbs 12 1 Case
WP-SBF51 115 Gauge 5"x700' $55.84 20 lbs 12 1 Case
WP-SBF06 120 Gauge 5"x700' $59.15 21 lbs 12 1 Case
WP-SBF28 135 Gauge 5"x650' $61.74 22 lbs 12 1 Case
WP-SBF57 150 Gauge 5"x600' $63.50 22 lbs 12 1 Case

90 Gauge
115 Gauge

WP-SBF32
WP-SBF71 150 Gauge

80 Gauge

WP-SBF32
WP-SBF71 150 Gauge
WP-SBF05 80 Gauge

90 Gauge
115 Gauge

4"x700'
4"x700'
4"x600'4"x600'
4"x700'
4"x600'

$56.54
$56.95

56.54
56.95
61.22

16 lbs
17 lbs
18 lbs

16 lbs 12
17 lbs
18 lbs 12

12
12

1 Case
1 Case
1 Case
1 Case
1 Case

1 Case
1 Case
1 Case

5"x1000'
5"x1000'
5"x1000'
5"x1000'

$58.77
$64.30

58.77
64.30

20 lbs
22 lbs
20 lbs
22 lbs

12
12
12
12

1 Case
1 Case

WP-SBF54
WP-SBF41WP-SBF41
WP-SBF54
WP-SBF41

120 Gauge
150 Gauge

WP-SBF54WP-SBF54WP-SBF54WP-SBF54WP-SBF54WP-SBF54WP-SBF54WP-SBF54
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Hybrid Bundling Stretch Film

Hybrid bundling stretch wrap is a new stretch � lm that o� ers users the ability to down gauge in size while 
maintaining a strong and sturdy wrap. Hybrid technology is a di� erent formula than true 80 gauge stretch � lm. 
Hybrid � lm o� ers the same load retention and stretch resistance as a true 80 gauge at less cost.

SKU Thickness Width
xLength

Price Weight Rls./
Case

Min. 
Order Qty

WP-HYB01 12 Micron 2"x1000' $43.33 13 lbs 24 1 Case
WP-HYB03 12 Micron 3"x1000' $43.33 15 lbs 18 2 Case
WP-HYB05 12 Micron 5"x1000' $49.00 17 lbs 12 3 Case

Color Tinted Bundling Stretch Film

Colored bundling � lm is an excellent 
way to color code and quickly identify 
shipments. We o� er bundling � lm in a 
wide variety of colors to choose from. All 
cases come with one disposable dispenser 
that o� ers a built in brake. Our black and 
white bundling � lm is opaque and o� ers 
the ability to conceal shipments. All other 
colors are transparent and are great for 
color coding and reducing light exposure.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty Color

WP-BLU03 80 Gauge 3"x1000' $69.73 17.5 lbs 18 1 Case BLUE
WP-RED03 80 Gauge 3"x1000' $69.73 17.5 lbs 18 1 Case RED
WP-GRN03 80 Gauge 3"x1000' $69.73 17.5 lbs 18 1 Case GREEN
WP-YLW03 80 Gauge 3"x1000' $69.73 17.5 lbs 18 1 Case YELLOW
WP-ORG03 80 Gauge 3"x1000' $69.73 17.5 lbs 18 1 Case ORANGE
WP-WHT03 80 Gauge 3"x1000' $69.73 17.5 lbs 18 1 Case WHITE
WP-BLK03 80 Gauge 3"x1000' $69.73 17.5 lbs 18 1 Case BLACK
WP-BLU05 80 Gauge 5"x1000' $69.73 20 lbs 12 1 Case BLUE
WP-RED05 80 Gauge 5"x1000' $69.73 20 lbs 12 1 Case RED
WP-GRN05 80 Gauge 5"x1000' $69.73 20 lbs 12 1 Case GREEN
WP-YLW05 80 Gauge 5"x1000' $69.73 20 lbs 12 1 Case YELLOW
WP-ORG05 80 Gauge 5"x1000' $69.73 20 lbs 12 1 Case ORANGE
WP-BLK05 80 Gauge 5"x1000' $69.73 20 lbs 12 1 Case BLACK
WP-WHT05 80 Gauge 5"x1000' $69.73 20 lbs 12 1 Case WHITE

wide variety of colors to choose from. All 
cases come with one disposable dispenser 
that o� ers a built in brake. Our black and that o� ers a built in brake. Our black and 
white bundling � lm is opaque and o� ers 
the ability to conceal shipments. All other 
colors are transparent and are great for 
color coding and reducing light exposure.

white bundling � lm is opaque and o� ers 
the ability to conceal shipments. All other 
colors are transparent and are great for 
color coding and reducing light exposure.

that o� ers a built in brake. Our black and 
white bundling � lm is opaque and o� ers 
the ability to conceal shipments. All other 
colors are transparent and are great for 
color coding and reducing light exposure.

wide variety of colors to choose from. All 
cases come with one disposable dispenser 
that o� ers a built in brake. Our black and that o� ers a built in brake. Our black and 
cases come with one disposable dispenser 
that o� ers a built in brake. Our black and 
white bundling � lm is opaque and o� ers 
the ability to conceal shipments. All other 

cases come with one disposable dispenser cases come with one disposable dispenser cases come with one disposable dispenser cases come with one disposable dispenser cases come with one disposable dispenser cases come with one disposable dispenser cases come with one disposable dispenser cases come with one disposable dispenser cases come with one disposable dispenser 
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SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-WMF60 60 Gauge 20"x7500' $81.81 36 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WMF70 70 Gauge 20"x6000' $76.77 34 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WMF75 75 Gauge 20"x5000' $68.13 30 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WMF80 80 Gauge 20"x5000' $72.27 32 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WMF86 80 Gauge 20"x6000' $87.10 39 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WMF95 90 Gauge 20"x5000' $81.97 36 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WMF00 100 Gauge 20"x5000' $83.95 40 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WMF15 115 Gauge 20"x4000' $84.56 37 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WMF13 135 Gauge 20"x3350' $76.85 37 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WMF40 140 Gauge 20"x3000' $75.20 35 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WMF30 150 Gauge 20"x3000' $77.01 36 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WMF35 80 Gauge 30"x5000' $101.82 48 lbs 1 1 Roll

Machine Stretch Film

Machine stretch � lm often refers to the length of the 
stretch � lm roll. Machine stretch � lm rolls are commonly 
available in 5,000 ft. to 9,000 ft. rolls, opposed to 1500 
ft. hand stretch � lm rolls. Widths of machine stretch � lm 
generally start at 20 inches wide and increase up to 80 
or more inches wide. The standard core size to � t most 
stretch wrap machines is 3 inches.

Roll Weight ÷ Roll Width ÷ Roll Length ÷ 12 x 30,000 = Film Thickness
Example for an 18”x1500’ stretch wrap roll weighing 8.64 lbs
8.64 ÷ 18 ÷ 1500 ÷ 12 x 30,000 = .80 or 80 gauge

This quick and easy formula can save money and help to ensure you are getting 
what you pay for.

Are you getting what you are paying for? 
If you know the weight of an unused roll of 
stretch wrap you can determine the thickness 
you have. Use the formula below to be sure you 
are getting the thickness you are paying for.

Example for an 18”x1500’ stretch wrap roll weighing 8.64 lbs
8.64 ÷ 18 ÷ 1500 ÷ 12 x 30,000 = .80 or 80 gauge

This quick and easy formula can save money and help to ensure you are getting 
what you pay for.
This quick and easy formula can save money and help to ensure you are getting This quick and easy formula can save money and help to ensure you are getting 
what you pay for.

8.64 ÷ 18 ÷ 1500 ÷ 12 x 30,000 = .80 or 80 gauge

This quick and easy formula can save money and help to ensure you are getting This quick and easy formula can save money and help to ensure you are getting 

8.64 ÷ 18 ÷ 1500 ÷ 12 x 30,000 = .80 or 80 gauge

This quick and easy formula can save money and help to ensure you are getting This quick and easy formula can save money and help to ensure you are getting 

8.64 ÷ 18 ÷ 1500 ÷ 12 x 30,000 = .80 or 80 gauge

This quick and easy formula can save money and help to ensure you are getting This quick and easy formula can save money and help to ensure you are getting This quick and easy formula can save money and help to ensure you are getting This quick and easy formula can save money and help to ensure you are getting This quick and easy formula can save money and help to ensure you are getting This quick and easy formula can save money and help to ensure you are getting This quick and easy formula can save money and help to ensure you are getting This quick and easy formula can save money and help to ensure you are getting 

Example for an 18”x1500’ stretch wrap roll weighing 8.64 lbs
8.64 ÷ 18 ÷ 1500 ÷ 12 x 30,000 = .80 or 80 gauge8.64 ÷ 18 ÷ 1500 ÷ 12 x 30,000 = .80 or 80 gauge8.64 ÷ 18 ÷ 1500 ÷ 12 x 30,000 = .80 or 80 gauge

This quick and easy formula can save money and help to ensure you are getting 

Example for an 18”x1500’ stretch wrap roll weighing 8.64 lbsExample for an 18”x1500’ stretch wrap roll weighing 8.64 lbsExample for an 18”x1500’ stretch wrap roll weighing 8.64 lbsExample for an 18”x1500’ stretch wrap roll weighing 8.64 lbsExample for an 18”x1500’ stretch wrap roll weighing 8.64 lbsExample for an 18”x1500’ stretch wrap roll weighing 8.64 lbsExample for an 18”x1500’ stretch wrap roll weighing 8.64 lbsExample for an 18”x1500’ stretch wrap roll weighing 8.64 lbs
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SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-WXL45 45 Gauge 20"x7000' $61.74 27 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WXL50 50 Gauge 20"x9000' $86.54 37.5 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WXL55 50 Gauge 20"x5000' $56.80 36 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WXL60 60 Gauge 20"x7500' $79.34 36 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WXL16 63 Gauge 20"x5000' $60.53 26.5 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WXL70 70 Gauge 20"x6000' $80.82 35 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WXL75 75 Gauge 20"x6000' $86.38 37.5 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WXL80 80 Gauge 20"x5500’ $84.64 37 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WXL90 90 Gauge 20"x5000' $86.38 38 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WXL15 115 Gauge 20"x3500' $76.79 34.5 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WXL83 80 Gauge 30"x5500' $122.70 55 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-HYB33 63 Gauge 30"x5000' $91.25 38 lbs 1 1 Roll

Performance Machine Stretch Film

Performance machine stretch wrap is a superior 
machine stretch � lm o� ering the ability for 
users to down gauge and save. Performance 
machine stretch � lm o� ers improved load 
holding, tear resistance, and excellent clarity. 
Performance machine stretch wrap is made from 
a new formulation designed to handle the most 
demanding stretch wrap � lm applications. The 
� ve layer cast extrusion enables maximum stretch 
and load retention.

Why is performance stretch � lm di� erent?

Performance stretch � lm is designed to 
o� er increased stretch and hold retention. 
Performance � lm is made with a di� erent resin 
formula using a thinner � lm with comparable 
higher load retention. A perfect option for 
wrapping uniform pallets up to 2,200 lbs.

formula using a thinner � lm with comparable 
higher load retention. A perfect option for 
formula using a thinner � lm with comparable 
higher load retention. A perfect option for 
wrapping uniform pallets up to 2,200 lbs.

formula using a thinner � lm with comparable 
higher load retention. A perfect option for 
wrapping uniform pallets up to 2,200 lbs.

formula using a thinner � lm with comparable 
higher load retention. A perfect option for 
wrapping uniform pallets up to 2,200 lbs.

formula using a thinner � lm with comparable 
higher load retention. A perfect option for 
wrapping uniform pallets up to 2,200 lbs.

formula using a thinner � lm with comparable 
higher load retention. A perfect option for 
wrapping uniform pallets up to 2,200 lbs.

formula using a thinner � lm with comparable 
higher load retention. A perfect option for 
wrapping uniform pallets up to 2,200 lbs.

formula using a thinner � lm with comparable 
higher load retention. A perfect option for 
wrapping uniform pallets up to 2,200 lbs.
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SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-WMF45 80 Gauge 40"x5000' $131.78 64 lbs 1 16 Rolls
WP-WMF58 80 Gauge 50"x5000' $164.72 80 lbs 1 16 Rolls
WP-WMF68 80 Gauge 60"x5000' $197.62 96 lbs 1 16 Rolls
WP-WMF78 80 Gauge 70"x5000' $230.56 112 lbs 1 16 Rolls
WP-WMF88 80 Gauge 80"x5000' $263.28 128 lbs 1 16 Rolls

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-WXP30 37 Gauge 18.25"x5000' $50.16 26 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WXP31 38 Gauge 18.25"x6000' $60.20 28 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WXP34 39 Gauge 18.25"x7000' $70.29 30 lbs 1 1 Roll

Wide Machine Stretch Film

Wide machine stretch � lm for large products! Our wide web 
machine stretch � lm is made for large products and large 
machines. All rolls are true 80 gauge rolls for maximum hold 
and strength. Wide machine stretch � lm rolls can reduce the 
amount of required revolutions per load. We require ordering 
more than one roll per order due to additional freight charges 
for the required larger pallets. Free freight on all pallet orders to 
commercial addresses within the Continental United States!

Pre Stretch Machine Film

Machine Pre stretch pallet wrap o� ers many advantages over 
traditional stretch � lm. The primary advantage to pre stretch 
pallet wrap is equal or increased load stability with less � lm 
used. That equals lower packaging costs and less waste. 

Other bene� ts include: 
   1. Less energy needed to apply. 
   2. Lighter Rolls. 
   3. Consistent wrapping tension. 

We o� er competitive prices on automatic machines that 
allow you to apply stretch � lm with maximum e�  ciency.

WP-WMF88

Pre Stretch Machine Film

Machine Pre stretch pallet wrap o� ers many advantages over 

Pre Stretch Machine Film

Machine Pre stretch pallet wrap o� ers many advantages over 
traditional stretch � lm. The primary advantage to pre stretch 
pallet wrap is equal or increased load stability with less � lm 

Machine Pre stretch pallet wrap o� ers many advantages over 
traditional stretch � lm. The primary advantage to pre stretch 
Machine Pre stretch pallet wrap o� ers many advantages over 
traditional stretch � lm. The primary advantage to pre stretch 
Machine Pre stretch pallet wrap o� ers many advantages over Machine Pre stretch pallet wrap o� ers many advantages over 
traditional stretch � lm. The primary advantage to pre stretch traditional stretch � lm. The primary advantage to pre stretch traditional stretch � lm. The primary advantage to pre stretch 

WP-WMF88

Pre Stretch Machine Film

WP-WMF88WP-WMF88
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Color Tinted Machine Stretch Film

Colored machine stretch � lm o� ers an ideal way to color code and brand pallet 
loads for quick identi� cation. Each color o� ers a noticeable tint, while still enabling 
barcodes to be easily read. View our stretch wrap machine selection for a quick and 
dependable way to apply tinted � lm.

SKU Thickness Width
xLength

Price Weight Rls.
/Case

Min. 
Order 
Qty

Color

WP-HYB27 63 Gauge 20"x5000' $65.88 27 lbs 1 1 Roll BLUE
WP-HYB28 63 Gauge 20"x5000' $65.88 27 lbs 1 1 Roll RED
WP-HYB25 63 Gauge 20"x5000' $65.88 27 lbs 1 1 Roll GREEN
WP-BLM20 80 Gauge 20"x5000' $79.04 32 lbs 1 1 Roll BLUE
WP-RMG20 80 Gauge 20"x5000' $79.04 32 lbs 1 1 Roll RED
WP-GMG20 80 Gauge 20"x5000' $79.04 32 lbs 1 1 Roll GREEN
WP-YMG20 80 Gauge 20"x5000' $79.04 32 lbs 1 1 Roll YELLOW
WP-OMG20 80 Gauge 20"x5000' $79.04 32 lbs 1 1 Roll ORANGE
WP-BLM30 80 Gauge 20"x5000' $107.62 48 lbs 1 1 Roll BLUE
WP-GMG30 80 Gauge 30"x5000' $107.62 48 lbs 1 1 Roll GREEN

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty Color

WP-BKM20 80 Gauge 20"x5000' $77.17 32 lbs 1 1 Roll BLACK
WP-WMG20 80 Gauge 20"x5000' $77.17 32 lbs 1 1 Roll WHITE
WP-HYB26 63 Gauge 20"x5000' $65.88 27 lbs 1 1 Roll BLACK

Opaque Machine Stretch Film

Secure wrap opaque machine stretch � lm o� ers protection 
from UV rays. Along with protection from UV rays, users can 
conceal contents of shipments and color code shipments. 
Prices are very comparable to clear machine stretch wrap. Our 
opaque � lm comes in white and black stretch � lm colors. All 
pallet orders ship free and discounts start at 5 or more rolls. 

Pallet orders of 40 rolls ship free and heavily 
discounted from chart pricing!

80 Gauge

Opaque Machine Stretch FilmOpaque Machine Stretch Film

Secure wrap opaque machine stretch � lm o� ers protection Secure wrap opaque machine stretch � lm o� ers protection Secure wrap opaque machine stretch � lm o� ers protection Secure wrap opaque machine stretch � lm o� ers protection 

WP-GMG30 80 GaugeWP-GMG30WP-GMG30WP-GMG30WP-GMG30WP-GMG30WP-GMG30WP-GMG30WP-GMG30WP-GMG30
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Static Dissipative Machine Stretch Film

Machine anti static stretch � lm o� ers the same great stretch 
� lm qualities, minus the static. Our static dissipative wrap is 
puncture resistant, has superior cling, and o� ers the ability to 
successfully unitize a load minus the static. Anti static stretch 
� lm is perfect for: electronics, chemicals, paints, etc.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-DFS20 80 Gauge 20"x5000' $104.21 32 lbs 1 1 Roll

Air� ow Vented Machine Stretch Film

Air� ow machine vented stretch wrap o� ers 
the advantages of regular stretch � lm with 
die cut holes to prevent spoilage in products. 
Air� ow pallet wrap can be used in a variety 
of applications: Vegetables, Bottled Products, 
Lumber, Meats, Fruits, Dairy Products, Baking 
Powders, Frozen Products, Flowers, Grains, 
Animal Feed, Etc. Air� ow vented stretch wrap 
reduces product condensation and enables 
faster cooling of products after being wrapped.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-WAF02 80 Gauge 17"x8400' $161.77 27 lbs 1 1 Roll

Air� ow Vented Machine Stretch Film 250% Stretch

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-WAF33 80 Gauge 19"x3300' $176.74 32 lbs 1 1 Roll

ESD or Electrostatic Discharge is the sudden � ow of 
electricity between two electrically charged objects caused 
by contact. Static Dissipative � lm helps to prevent contact 
of wrapped pallets with any other static charged items.

Air� ow Vented Machine Stretch FilmAir� ow Vented Machine Stretch Film

Air� ow machine vented stretch wrap o� ers 
the advantages of regular stretch � lm with 

Air� ow Vented Machine Stretch Film

Air� ow machine vented stretch wrap o� ers 
the advantages of regular stretch � lm with 
die cut holes to prevent spoilage in products. 
Air� ow pallet wrap can be used in a variety 

Air� ow Vented Machine Stretch Film

Air� ow machine vented stretch wrap o� ers 
the advantages of regular stretch � lm with 
die cut holes to prevent spoilage in products. 

Air� ow Vented Machine Stretch FilmAir� ow Vented Machine Stretch Film
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Wrapnet Vented Machine Stretch Film

Wrapnet machine stretch netting is 
comparable to Air� ow stretch wrap, because 
they both o� er the ability to ventilate 
shipments. The di� erence is Wrapnet is a 
light weight knitted netting and Air� ow 
pallet wrap is a stretch � lm with die cut holes. 
Wrapnet is more economical than Air� ow 
stretch wrap, but does not o� er stretch.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rls./Case Min. Order Qty

WP-WSN07 N/A 20"x5000' $75.30 14 lbs 1 1 Roll
WP-WSN02 N/A 20"x10,000' $124.25 27 lbs 1 1 Roll

The di� erences between Wrapnet 
and Air� ow Stretch Film

Material: 
Ai� ow is made from LLDPE, Wrapnet is 

made from HDPE

Stretch Rate: 
Air� ow 250%, Wrapnet 0%

Advantages of Air� ow: 
Ventilation to reduce moisture and 

mold, Up to a 250% stretch rate, and 

machine rolls work on any machine 

with a pre-stretched head.

Advantages of Wrapnet: 
Ventilation to reduce moisture and 

mold, easy no stretch hand application, 

and light weight rolls.

Stretch Rate: 
Air� ow 250%, Wrapnet 0%

Advantages of Air� ow: 
Ventilation to reduce moisture and 

Advantages of Air� ow: 
Ventilation to reduce moisture and 

mold, Up to a 250% stretch rate, and 

machine rolls work on any machine 

mold, Up to a 250% stretch rate, and 

Stretch Rate: 
Air� ow 250%, Wrapnet 0%Air� ow 250%, Wrapnet 0%Air� ow 250%, Wrapnet 0%

Advantages of Air� ow: 

Stretch Rate: Stretch Rate: Stretch Rate: 
Air� ow 250%, Wrapnet 0%Air� ow 250%, Wrapnet 0%
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STRETCH FILM 
DISPENSERS AND TOOLS

A stretch � lm or stretch wrap dispenser is most often referring to a hand 
held tool used to dispense stretch � lm. The advantage most dispensers 
o� er is the ability to control the � lm tension during the application 
process. Most dispensers o� er a brake that allows users to adjust � lm 
tension. Stretch � lm dispensers help to provide tension during the stretch 
� lm application as well as make the application process easier and quicker. 

Two Handed Stretch Film Dispenser

This two handed manual stretch � lm dispenser is composed of a 
lightweight metal alloy. Designed to be durable yet light enough to easily 
and economically dispense a variety of stretch � lms. The two handles are 
speci� cally designed to allow stretch � lm applications to be less energy 
intensive. The stretch � lm tension knob allows the user to set desired � lm 
tension for speci� c loads and applications. This dispenser is ideal for any 
hand stretch � lm rolls between 12 and 18 inches.

SKU Price Weight Quantity Per Case Min. Order Qty

WP-201 $45.00 3.1 lbs 1 1 Dispenser

Nelson Stretch Film Dispenser

This adjustable height Nelson stretch wrap dispenser is constructed of a strong 
lightweight aluminum material. It is designed to easily apply stretch � lm to a 
variety of load sizes and heights. A built in brake system is ideal for reducing 
waste and allowing a tighter stretch � lm wrap around loads. 

SKU Price Weight Quantity Per Case Min. Order Qty

IP-SHHD-XL $192.00 3 lb 1 1 Dispenser

hand stretch � lm rolls between 12 and 18 inches.

SKU

WP-201

Price WeightWeight Quantity Per CaseQuantity Per CaseQuantity Per CaseQuantity Per Case Min. Order QtyMin. Order QtyMin. Order QtyMin. Order Qty

WP-201 $45.00 3.1 lbs3.1 lbs 1 1 Dispenser1 Dispenser

hand stretch � lm rolls between 12 and 18 inches.hand stretch � lm rolls between 12 and 18 inches.hand stretch � lm rolls between 12 and 18 inches.hand stretch � lm rolls between 12 and 18 inches.hand stretch � lm rolls between 12 and 18 inches.hand stretch � lm rolls between 12 and 18 inches.hand stretch � lm rolls between 12 and 18 inches.hand stretch � lm rolls between 12 and 18 inches.
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SKU Price Weight Quantity Per Case Min. Order Qty

WP-201 $45.00 3.1 lbs 1 1 Dispenser

SKU Price Weight Quantity Per Case Min. Order Qty

IP-SHHD-XL $192.00 3 lb 1 1 Dispenser

Plastic Handle w/Brake for Bundling Stretch Film 3” Core

Lightweight easy to use handle for bundling stretch � lm and hand grade 
stretch � lm. The easy brake black sleeve enables users to increase tension 
by simply squeezing the handle.

SKU Price Weight Quantity Per Case Min. Order Qty

WP-DP205 $3.50 1 lb 1 3 Dispenser

Handi Ring Stretch Film Dispensers

Handi Ring Stretch Film Dispensers are light weight 
dispensers that � t any 3” core stretch � lm roll. Each set 
comes with two dispensers, one for each side of the roll.
The braking system allows users to obtain higher stretch 
yields. Dispensers can be reused over and over.

Stretch Film Protectors

Protect stretch � lm rolls from damage! Stretch � lm rolls can 
be damaged when dropped and not perform well or work at 
all. Stretch � lm protectors prevent rolls from being damaged 
as well as provide an easy way to dispense � lm. Each set 
comes with an edge protector for each side of the stretch 
� lm roll. Protectors will � t any 3 inch core roll.

SKU Price Weight Quantity Per Case Min. Order Qty

WP-204 $9.00 1 lb 1 Set of 2 1 Set

SKU Price Weight Quantity Per Case Min. Order Qty

WP-DP218 $11.00 1 lb 1 Set of 2 1 Set

Pocket Stretch Film Cutter

These pocket sized stretch � lm cutters are durable, easy 
to use, and great for cutting all sizes of stretch � lm. The 
concealed blade ensures safety during use and storage.

SKU Price Weight Quantity Per Case Min. Order Qty

WP-CT301 $3.00 1 lb 1 1 Cutter

9.00 1 lb

Stretch Film Protectors

Protect stretch � lm rolls from damage! Stretch � lm rolls can 

Stretch Film Protectors

Protect stretch � lm rolls from damage! Stretch � lm rolls can 
be damaged when dropped and not perform well or work at 
all. Stretch � lm protectors prevent rolls from being damaged 

1 Set of 2 1 Set1 Set

Protect stretch � lm rolls from damage! Stretch � lm rolls can 
be damaged when dropped and not perform well or work at 
Protect stretch � lm rolls from damage! Stretch � lm rolls can 
be damaged when dropped and not perform well or work at 
Protect stretch � lm rolls from damage! Stretch � lm rolls can 
be damaged when dropped and not perform well or work at 

SKU

WP-204

Stretch Film Protectors

WP-204 $9.00

SKU
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STRETCH WRAP MACHINES
Stretch wrap machines can pay for themselves within months. A stretch wrap 
machine can free employees for other tasks and dramatically reduce stretch � lm 
usage. The powered stretching heads on a stretch wrap machine are capable of 
consistent maximum � lm stretch. Increasing the � lm stretch rate reduces � lm 
consumption, cost, and environmental impact. The type and quantity of pallet 
loads being wrapped can determine the best machine for each application.

The 1000B stretch wrap machine is a dependable, cost saving machine built for 
all-day-use. The 1000B stretch wrapper features a 3,500 lbs. max load capacity with 
a durable chain-driven turntable and � lm carriage. The powerful 1/2 hp turntable 
motor is capable of up to 12 RPM. The 250% powered prestretched head increases 
� lm e�  ciency and savings. 

The 1000B is capable of Stretching a standard 5,000 ft. machine roll to over 17,000 
ft! The chain-driven � lm carriage can be easily loaded within seconds. The 1000B 
features an easy-to-learn analog control panel with a photo eye for hands free 
wrapping. All 1000B stretch machines can be set up and functional within 30 
minutes of arrival. Optional scales can be added to all 1000B models upon request. 
All machines come with a 3yr warranty on parts! 

Machine Speci� cations: Eagle 1000B
Dimensions Power: 110V/60Hz
Turntable Speed: 12 RPM 
Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor
Control Panel: Analog Panel
Turntable Drive: Chain 
Max Stretch Rate: 250%
Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts
Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included*
Turntable Diameter: 59”  
Turntable Diagonal: 80”
Mast height: 95”
Max Load Weight: 3,500 lbs.  
Min. Load Height: 22”
Max load Height: 87”
Max Stretch Film Width: 20”*
Machine Dimensions: 96.5”x59”x95” 
Machine Weight: 1,100 lbs.

Shipping Dimensions: 
Weight: 1,248 lbs.
Skid Dimensions: 130”x62”x40”
Freight Class: 150 

* Denotes Optional Sizes Available Call for Details

EP-1000B
$5,868.00

Machine Speci� cations: Eagle 1000B
Dimensions Power: 110V/60HzDimensions Power: 110V/60Hz
Turntable Speed: 12 RPM Turntable Speed: 12 RPM 
Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor
Turntable Speed: 12 RPM Turntable Speed: 12 RPM 
Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor
Control Panel: Analog Panel
Turntable Drive: Chain Turntable Drive: Chain 
Max Stretch Rate: 250%Max Stretch Rate: 250%
Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts

Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor
Control Panel: Analog Panel
Turntable Drive: Chain 
Max Stretch Rate: 250%Max Stretch Rate: 250%
Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on PartsWarranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on PartsWarranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts
Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included*Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included*

Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor

Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts
Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included*
Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts

Machine Speci� cations: Eagle 1000B
Dimensions Power: 110V/60Hz
Turntable Speed: 12 RPM Turntable Speed: 12 RPM 
Dimensions Power: 110V/60Hz
Turntable Speed: 12 RPM 
Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensorLoad Sensor: Automatic load height sensor
Control Panel: Analog Panel

Machine Speci� cations: Eagle 1000BMachine Speci� cations: Eagle 1000B
Dimensions Power: 110V/60HzDimensions Power: 110V/60Hz
Machine Speci� cations: Eagle 1000B
Dimensions Power: 110V/60HzDimensions Power: 110V/60HzDimensions Power: 110V/60HzDimensions Power: 110V/60HzDimensions Power: 110V/60HzDimensions Power: 110V/60Hz
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EP-2000B
$7,247.00

The 2000B is our best selling semi-automatic stretch wrap machine. 
The 2000B stretch wrap machine features a powered pre-stretch up to 250%. 
The pre-stretched head increases stretch � lm e�  ciency and load retention. 
The 59” turntable diameter will support pallets with a diagonal of up to 80 inches. 
The 2000B o� ers a soft start and stop feature to reduce load shifting. This is an 
excellent feature for wrapping pallets full of boxes. The soft start keeps boxes from 
� ying o�  the pallet during the initial start-up. The easy plug-and-play set up allows 
and promotes quick and easy set up. 

With the use of a forklift and a few tools each stretch wrap machine can be set up 
and operating within 30 minutes or less. Film loading is quick and easy and can be 
done within seconds. All 2000B stretch wrap machines run o�  of 110v power. 
Look below for speci� cations and brochures. View our stretch wrap machine for 
taller and wider pallets if the specs below do not accommodate current pallet sizes. 
All pallet orders of machine stretch � lm ship free and are o� ered at special pricing. 

Machine Speci� cations: 

Power: 110V/60Hz 
Turntable Speed: 12 RPM 
Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor 
Control Panel: LCD Panel 
Turntable Drive: Chain 
Max Stretch Rate: 250% 
Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts 
Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included* 
Turntable Diameter: 59”  
Turntable Diagonal: 80” 
Mast height: 95” 
Max Load Weight: 5,000 lbs. 
Min. Load Height: 22” 
Max load Height: 87” 
Max Stretch Film Width: 20”* 
Machine Dimensions: 96.5”x59”x99” 
Machine Weight: 1,295 lbs. 

Shipping Dimensions: 
Weight: 1,540 lbs. 
Skid Dimensions: 130”x62”x34” 
Freight Class: 150 

* Denotes Optional Sizes Available Call for Details

Power: 110V/60Hz 
Turntable Speed: 12 RPM 
Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor 
Control Panel: LCD Panel 
Turntable Drive: Chain 
Max Stretch Rate: 250% 
Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts 

Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor 
Control Panel: LCD Panel 
Turntable Drive: Chain 
Max Stretch Rate: 250% 
Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts 
Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included* Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included* 

Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor 

Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts 
Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included* 
Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts 

Power: 110V/60Hz 
Turntable Speed: 12 RPM Turntable Speed: 12 RPM 
Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor 
Turntable Speed: 12 RPM 
Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor 
Control Panel: LCD Panel 

Power: 110V/60Hz Power: 110V/60Hz Power: 110V/60Hz Power: 110V/60Hz 
Turntable Speed: 12 RPM Turntable Speed: 12 RPM Turntable Speed: 12 RPM Turntable Speed: 12 RPM 
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The 2000BE extended mast stretch wrapping machine is an excellent option for 
companies wrapping taller pallet loads up to 120 inches tall. The 2000BE 
stretch wrapping machine o� ers a chain driven turntable with 110v power. 
Each machine comes with a 3 year manufacturer’s warranty on parts. 
All machines come with a photo-eye and standard pallet jack ramp. 
The � lm carriage for the 2000BE stretch wrapping machine is a standard 20 inch 
carriage with an optional 30 inch carriage available.

Be sure to also check out our machine stretch � lm rolls. We o� er a variety of 
resin mixtures, thicknesses, and widths! View our wider extended base stretch 
wrap machines for elongated pallets. Call us at 1-800-441-5090 for questions 
and freight quotes.

Machine Speci� cations: 

Power: 110V/60Hz
Turntable Speed: 12 RPM
Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor
Control Panel: LCD Panel
Turntable Drive: Chain
Max Stretch Rate: 250%
Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts
Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included*
Turntable Diameter: 59”
Turntable Diagonal: 80”
Mast height: 126.5”
Max Load Weight: 5,000 lbs.
Min. Load Height: 22”
Max load Height: 120”
Max Stretch Film Width: 20”*
Machine Dimensions: 96.5”x59”x130”
Machine Weight: 1,762 lbs.

Shipping Dimensions: 
Weight: 2,060 lbs.
Skid Dimensions: 149”x62”x34”
Freight Class: 150

* Denotes Optional Sizes Available Call for Details

EP-2000BE
$8,373.00

Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts
Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included*
Turntable Diameter: 59”Turntable Diameter: 59”
Turntable Diagonal: 80”
Mast height: 126.5”
Max Load Weight: 5,000 lbs.

Turntable Diameter: 59”Turntable Diameter: 59”
Turntable Diagonal: 80”Turntable Diagonal: 80”
Mast height: 126.5”
Max Load Weight: 5,000 lbs.
Min. Load Height: 22”

Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts
Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included*Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included*
Turntable Diameter: 59”
Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included*
Turntable Diameter: 59”
Turntable Diagonal: 80”

Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on PartsWarranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on PartsWarranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on PartsWarranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on PartsWarranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts
Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included*Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included*Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included*Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included*
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EP-2000EB
$8,110.00

The 2000EB pallet wrapping machine is an extended base pallet wrapper. The extended base allows the 
packaging of longer and wider pallet loads. The 2000EB will support pallets with up to a 165” diagonal or 
pallets that measure up to 140”x90”. Obtain a proper diagonal measurement of your largest pallet to be sure 
the extended base will accommodate the largest pallet you will be wrapping. The 2000EB is equipped with a 
chain turntable drive and runs on 110v electricity. 

Machine Speci� cations: Power: 110V/60Hz 
Turntable Speed: 12 RPM 
Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor 
Control Panel: LCD Panel 
Turntable Drive: Chain 
Max Stretch Rate: 250% 
Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts 
Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included* 
Turntable Diameter: 78.5” 
Turntable Diagonal: 170” 
Mast height: 95” 
Max Load Weight: 5,000 lbs. 
Min. Load Height: 22” 
Max load Height: 87” 
Max Stretch Film Width: 20”* 
Machine Dimensions: 151”x78.5”x99” 
Machine Weight: 1,770 lbs. 

Shipping Dimensions: 
Weight: 2,068 lbs. 
Skid Dimensions: 149”x82”x42” 
Freight Class: 150 

* Denotes Optional Sizes Available Call for Details

Min. Load Height: 22” 
Max load Height: 87” 
Max Stretch Film Width: 20”* Max Stretch Film Width: 20”* 
Machine Dimensions: 151”x78.5”x99” 
Machine Weight: 1,770 lbs. 
Machine Dimensions: 151”x78.5”x99” 
Machine Weight: 1,770 lbs. 

Shipping Dimensions: 

Min. Load Height: 22” 
Max load Height: 87” Max load Height: 87” 
Max Stretch Film Width: 20”* 
Max load Height: 87” 
Max Stretch Film Width: 20”* 
Machine Dimensions: 151”x78.5”x99” 

Min. Load Height: 22” Min. Load Height: 22” Min. Load Height: 22” Min. Load Height: 22” Min. Load Height: 22” 
Max load Height: 87” Max load Height: 87” Max load Height: 87” Max load Height: 87” 
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The 2000EBT stretch wrapper is a large extended mast and base stretch wrapper. 
The 2000EBT is built for large pallet loads. It comes with a 3 year manufacturer’s warranty 
on parts. The machine turntable is operated by a chain drive and runs on a 110v motor. The 
standard carriage with the machine � ts a 20 inch wide roll of stretch � lm. We do o� er an 
extended carriage that will � t up to a 30” wide roll of machine stretch � lm. We o� er a large 
selection of machine stretch � lm, click on the link to view all � lm. We o� er free shipping and 
discounted pricing on all pallet orders of machine stretch � lm. 
Call us at 1-800-441-5090 with questions and quote requests. 

Machine Speci� cations: Power: 110V/60Hz 
Turntable Speed: 12 RPM 
Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor 
Control Panel: LCD Panel 
Turntable Drive: Chain 
Max Stretch Rate: 250% 
Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts 
Ramp: Standard Pallet Jack Ramp Included* 
Turntable Diameter: 78.5” 
Turntable Diagonal: 170” 
Mast height: 126.5” 
Max Load Weight: 5,000 lbs. 
Min. Load Height: 22” 
Max load Height: 120” 
Max Stretch Film Width: 20”* 
Machine Dimensions: 151”x78.5”x130” 
Machine Weight: 2,502 lbs. 

Shipping Dimensions: 
Weight: 2,800 lbs. 
Skid Dimensions: 149”x82”x34” 
Freight Class: 150 

* Denotes Optional Sizes Available Call for Details

EEP-2000EBT
$8,373.00

Min. Load Height: 22” 
Max load Height: 120” 
Max Stretch Film Width: 20”* Max Stretch Film Width: 20”* 
Machine Dimensions: 151”x78.5”x130” 
Machine Weight: 2,502 lbs. 

Max Stretch Film Width: 20”* 
Machine Dimensions: 151”x78.5”x130” 
Machine Weight: 2,502 lbs. 

Shipping Dimensions: 

Machine Dimensions: 151”x78.5”x130” 

Min. Load Height: 22” 
Max load Height: 120” Max load Height: 120” 
Max Stretch Film Width: 20”* 
Max load Height: 120” 
Max Stretch Film Width: 20”* 
Machine Dimensions: 151”x78.5”x130” 

Min. Load Height: 22” Min. Load Height: 22” Min. Load Height: 22” Min. Load Height: 22” Min. Load Height: 22” 
Max load Height: 120” Max load Height: 120” Max load Height: 120” Max load Height: 120” 
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EP-2000F
$13,166.00

The 2000F automatic stretch wrapper is an automatic stretch wrapper 
designed for e�  ciency and time savings. The 2000F enables forklift 
operators to set pallets onto the turntable and push a button on the 
wireless remote to begin wrapping. This keeps drivers from having to get 
on and o�  of the forklift to begin wrapping and cutting the pallet loads. 
The � lm cutter and clamp cuts the stretch � lm and holds the � lm to begin 
wrapping the next pallet. The � lm wiper presses the � lm against the pallet 
load once the � lm is cut. After the load is � nished the turntable returns 
to the home position for quick and easy pick up. The 2000F Automatic 
stretch wrapper will only work with standard sized uniform pallet loads. 
See speci� cations below for further details. 

Power: 110V/60Hz 
Required Air: 80 psi 
Wireless Remotes: 3 Included 
Recommended Pallet Sizes: 55”x52”, 40”x48”, 42”x40”, 42”x42” 
Recommended Pallet Loads: Uniform loads 
Turntable Speed: 12 RPM 
Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor 
Control Panel: LCD Panel 
Turntable Drive: Chain 
Max Stretch Rate: 250% 
Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts 
Ramp: Not Applicable 
Turntable Diameter: 65” 
Mast height: 99” 
Max Load Weight: 5,000 lbs. 
Min. Load Height: 22” 
Max load Height: 87” 
Max Stretch Film Width: 20” 
Machine Dimensions: 105.75”x65”x99” 
Machine Weight: 1,640 lbs. 
Shipping Dimensions: 
Weight: 1,800 lbs. 
Skid Dimensions: 135”x70”x99” 
Freight Class: 150

Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor 
Control Panel: LCD Panel 
Turntable Drive: Chain Turntable Drive: Chain 
Max Stretch Rate: 250% 
Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts 
Ramp: Not Applicable 

Turntable Drive: Chain Turntable Drive: Chain 
Max Stretch Rate: 250% 
Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts 
Ramp: Not Applicable 
Turntable Diameter: 65” 

Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts 

Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor 
Control Panel: LCD Panel Control Panel: LCD Panel 
Turntable Drive: Chain 
Control Panel: LCD Panel 
Turntable Drive: Chain 
Max Stretch Rate: 250% 
Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts 

Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor 
Control Panel: LCD Panel Control Panel: LCD Panel Control Panel: LCD Panel Control Panel: LCD Panel 
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EP-2000BWS
$10,660.00

The 2000BWS stretch wrap machine is a standard sized stretch wrap machine 
with a scale. A stretch wrap machine with a scale is an ideal option for a variety of 
warehouses and distribution centers. The 2000BWS will weigh pallets up to 5,000 
lbs. All machines are chain driven and manufactured durably to handle day-to-day 
wear and tear. Set up for the 2000BWS is easily accomplished within 30 minutes of 
arrival. The standard � lm carriage will accommodate machine stretch � lm rolls up 
to 20 inches wide. We o� er extended � lm carriages up to 30 inches in width upon 
request. Be sure to check out our machine stretch � lm options. We o� er discounts 
and free shipping on all pallet stretch � lm options. Call us at 1-800441-5090 with 
quotes and questions. This machine Does Not come with a ramp.

Machine Speci� cations: Power: 110V/60Hz 
Turntable Speed: 12 RPM 
Load Sensor: Automatic load height sensor 
Control Panel: LCD Panel 
Turntable Drive: Chain 
Max Stretch Rate: 250% 
Warranty: 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty on Parts 
Ramp: Not Included* 
Turntable Diameter: 59” 
Turntable Diagonal: 80” 
Mast height: 95” 
Max Load Weight: 5,000 lbs. 
Min. Load Height: 22” 
Max load Height: 87” 
Max Stretch Film Width: 20”* 
Machine Dimensions: 96.5”x59”x99” 
Machine Weight: 1,295 lbs. 
Shipping Dimensions: 
Weight: 1,540 lbs. 
Skid Dimensions: 130”x62”x34” 
Freight Class: 150 

* Denotes Optional Sizes Available Call for Details

Ramp: Not Included* 
Turntable Diameter: 59” 
Turntable Diagonal: 80” Turntable Diagonal: 80” 
Mast height: 95” 
Max Load Weight: 5,000 lbs. 
Min. Load Height: 22” 

Turntable Diagonal: 80” Turntable Diagonal: 80” 
Mast height: 95” 
Max Load Weight: 5,000 lbs. 
Min. Load Height: 22” 
Max load Height: 87” 
Max Stretch Film Width: 20”* 

Ramp: Not Included* 
Turntable Diameter: 59” Turntable Diameter: 59” 
Turntable Diagonal: 80” 
Turntable Diameter: 59” 
Turntable Diagonal: 80” 

Ramp: Not Included* Ramp: Not Included* Ramp: Not Included* Ramp: Not Included* Ramp: Not Included* 
Turntable Diameter: 59” Turntable Diameter: 59” Turntable Diameter: 59” Turntable Diameter: 59” 
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PACKAGING TAPE
Packaging tape is used around the world for enclosing and securing containers for transport, retail sales, and 
storage. Packaging tape is made from varied materials using many di� erent adhesives to adhere to containers. 
The most used packaging tapes are made from polypropylene with an acrylic adhesive and come in either 
clear or tan colors. Packaging Tape is an important part of any packaging operation. Companies using boxes, 
envelopes, or any other containers for packaging normally use a tape for sealing. Tapes speci� cally made for 
packaging come in a variety of lengths, colors, and widths. They also vary in materials and adhesives they are 
made from. Below is a brief explanation of the types of tapes we o� er and what they are recommended to be 
used for.

Hand Packaging Tape

Hand packaging tape plays an important role in most warehouses. The ability for workers to quickly apply tape 
to close and secure containers increases e�  ciency and reduces product damage. All of our hand packaging 
tapes provide di� erent strengths to accommodate an assortment of products being wrapped. A thicker mil and 
stronger adhesives can secure heavy boxes during transit via UPS and Fed Ex.

3M Tartan 302 Box Sealing Tape

This 3M Tartan economical brand packing/sealing tape is a great general purpose tape used for a variety of 
applications. Speci� cally wide temperature applications as well as damp applications. It is a commonly used tape 
for refrigerated product cases. It can also be used for packaging electronics, paper, print, etc. 

Product Speci� cations: Adhesive Material Acrylic, Backing Material Polypropylene, Material Polypropylene, 
Tensile Strength 23 lbs., Core Size 3 inch.

SKU Thickness WidthXLength Price Weight Rolls Per Case Min. Order 
Quantity

3M 302 48x110 CLR 1.6 Mil 48mmx100m $77.79 20.38 lbs 36 1 Case
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3M Tartan 369 Box Sealing Tape

Tartan 369 packing tape is a value performance tape from 3M. Designed to o� er an aggressive adhesive to 
provide a secure and durable closure. Tartan 369 packing tape o� ers consistent performance and a quiet unwind. 
Great for: General industrial use, food, beverage, medical pharmaceutical, paper, print, and more!

Bopp Packing Tape

Strong BOPP packing tape is a� ordable and gets the job done. Made from an acrylic water based adhesive, this 
packing tape sticks instantly and o� ers a great seal. Considered a high performance private label tape intended 
for the toughest of jobs. The quick and easy release allows for faster sealing. A great packing tape option for hot 
and cold environments.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rolls Per 
Case

Min. Order 
Quantity

HI-3M 369 48X100 CLR 1.6Mil 48mmx100m $73.81 18 lbs 36 1 Case
HI-3M 369 72X100 CLR 1.6Mil 72mmx100m $74.13 29 lbs 24 1 Case
HI-3M 369 48X100 TAN 1.6Mil 48mmx100m $97.62 19 lbs 36 1 Case
HI-3M 369 72X100 TAN 1.6Mil 72mmx100m $143.19 29 lbs 24 1 Case

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rolls Per 
Case

Min. Order 
Quantity

WP-BT20 1.8 Mil 2"x110yrds. $58.30 21 lbs 36 1 Case
WP-BT30 1.8 Mil 3"x110yrds. $58.30 22 lbs 24 1 Case

3M Tartan 305 Box Sealing Tape

The Tartan 305 tape has many of the same characteristics as Tartan 302 packing tape. The major di� erence is 
strength and thickness. This 3M Tartan tape is a great general purpose tape used for a variety of applications. 
Speci� cally wide temperature applications as well as damp applications. It is a common tape used in refrigerated 
product cases. It can also be used for packaging electronics, paper, print, etc.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rolls Per 
Case

Min. Order 
Quantity

HI-3M 305 48X100 CLR 1.6 Mil 48mmx100m $70.70 17.64 lbs 36 1 Case
HI-3M 305 48X50 CLR 1.6 Mil 48mmx50m $60.31 10.08 lbs 36 1 Case

HI-3m305 72x100 CLR 1.6 Mil 48mmx100m $80.19 17.52 lbs 24 1 Case

SKU

HI-3M 369 48X100 CLR 1.6Mil
1.6Mil

SKU

HI-3M 369 48X100 CLR 1.6Mil
HI-3M 369 72X100 CLR 1.6Mil

1.6Mil

WidthxLengthWidthxLengthWidthxLengthWidthxLength PricePrice WeightWeightWeight Rolls Per 
Case
Rolls Per 
Case

Min. Order 
Quantity
Min. Order 
Quantity

48mmx100m
72mmx100m
48mmx100m
72mmx100m

$73.81
$74.13

18 lbs
29 lbs
18 lbs
29 lbs

36
24

1 Case
1 Case
1 Case
1 Case

Thickness
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3m scotch 372 Box Sealing Tape

The Scotch 372 packing tape is comparable to Scotch 371 packing tape. The most common di� erence is the 
overall strength and thickness. This 3M Scotch brand packing tape is ideal for a variety of packing and box sealing 
operations. Commonly used for general industrial, food, beverage, medical, paper, print, electronics box, and 
carton sealing applications. Designed to resist abrasion, moisture, chemicals, and tear. It is easy to apply and 
considered a premium packing tape. 

3m scotch 375 Box Sealing Tape

The Scotch 375 packing tape has many common attributes and uses as the 371 and 372 packing tapes. The 
most common di� erence is the overall strength and thickness. This 3M Scotch brand tape is ideal for a variety of 
packing and box sealing operations. Commonly used for general industrial, food, beverage, medical, paper, print, 
electronics box, and carton sealing applications. Designed to resist abrasion, moisture, chemicals, and tear. It is 
easy to apply and considered a premium packing tape. 

Product Details: Adhesive Material Hot Melt, Backing Material Scotchpro, Polypropylene Material Hot Melt 
Synthetic Rubber, Tensile Strength 35 lbs., Core Size 3 Inches

3m scotch 371 Box Sealing Tape

This 3M Scotch 371 packing tape is ideal for a variety of packing and box sealing operations. Commonly used for 
general industrial, food, beverage, medical, paper, print, electronics box, and carton sealing applications. Designed 
to resist abrasion, moisture, chemicals, and tear. It is easy to apply and considered a premium packing tape.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rolls Per 
Case

Min. Order 
Quantity

HI-3m375 48x50 CLR 3.1Mil 48mmx100m $268.62 25 lbs 36 1 Case
HI-3m375 72x50 CLR 3.1Mil 72mmx100m $298.59 26 lbs 24 1 Case

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rolls Per 
Case

Min. Order 
Quantity

HI-3m371 48x100 CLR 1.9 Mil(.048mm) 48mmx100m $81.58 21 lbs 36 1 Case
HI-3m371 72x100 CLR 1.9 Mil(.048mm) 72mmx100m $81.58 21 lbs 24 1 Case

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rolls Per 
Case

Min. Order 
Quantity

HI-3m372 48x100 CLR 2.2Mil(.056mm) 48mmx100m $242.00 23 lbs 36 1 Case
HI-3m372 72x100 CLR 2.2Mil(.056mm) 72mmx100m $280.00 24 lbs 24 1 Case

considered a premium packing tape. 

SKU

HI-3m372 48x100 CLR 2.2Mil(.056mm)

SKU

HI-3m372 48x100 CLR 2.2Mil(.056mm)
HI-3m372 72x100 CLR 2.2Mil(.056mm)

WidthxLengthWidthxLengthWidthxLengthWidthxLength PricePrice WeightWeightWeight Rolls Per Rolls Per 
Case

Min. Order Min. Order 
Quantity

2.2Mil(.056mm)
2.2Mil(.056mm) 72mmx100m

48mmx100m
72mmx100m

$242.00
$280.00
$242.00
$280.00

23 lbs
24 lbs
23 lbs
24 lbs

36
24

1 Case
1 Case
1 Case
1 Case

considered a premium packing tape. 

Thickness
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TAPE DISPENSERS
Package faster with a tape dispenser. Each dispenser is made for all-day tape applications. Users simply hold the 
tape dispenser to the box being sealed and pull the tape along the box seams. Once at the end of the box seam, 
the serrated edges can be used to quickly cut the tape.

SKU Material WidthxLength Price Min. Order Quantity

HI-3M H-180 BOX SEAL Plastic & Metal 2 Inches $32.74 1

SKU Material Width/Length Price Min. Order Quantity

HI-3M H-183 BOX SEAL Plastic & Metal 3 Inches $61.72 1

3m Scotch H180 Tape Dispenser

The H180 3m Scotch tape dispenser is a light weight tape dispenser ideal for portable usage. It is designed to 
accommodate a 60 yard roll of tape up to 2 inches wide. An adjustable tape break allows control of tension and 
tape delivery.

3m Scotch H183 Tape Dispenser

The Scotch H183 box packing tape dispenser features the same design and bene� ts as the Scotch H180 tape 
dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing 
box application. The lightweight, durable plastic and metal construction is designed for durability.

The Scotch H183 box packing tape dispenser features the same design and bene� ts as the Scotch H180 tape 
dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing 
box application. The lightweight, durable plastic and metal construction is designed for durability.box application. The lightweight, durable plastic and metal construction is designed for durability.

Material

HI-3M H-183 BOX SEAL Plastic & Metal

box application. The lightweight, durable plastic and metal construction is designed for durability.
dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing 
box application. The lightweight, durable plastic and metal construction is designed for durability.
dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing 
box application. The lightweight, durable plastic and metal construction is designed for durability.
dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing 
box application. The lightweight, durable plastic and metal construction is designed for durability.
dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing 
box application. The lightweight, durable plastic and metal construction is designed for durability.
dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing 
box application. The lightweight, durable plastic and metal construction is designed for durability.
dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing 
box application. The lightweight, durable plastic and metal construction is designed for durability.
dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing 
box application. The lightweight, durable plastic and metal construction is designed for durability.
dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing 
box application. The lightweight, durable plastic and metal construction is designed for durability.
dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing 
box application. The lightweight, durable plastic and metal construction is designed for durability.
dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing 

Material

Plastic & Metal

Width/Length

3 Inches

Width/Length

3 Inches

Width/Length Price

$61.72

Price

$61.72

Min. Order Quantity

1

Min. Order QuantityMin. Order QuantityMin. Order QuantityMin. Order Quantity

The Scotch H183 box packing tape dispenser features the same design and bene� ts as the Scotch H180 tape 
dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing 
The Scotch H183 box packing tape dispenser features the same design and bene� ts as the Scotch H180 tape 
dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing 
box application. The lightweight, durable plastic and metal construction is designed for durability.
dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing 
box application. The lightweight, durable plastic and metal construction is designed for durability.

The Scotch H183 box packing tape dispenser features the same design and bene� ts as the Scotch H180 tape The Scotch H183 box packing tape dispenser features the same design and bene� ts as the Scotch H180 tape The Scotch H183 box packing tape dispenser features the same design and bene� ts as the Scotch H180 tape The Scotch H183 box packing tape dispenser features the same design and bene� ts as the Scotch H180 tape The Scotch H183 box packing tape dispenser features the same design and bene� ts as the Scotch H180 tape The Scotch H183 box packing tape dispenser features the same design and bene� ts as the Scotch H180 tape The Scotch H183 box packing tape dispenser features the same design and bene� ts as the Scotch H180 tape 
dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing dispenser except the H183 is made for up to 3 inch wide tape. The H183 is recommended for a center sealing 
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MACHINE PACKAGING TAPE

SKU Price Weight Rolls Per 
Case

Min. Order 
Quantity

HI-3M 311 48X914 CLR $111.00 32 lbs 6 1 Case
HI-3M 311 48X1500 CLR $177.60 30 lbs 6 1 Case
HI-3M 311 72X914 CLR $111.00 20 lbs 4 1 Case

3M Tartan 369 Machine Packaging Tape

Tartan 369 3M machine tape is considered a value performance tape ideal for lightweight box sealing 
applications. Product Details: Rubber Resin adhesive, Polypropylene backing material, 19 lbs. tensile strength, and 
a 3 inch core size.

3m Scotch 311 Machine Packing Tape

The Scotch 311 box sealing tape provides high quality at an a� ordable price. The strong backing and aggressive 
adhesive provide a secure and durable closure. It can be used in a variety of industries for box sealing. It is 
designed to maintain a consistent seal in a wide variety of temperatures. Product Details: Acrylic adhesive, 
Polypropylene backing Material, Tensile Strength 25 lbs, and a 3 Inch core size.

3m Scotch 313 Machine Packing Tape

3M Scotch 313 Machine tape is considered a premium sealing tape that is stronger than Scotch 311 box packing 
tape. Features include: instant adhesion, edge tear and split resistant, ages well in sunlight, long life, and wide 
temperature ranges. Tape rolls are made with: Acrylic adhesives, polypropylene backing, 35 lbs Tensile Strength, 
and a 3 inch core size.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rolls Per 
Case

Min. Order 
Quantity

HI-3M 369 48X914 CLR 1.6 Mil 48mmx914m $77.70 24 lbs 6 1 Case
HI-3M 369 72X914 CLR 1.6 Mil 72mmx914m $77.70 26 lbs 4 1 Case

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Rolls Per 
Case

Min. Order 
Quantity

HI-3M 313 48X914 2.5Mil(.065mm) 48mmx914m $266.40 38 lbs 6 1 Case
HI-3M 313 72X914 2.5Mil(.065mm) 72mmx914m $319.00 33 lbs 4 1 Case

adhesive provide a secure and durable closure. It can be used in a variety of industries for box sealing. It is 
designed to maintain a consistent seal in a wide variety of temperatures. Product Details: Acrylic adhesive, 
Polypropylene backing Material, Tensile Strength 25 lbs, and a 3 Inch core size.Polypropylene backing Material, Tensile Strength 25 lbs, and a 3 Inch core size.

SKU Price

HI-3M 311 48X914 CLR $111.00
$177.60

Weight

Polypropylene backing Material, Tensile Strength 25 lbs, and a 3 Inch core size.

Weight Rolls Per 

Polypropylene backing Material, Tensile Strength 25 lbs, and a 3 Inch core size.

Rolls Per Rolls Per 

Polypropylene backing Material, Tensile Strength 25 lbs, and a 3 Inch core size.

Min. Order 

Polypropylene backing Material, Tensile Strength 25 lbs, and a 3 Inch core size.

Min. Order 

Polypropylene backing Material, Tensile Strength 25 lbs, and a 3 Inch core size.

Min. Order 

Polypropylene backing Material, Tensile Strength 25 lbs, and a 3 Inch core size.

32 lbs

Case

6

Quantity

1 Case

Quantity

1 Case

adhesive provide a secure and durable closure. It can be used in a variety of industries for box sealing. It is 

Polypropylene backing Material, Tensile Strength 25 lbs, and a 3 Inch core size.
designed to maintain a consistent seal in a wide variety of temperatures. Product Details: Acrylic adhesive, 
Polypropylene backing Material, Tensile Strength 25 lbs, and a 3 Inch core size.

Price

designed to maintain a consistent seal in a wide variety of temperatures. Product Details: Acrylic adhesive, 
Polypropylene backing Material, Tensile Strength 25 lbs, and a 3 Inch core size.

adhesive provide a secure and durable closure. It can be used in a variety of industries for box sealing. It is 
designed to maintain a consistent seal in a wide variety of temperatures. Product Details: Acrylic adhesive, designed to maintain a consistent seal in a wide variety of temperatures. Product Details: Acrylic adhesive, designed to maintain a consistent seal in a wide variety of temperatures. Product Details: Acrylic adhesive, designed to maintain a consistent seal in a wide variety of temperatures. Product Details: Acrylic adhesive, designed to maintain a consistent seal in a wide variety of temperatures. Product Details: Acrylic adhesive, designed to maintain a consistent seal in a wide variety of temperatures. Product Details: Acrylic adhesive, designed to maintain a consistent seal in a wide variety of temperatures. Product Details: Acrylic adhesive, designed to maintain a consistent seal in a wide variety of temperatures. Product Details: Acrylic adhesive, designed to maintain a consistent seal in a wide variety of temperatures. Product Details: Acrylic adhesive, 
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TAPE MACHINES
Carton sealing machines can be adjusted to seal a large variety of box sizes. Carton sealers can help increase 
production times and reduce product damage. Each carton sealer comes with a 1 year warranty on parts. We can 
also price out special tape machines based on project needs. Call our sales team and inquire today!

Eagle T100 Carton Sealer

The side belt drives ensure proper carton sealing 
even with cartons that are short in height, but have 
an extended length. Best suited for medium volume 
production. The tape head can accept 2” or 3” tape 
with simple adjustments. All machines come with a 
1 year warranty on parts! 

Machine Details:
Max Carton Size 6”Lx19.75”Wx19.75”H 
Tape Size 2” - 3”
Power Requirements 110V

Eagle T200 Carton Sealer

The Eagle T200 takes the rigidity and simple 
design of the Eagle T100 and adds a set of top 
belts to stabilize tall, narrow cartons for proper 
sealing. The Eagle T200 comes with a 1 year 
warranty on all parts. 

Machine Details 
Max Carton Size 6”Lx19.75”x19.75H” 
Tape Width 2”- 3” 
Tape Length 1000’ - 2000’ 
Max Load 80 Lbs.

SKU Power supply Products per minute Price Weight

EP-T200 110V 30 $3400.00 552

SKU Power supply Products per minute Price Weight

EP-T100 110V 30 $3100.00 520

Power Requirements 110V

SKU Power supply

110V

SKU

EP-T100 110V110V 3030

Products per minuteProducts per minuteProducts per minuteProducts per minuteProducts per minute Price WeightWeight

$3100.00$3100.00$3100.00$3100.00$3100.00 520

Power Requirements 110V

Power supply Products per minute

Power Requirements 110VPower Requirements 110VPower Requirements 110V
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STRAPPING
Plastic strapping is ideal for multiple uses when shipping a variety of products. Polypropylene strapping is 
often used to complement stretch � lm during load stabilization. Poly strapping is also used to bundle products 
together for retail sales. Polyester strapping is great for heavier loads and is commonly used in place of metal 
strapping. Polyester strapping o� ers many bene� ts over steel strapping. If you have any questions about our 
plastic strapping products, feel free to call us at 1-800-441-5090.

Machine Poly Strapping

Machine poly strapping is used around the world for various reasons. Strapping is a great way to bundle 
multiple products together during shipping. Strapping also adds strength to boxes with heavy items. 
Call our sales team for quantity discounts or size inquires.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Quantity Per Case Color

M4850-6616B 350/.027 1/2"x6,600' $74.31 40 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
M4850-6616W 350/.028 1/2"x6,600' $74.31 40 lbs 1 Coil WHITE
M4860-7216B 300/.022 1/2"x7,200' $93.60 40 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
M4860-7216Y 500/.028 1/2"x7,200' $93.60 40 lbs 1 Coil Yellow
M4853-8216W 500/.029 1/2"x8,200' $88.25 40 lbs 1 Coil WHITE
MM5004-W 110/.017 5mmx24,000' $66.42 36 lbs 1 Coil WHITE
MM5005-W 130/.017 5mmx23,000' $65.40 36 lbs 1 Coil WHITE
M2818-208W 180/.020 1/4"x20,000' $82.63 28 lbs 1 Coil WHITE
M2820-188W 200/.023 1/4"x18,000' $81.20 28 lbs 1 Coil WHITE
M2820-188Y 200/.024 1/4"x18,000' $81.20 28 lbs 1 Coil YELLOW
M3830-128B 300/.024 3/8"x12,900' $65.79 32 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
M3830-128C 300/.024 3/8"x12,900' $65.79 32 lbs 1 Coil CLEAR
M3830-128W 300/.024 3/8"x12,900' $65.79 32 lbs 1 Coil WHITE
M3830-128Y 300/.024 3/8"x12,900' $65.79 32 lbs 1 Coil YELLOW
M4835-998B 350/.024 1/2"x9,900' $66.65 32 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
M4835-998C 350/.024 1/2"x9,900' $66.65 32 lbs 1 Coil CLEAR
M4835-998W 350/.024 1/2"x9,900' $66.65 32 lbs 1 Coil WHITE
M4835-998Y 350/.024 1/2"x9,900' $66.65 32 lbs 1 Coil YELLOW
M4850-668B 500/.027 1/2"x6,600' $74.30 32 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
M4850-668W 500/.027 1/2"x6,600' $74.30 32 lbs 1 Coil WHITE
M2818-209W 180/.020 1/4"x20,000' $84.05 32 lbs 1 Coil WHITE
M2820-189W 200/.023 1/4"x18,000' $81.18 32 lbs 1 Coil WHITE

M4860-7216B 300/.022
500/.028

M4853-8216W
MM5004-W 110/.017

130/.017

M4853-8216W
MM5004-W 110/.017
MM5005-W 130/.017

180/.020
200/.023

1/2"x7,200'
1/2"x8,200'
5mmx24,000'5mmx24,000'
1/2"x8,200'
5mmx24,000'

$93.60
$88.25
$66.42

40 lbs
40 lbs
36 lbs
40 lbs

1 Coil
1 Coil
1 Coil

Yellow
WHITE
WHITE

Yellow
WHITE
WHITE

5mmx23,000'
1/4"x20,000'
5mmx23,000' $65.40
1/4"x20,000' $82.63

$65.40
$82.63

36 lbs
28 lbs
36 lbs
28 lbs

1 Coil
1 Coil
1 Coil
1 Coil

WHITE
WHITE

M4860-7216B
M4860-7216YM4860-7216Y
M4860-7216B
M4860-7216Y

500/.029
110/.017

M4860-7216BM4860-7216BM4860-7216BM4860-7216BM4860-7216BM4860-7216BM4860-7216B
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SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Quantity Per Case Color

M2820-189Y 200/.023 1/4"x18,000' $81.18 32 lbs 1 Coil YELLOW
M3830-129B 300/.024 3/8"x12,900' $68.30 32 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
M3830-129C 300/.024 3/8"x12,900' $68.30 32 lbs 1 Coil CLEAR
M3830-129W 300/.024 3/8"x12,900' $68.30 32 lbs 1 Coil WHITE
M3830-129Y 300/.024 3/8"x12,900' $68.30 32 lbs 1 Coil YELLOW
M4835-999B 350/.024 1/2"x9,900' $66.65 32 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
M4835-999C 350/.025 1/2"x9,900' $66.65 32 lbs 1 Coil CLEAR
M4835-999W 350/.026 1/2"x9,900' $66.65 32 lbs 1 Coil WHITE
M4835-999Y 350/.027 1/2"x9,900' $66.65 32 lbs 1 Coil YELLOW
M4850-669B 500/.027 1/2"x6,600' $74.30 32 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
M4850-669W 500/.028 1/2"x6,600' $74.30 32 lbs 1 Coil WHITE

Call for pricing and freight discounts on pallet orders of strapping. 
Substantial discounts from listed prices!
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SKU Tensile Strength WidthxLength Price Weight Quantity Per Case Color

4830-5016B 300 1/2"x5,000' $41.58 32 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
4830-9016B 300 1/2"x9,000' $43.23 32 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
4840-5016B 400 1/2"x5,000' $44.65 32 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
4840-9016B 400 1/2"x9,000' $54.28 32 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
4845-7216B 450 1/2"x7,200' $51.55 32 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
4850-7216B 500 1/2"x7,200' $53.85 32 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
4860-7216B 600 1/2"x7,200' $58.85 32 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
4860-7216Y 600 1/2"x7,200' $90.47 32 lbs 1 Coil YELLOW
4875-5516B 750 1/2"x5,575' $71.75 32 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
5870-6016B 700 5/8"x6,000' $71.95 32 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
5880-5416B 800 5/8"x5,400' $62.30 32 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
68100-4516B 1050 3/4"x4,500' $77.45 32 lbs 1 Coil BLACK

Hand Poly Strapping

Hand polypropylene strapping can be used to bundle multiple items together or reinforcing cartons with heavy 
items. Hand poly strapping is fastened with buckles or a hand sealing machine. The strapping thickness and 
strength should be determined by the items being wrapped. All hand strapping listed below has an embossed 
surface for additional grip when using buckles. Don’t hesitate to call our customer service team with questions 
and pallet quote request!
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Polyester Strapping

Polyester Strapping is a great alternative 
to steel strapping. It o� ers comparable 
tensile strengths at a fraction of the cost. 
Polyester strapping is also much lighter 
than steel strapping. Polyester strapping 
is commonly used for heavy applications 
such as bricks, lumber, bottles, etc. 
Polyester strapping is often used with 
stretch wrap to help secure heavier 
loads from shifting and product damage 
during transportation and storage.

SKU Tensile Strength WidthxLength Price Weight Quantity Per Case Color

M460-7216B 600 1/2"x7,200' $84.70 41 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
M460-7216G 600 1/2"x7,200' $84.70 41 lbs 1 Coil GREEN
M477-5816B 775 1/2"x5,800' $84.00 41 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
M477-5816G 775 1/2"x5,800' $84.00 41 lbs 1 Coil GREEN
H482-6516B 820 1/2"x6,500' $104.28 50 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
H482-6516G 820 1/2"x6,500' $104.28 50 lbs 1 Coil GREEN
H595-4416B 950 5/8"x4400' $85.43 42 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
H595-4416G 950 5/8"x4400' $85.43 42 lbs 1 Coil GREEN
H5120-3616B 1100 5/8"x3600' $85.43 41 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
H5120-3616G 1100 5/8"x3600' $85.43 41 lbs 1 Coil GREEN
H5140-4216B 1400 5/8"x4,200' $105.75 52 lbs 1 Coil BLACK
H5140-4216G 1400 5/8"x4,200' $105.75 52 lbs 1 Coil GREEN
MS-2035 1400 5/8"x4,000' $101.17 48 lbs 1 Coil GREEN
MS-2040 1600 5/8"x4,000' $109.55 55 lbs 1 Coil GREEN
H6190-3016G 1900 5/8"x3,000' $110.73 52 lbs 1 Coil GREEN
H460-363B 600 1/2"x3600' $43.63 42 lbs 2 Coils BLACK
H460-363G 600 1/2"x3600' $43.63 42 lbs 2 Coils GREEN
H477-293B 775 1/2"x2900' $43.05 41 lbs 2 Coils BLACK
H477-293G 775 1/2"x2900' $43.05 41 lbs 2 Coils GREEN
H482-3253B 820 1/2"x3250' $63.39 50 lbs 2 Coils BLACK
H482-3253G 820 1/2"x3250' $64.85 50 lbs 2 Coils GREEN
H595-223B 950 5/8"x2200' $43.26 41 lbs 2 Coils BLACK
H595-223G 950 5/8"x2200' $43.26 41 lbs 2 Coils GREEN
H5110-183B 1800 5/8"x1100' $44.95 41 lbs 2 Coils BLACK
H5110-183B 1800 5/8"x1100' $44.95 41 lbs 2 Coils GREEN
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Strapping Kits

Strapping kits are a great option for companies not producing a 
high amount of output or companies that only use strapping for 
speci� c products. They are ideal for securing multiple products 
together as well as securing entire pallet loads when used with 
stretch � lm. *Quick-pac Strapping Kits- The quick-pac strapping kits 
are o� ered in wire and plastic buckle options. Both kits come with 
1/2 inch plastic strapping, option of 2,000 or 3,000 ft. coils, 300 wire 
or plastic buckles, and a strap puller. The quick-pac kits are great for 
companies who are looking for an all-in-one strapping option.

Strapping Seals

Find a variety of strapping seals to assist 
in securing loads and bundling items in 
multiple industries. Our strapping seals 
are compatible with poly strapping and 
polyester strapping. We o� er a variety of 
strapping seals that include: open metal 
strapping seals, closed metal strapping 
seals, and serrated metal strapping seals. If 
you have any questions about the seals we 
o� er, feel free to call us at 1-800-441-5090. 

SKU Buckle Material WidthxLength Price Weight Quantity Per Case Color

UP-W Wire 1/2"x3000' $54.80 16 lbs 300 Buckles BLACK
UP-P Plastic 1/2"x3000' $54.80 12 lbs 300 Buckles BLACK

SKU Price Weight Quantity Per Case

USL-1/2 $38.48 10 lbs 1000
USL-5/8 $39.90 15 lbs 1000
USL-3/4 $50.75 20 lbs 1000
USL-1/2CTS $72.85 13 lbs 1000
USL-5/8CTS $101.30 21 lbs 1000

Ask about steep skid discounts 
and how to get free shipping to 
any commercial address within the 
Continental United States!

Strapping Seals

Find a variety of strapping seals to assist 
in securing loads and bundling items in 
multiple industries. Our strapping seals 
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Strapping SealsStrapping Seals

Find a variety of strapping seals to assist 
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Eagle 800 Automatic Strapping Machine

The Eagle 800 is an enhanced automatic strapping machine for wide straps (9mm – 12mm). With its enhanced 
features, the Eagle 800 has the best price to performance ratio of products in its class. 

Features include: Self-threading Short feed sensor, Strap end ejector, Loop ejector for jam-free operation, 
Electronic tension control, Stainless steel table tops, Manual push button, automatic table switch, 
or foot switch operation. 

SKU Price Weight Straps Per Minute Arch Dimensions

EP-800 $4228.50 485 29 33.4" Wx23.6" H

STRAPPING MACHINES
Strapping machines are available with both manual and automatic feeds. Machines are ideal for bundling 
products or packages. Strapping machines increase e�  ciency and speed up production. Arch machines indicate 
automatic feeding machines. Most auto feed machines are capable of wrapping hundreds of items per hour.
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Eagle 710 Automatic Strapping Machine
Automatic strapping machines make strapping more e�  cient and economical. Automatic strapping 
machines help to reduce waste and increase strapping times. The Eagle 710 strapping machine in o� ered in 
a variety of arch dimensions. View the chart below for pricing on di� erent arch dimensions. 

Features 

* LCD Screen Read Out 
* Self Threading 
* Auto-Loop Ejector 
* Low & High Tension Settings 
* Tool-Free General Maintenance 
* Quick Release Lock-on Coil 
* 110v 
* Fits 8”x8” Core 
* Strap Size 5mm/6mm, 3/8” 
* 65 Straps per Minute 
* Tension 2.5 lbs -70.5 lbs. 
* Table Top Height 32.75” 
* Machine Dimensions 37” x 26.5” x 65”

SKU Price Weight Straps Per Minute Arch Dimensions

EP-710 $6142.90 450 65 22" W x 20" H
EP-710L $6785.00 450 65 30" W x 20" H
EP-710S $6428.00 450 65 20" W x 17" H
EP-710XL $9357.00 450 65 40" W x 31" H
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Laundry Film

These laundry wrap rolls are made from a 
premium PVC resin that encourages strong 
durable wrap at an a� ordable cost. A stronger 
laundry wrap means less waste and less cost 
than many other wraps currently available on 
the market. 

High cling reduces slipping on the roll. The ultra 
clear wrap makes seeing laundry easy and helps 
to keep out dirt, moisture, and other external 
elements. We o� er two thicknesses of laundry 
wrap, both on 3” core rolls. All rolls are 5000 ft. 
long. For savings on orders over 5 rolls, call our 
sales team at 1-800-441-5090.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight Quantity Per Case

WP-WLW06 40 Gauge 24"x5000' $90.88 37 lbs 1 Roll
WP-WLW13 50 Gauge 24"x5000' $107.10 44 lbs 1 Roll
WP-WLW02 40 Gauge 30"x5000' $107.62 47 lbs 1 Roll
WP-WLW07 50 Gauge 30"x5000' $138.28 53 lbs 1 Roll
WP-WLW08 40 Gauge 32"x5000' $118.23 50 lbs 1 Roll
WP-WLW11 50 Gauge 32"x5000' $148.94 57 lbs 1 Roll
WP-WLW03 40 Gauge 34"x5000' $129.73 52 lbs 1 Roll
WP-WLW14 50 Gauge 34"x5000' $157.13 60 lbs 1 Roll
WP-WLW04 40 Gauge 36"x5000' $136.45 55 lbs 1 Roll
WP-WLW09 50 Gauge 36"x5000' $164.59 63 lbs 1 Roll

LAUNDRY FILM
Laundry � lm and garment bags are two forms of � exible plastics used in commercial laundries. Laundry � lm is 
made from PVC and is often used with a heat pad to seal up wrapped laundry. Most laundry � lm o� ers some 
stretch to help pull tight around clean linens. These laundry wrap rolls are made from a premium PVC resin that 
encourages strong durable wrap at an a� ordable cost.

Ask about steep skid discounts and how to get free shipping to any commercial address 
within the Continental United States!
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Laundry Wrapping Table

The HS series laundry wrapping table is a full sized wrapping table made from durable aluminum and stainless 
steel. The HS model laundry wrappers feature a double roll rack enabling a seamless transition between � lms. 
The easy-glide heating drawer promotes easy operation during wrapping and sealing production. The HS 
laundry wrapper is capable of holding rolls up to 40 inches wide.   The large 12”x30” hot plate makes it a great 
option for professionally wrapping towels, sheets, clothes, and many other products. 

Each table includes: 
Laundry Wrapping Table Dimensions 
* Easy-Glide Heating Area 
* Large 12”x30” Hot Plate 
* Standard 115v Power 
* Stainless Steel Work Station 
* Dual Film Rack 
* Adjustable Film Tension 
* Easy-to-Use Film Selector 
* Quick-Adjust Heat Dial 
* Fast Lock Casters 
* Durable Solid Cut-o�  Rod 
* Easy Open Work Area for Faster Film Threading 
The HS laundry wrappers are used by schools, 
hospitals, and professional cleaners around 
the world. All wrappers ship via best way freight. 

Call 1-800-441-5090 with questions and quote requests!

SKU Price Weight

HS-HS10440LW $2550 220 lbs

How to properly overwrap packages

· Place package to be wrapped in the center of the package rest. Using both hands, grasp � lm at outer edges 

and with an even, steady, outward motion pull toward yourself enough � lm to � t over and around the entire 

package to be wrapped.

· Place � lm over package and tuck under around 2 inches of � lm along the edge farthest from you. As you tuck 

the � lm, begin to pull the package towards you. At this time the package will be enclosed within the � lm.

· Hold turned under � lm in place and using both hands, place the package on the hot plate to 

make the � rst seal.

· Lift the wrapped package and tuck under the excess � lm on the sides of the package to make a tight package 

and then run across the hot plate to make the � nal seal.

* Quick-Adjust Heat Dial 
* Fast Lock Casters 
* Durable Solid Cut-o�  Rod * Durable Solid Cut-o�  Rod 
* Easy Open Work Area for Faster Film Threading 
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SKU Sheets Per Roll Sheet Size Price Weight

WP-301 3000 6"x5" $17.00 1.6 lbs
WP-304 2400 8"x8" $19.15 2.7 lbs
WP-305 2200 9"x9" $20.15 3.1 lbs
WP-307 1900 10"x10" $21.00 3.3 lbs
WP-309 1700 11"x11" $22.25 3.6 lbs
WP-311 1600 12"x12" $23.19 4.1 lbs
WP-313 1200 14"x14" $23.80 4.1 lbs
WP-314 1100 15"x15" $25.05 4.4 lbs
WP-316 900 18"x18" $29.25 5.1 lbs
WP-317 700 18"x24" $30.10 5.3 lbs
WP-320 600 22"x22" $32.90 5.1 lbs
WP-323 500 24"x24" $36.15 5.1 lbs
WP-324 400 24"x28" $38.25 4.7 lbs

Perforated Shrink Rolls

These perforated shrink wrap rolls are commonly used in deli’s and meat departments to help package a variety 
of meats at an a� ordable price. All of our perforated shrink rolls come in a 35 gauge thickness. Multiple sheet 
sizes are available and all rolls are FDA approved for direct food contact.

SKU Sheets Per Roll Sheet Size Price Weight

WP-503 2000 9"x9" $29.50 4.6 lbs
WP-504 1700 10"x10" $30.80 4.8 lbs
WP-506 1400 12"x12" $34.80 5.7 lbs
WP-508 1100 14"x14" $39.05 6.3 lbs
WP-509 1000 15"x15" $38.80 6.5 lbs
WP-510 1000 16"x16" $44.55 6.6 lbs
WP-512 900 18"x18" $49.75 8.4 lbs
WP-515 500 24"x24" $62.75 8.7 lbs

Perforated Plastic Wrap

These rolls of perforated plastic wrap (cling 
sheets) work well in any kitchen, deli, or bakery. 
Perforated plastic wrap is often preferred because 
the premeasured sheets are easy to use and reduce 
waste. All of the perforated all purpose cling sheets 
come in a 35 gauge thickness.
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Printers Cling Film

Perforated printers cling � lm is ideal for a 
variety of printing applications. Our cling 
� lm is often used to wrap printed papers, 
post cards, and more. It o� ers a high 
amount of cling and is a durable cling � lm. 
We o� er a variety of sheet sizes and all 
sheets are o� ered in a 75 gauge thickness.

SKU Sheets Per Roll Sheet Size Price Weight

WP-PCW01 1000 12"x12" $35.10 4 lbs
WP-PCW02 700 15"x15" $36.00 6 lbs
WP-PCW03 600 18"x18" $44.72 11 lbs
WP-PCW07 600 20"x20" $51.55 15 lbs
WP-PCW04 500 22"x22" $60.90 17 lbs
WP-PCW05 500 24"x24" $68.45 19 lbs
WP-PCW06 500 24"x28" $70.55 23 lbs

Printers Shrink Film

Our perforated printers shrink � lm is a durable 60 ga. 
shrink � lm that works great with a variety of printed 
products. Users often use a heat wand to shrink the 
perforated � lm to printed products. We o� er a variety of 
sizes to choose from. The printers shrink � lm should not 
come into direct contact with food. We o� er food grade 
perforated shrink rolls which are thinner and work great 
with printed products as well.

SKU Sheets Per Roll Sheet Size Price Weight

WP-PSW01 1000 12"x12" $62.75 11 lbs
WP-PSW02 700 15"x15" $55.10 13 lbs
WP-PSW03 600 18"x18" $59.15 14 lbs
WP-PSW07 600 20"x20" $59.95 10 lbs
WP-PSW04 500 22"x22" $65.90 12 lbs
WP-PSW05 500 24"x24" $68.10 14 lbs
WP-PSW06 500 24"x28" $70.15 17 lbs

Single Tiered Film Dispensers

This sturdy metal plastic wrap dispenser is made to 
dispense perforated plastic wrap and perforated 
shrink wrap. Designed for countertop or wall 
mounting options. Operators can easily tear sheets 
from the roll. Each dispenser can � t rolls up to 24 
inches wide.

SKU Price Weight

WP-423 $67.50 4 lbs

Discounts on orders 
of 5 or more rolls! 

Mix and match any 
products for 
discounts!

Sheet SizeSheet SizeSKU
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2 Mil Flat Poly Bags

2 Mil Flat Poly bags are considered standard strength bags. Ideal for a large variety of products. The 2 Mil 
thickness is our most popular poly bag thickness. They are ideal for food storage, clothing, small parts, and more. 
We o� er a large selection of sizes to choose from.

POLY BAGS & TUBING
Poly tubing and bags are used in a variety of packaging applications all around the world. Polyethylene 
abbreviated PE, is the most common plastic in the world. Polyethylene is classi� ed based on density. Three 
common polyethylene classi� cations are: High Density Polyethylene (HDPE), Low-Density Polyethylene (LDPE), 
and Linear Low-Density Polyethylene (LLDPE). All of our polyethylene bags and tubing are made from Low-
Density Polyethylene. LDPE is used in a variety of products, but is preferred in some packaging � lms for a variety 
of reasons. LDPE o� ers low cost, easy processing, and a great moisture barrier. 

Each Flat Poly Bag is:
* FDA Approved 
* Made From Virgin Low Density Polyethylene 
* Recyclable 
* Crystal Clear 
* Non-Toxic 

All orders are quantity based. Our � rst price break begins at � ve cases.
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SKU Qty./Case WidthxLength Price Weight

IP-PB20202 1000 2"x2" $7.94 2 lbs
IP-PB20203 1000 2"x3" $9.04 2 lbs
IP-PB20204 1000 2"x4" $10.80 2 lbs
IP-PB20205 1000 2"x5" $15.88 2 lbs
IP-PB20206 1000 2"x6" $15.66 2 lbs
IP-PB20207 1000 2"x7" $21.39 2 lbs
IP-PB20208 1000 2"x8" $21.17 2 lbs
IP-PB20210 1000 2"x10" $25.14 2 lbs
IP-PB20212 1000 2"x12" $35.06 2 lbs
IP-PB20216 1000 2"x16" $28.94 2 lbs
IP-PB20224 1000 2"x24" $41.62 2 lbs
IP-PB20303 1000 3"x3" $7.44 5 lbs
IP-PB20304 1000 3"x4" $9.92 5 lbs
IP-PB20305 1000 3"x5" $12.40 5 lbs
IP-PB20306 1000 3"x6" $14.48 5 lbs
IP-PB20308 1000 3"x8" $19.02 5 lbs
IP-PB20310 1000 3"x10" $23.15 5 lbs
IP-PB20312 1000 3"x12" $27.84 5 lbs
IP-PB20314 1000 3"x14" $35.83 5 lbs
IP-PB20316 1000 3"x16" $40.52 5 lbs
IP-PB20318 1000 3"x18" $45.62 5 lbs
IP-PB20320 1000 3"x20" $51.54 5 lbs
IP-PB20324 1000 3"x24" $61.60 5 lbs
IP-PB20404 1000 4"x4" $13.09 7 lbs
IP-PB20405 1000 4"x5" $15.71 7 lbs
IP-PB20406 1000 4"x6" $18.61 7 lbs
IP-PB20407 1000 4"x7" $24.40 7 lbs
IP-PB20408 1000 4"x8" $24.68 7 lbs
IP-PB20410 1000 4"x10" $30.87 7 lbs
IP-PB20412 1000 4"x12" $35.83 7 lbs
IP-PB20414 1000 4"x14" $39.03 7 lbs
IP-PB20416 1000 4"x16" $37.71 7 lbs
IP-PB20418 1000 4"x18" $42.23 7 lbs
IP-PB20420 1000 4"x20" $52.59 7 lbs
IP-PB20424 1000 4"x24" $61.52 7 lbs
IP-PB20505 1000 5"x5" $18.30 7 lbs
IP-PB20506 1000 5"x6" $18.64 7 lbs
IP-PB20507 1000 5"x7" $21.50 7 lbs

IP-PB20310
1000
1000IP-PB20314

IP-PB20316IP-PB20316
IP-PB20318 1000

1000
1000

3"x16"
3"x14"
3"x16"

$35.83
$40.52
$35.83
$40.52

5 lbs
5 lbs

3"x18"
3"x20"
3"x24"

3"x18"
3"x20"
3"x24"

$45.62
$51.54
$45.62
$51.54
$61.60

5 lbs
5 lbs
5 lbs

IP-PB20310
IP-PB20312IP-PB20312
IP-PB20314
IP-PB20312
IP-PB20314

1000

IP-PB20310
IP-PB20312IP-PB20312IP-PB20312IP-PB20312IP-PB20312
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IP-PB20508 1000 5"x8" $24.70 7 lbs
IP-PB20509 1000 5"x9" $29.99 7 lbs
IP-PB20510 1000 5"x10" $29.55 7 lbs
IP-PB20512 1000 5"x12" $35.28 7 lbs
IP-PB20514 1000 5"x14" $45.86 7 lbs
IP-PB20515 1000 5"x15" $57.77 7 lbs
IP-PB20516 1000 5"x16" $52.59 7 lbs
IP-PB20520 1000 5"x20" $56.89 7 lbs
IP-PB20524 1000 5"x24" $49.90 7 lbs
IP-PB20528 1000 5"x28" $56.76 7 lbs
IP-PB20530 1000 5"x30" $60.57 7 lbs
IP-PB20606 1000 6"x6" $14.47 9 lbs
IP-PB20607 1000 6"x7" $18.83 9 lbs
IP-PB20608 1000 6"x8" $18.54 9 lbs
IP-PB20609 1000 6"x9" $20.83 9 lbs
IP-PB20610 1000 6"x10" $22.91 9 lbs
IP-PB20612 1000 6"x12" $27.50 9 lbs
IP-PB20614 1000 6"x14" $34.80 9 lbs
IP-PB20615 1000 6"x15" $43.52 9 lbs
IP-PB20616 1000 6"x16" $39.73 9 lbs
IP-PB20618 1000 6"x18" $39.66 9 lbs
IP-PB20620 1000 6"x20" $44.10 9 lbs
IP-PB20624 1000 6"x24" $51.54 9 lbs
IP-PB20628 1000 6"x28" $66.51 9 lbs
IP-PB20630 1000 6"x30" $71.95 9 lbs
IP-PB20707 1000 7"x7" $21.41 9 lbs
IP-PB20708 1000 7"x8" $24.34 9 lbs
IP-PB20709 1000 7"x9" $35.44 9 lbs
IP-PB20710 1000 7"x10" $37.44 9 lbs
IP-PB20712 1000 7"x12" $42.81 9 lbs
IP-PB20714 1000 7"x14" $48.75 9 lbs
IP-PB20715 1000 7"x15" $52.91 9 lbs
IP-PB20716 1000 7"x16" $57.77 9 lbs
IP-PB20718 1000 7"x18" $59.14 9 lbs
IP-PB20720 1000 7"x20" $76.03 9 lbs
IP-PB20724 1000 7"x24" $88.48 9 lbs
IP-PB20728 1000 7"x28" $103.67 9 lbs
IP-PB20730 1000 7"x30" $116.62 9 lbs

IP-PB20612
1000
1000IP-PB20615

IP-PB20616IP-PB20616
IP-PB20618 1000

1000
1000

6"x16"
6"x15"
6"x16"

$43.52
$39.73
$43.52
$39.73

9 lbs
9 lbs

6"x18"
6"x20"
6"x24"

6"x18"
6"x20"
6"x24"

$39.66
$44.10
$39.66
$44.10
$51.54

9 lbs
9 lbs
9 lbs

IP-PB20612
IP-PB20614IP-PB20614
IP-PB20615
IP-PB20614
IP-PB20615

1000

IP-PB20612
IP-PB20614IP-PB20614IP-PB20614IP-PB20614IP-PB20614
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IP-PB20808 1000 10”x16” $68.30 11 lbs
IP-PB20810 1000 8"x10" $33.72 11 lbs
IP-PB20812 1000 8"x12" $44.96 11 lbs
IP-PB20814 1000 8"x14" $53.06 11 lbs
IP-PB20815 1000 8"x15" $58.35 11 lbs
IP-PB20816 1000 8"x16" $64.80 11 lbs
IP-PB20818 1000 8"x18" $69.45 11 lbs
IP-PB20820 1000 8"x20" $83.98 11 lbs
IP-PB20824 1000 8"x24" $90.99 11 lbs
IP-PB20828 1000 8"x28" $113.61 11 lbs
IP-PB20830 1000 8"x30" $123.13 11 lbs
IP-PB20836 1000 8"x36" $147.12 11 lbs
IP-PB20840 1000 8"x40" $156.13 11 lbs
IP-PB20909 1000 9"x9" $42.46 11 lbs
IP-PB20910 1000 9"x10" $46.25 11 lbs
IP-PB20912 1000 9"x12" $49.55 11 lbs
IP-PB20914 1000 9"x14" $55.56 11 lbs
IP-PB20915 1000 9"x15" $64.86 11 lbs
IP-PB20916 1000 9"x16" $64.43 11 lbs
IP-PB20918 1000 9"x18" $78.04 11 lbs
IP-PB20920 1000 9"x20" $84.76 11 lbs
IP-PB20924 1000 9"x24" $90.35 11 lbs
IP-PB20928 1000 9"x28" $114.84 11 lbs
IP-PB21010 1000 10"x10" $44.53 15 lbs
IP-PB21012 1000 10"x12" $49.90 15 lbs
IP-PB21013 1000 10"x13" $55.91 15 lbs
IP-PB21014 1000 10"x14" $60.70 15 lbs
IP-PB21015 1000 10"x15" $71.45 15 lbs
IP-PB21016 1000 10"x16" $68.30 15 lbs
IP-PB21018 1000 10"x18" $76.39 15 lbs
IP-PB21020 1000 10"x20" $87.19 15 lbs
IP-PB21024 1100 10"x24" $95.64 15 lbs
IP-PB21028 1000 10"x28" $136.59 15 lbs
IP-PB21030 1000 10"x30" $131.01 15 lbs
IP-PB21036 1000 10"x36" $173.53 15 lbs
IP-PB21112 1000 11"x12" $64.80 15 lbs
IP-PB21114 1000 11"x14" $74.31 15 lbs
IP-PB21116 1000 11"x16" $84.98 15 lbs

IP-PB20914
1000
1000IP-PB20916

IP-PB20918IP-PB20918
IP-PB20920 1000

1000
1000

9"x18"
9"x16"
9"x18"

$64.43
$78.04
$64.43
$78.04

11 lbs
11 lbs

9"x20"
9"x24"
9"x28"

9"x20"
9"x24"
9"x28"

$84.76
$90.35
$84.76
$90.35
$114.84

11 lbs
11 lbs
11 lbs

11 lbs
11 lbs
11 lbs

IP-PB20914
IP-PB20915IP-PB20915
IP-PB20916
IP-PB20915
IP-PB20916

1000

IP-PB20914
IP-PB20915IP-PB20915IP-PB20915IP-PB20915IP-PB20915
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IP-PB21118 1000 11"x18" $90.70 15 lbs
IP-PB21212 1000 12"x12" $63.36 15 lbs
IP-PB21214 1000 12"x14" $72.81 15 lbs
IP-PB21215 1000 12"x15" $71.23 15 lbs
IP-PB21216 1000 12"x16" $75.45 15 lbs
IP-PB21218 1000 12"x18" $82.75 15 lbs
IP-PB21220 1000 12"x20" $100.73 15 lbs
IP-PB21224 1000 12"x24" $118.20 15 lbs
IP-PB21230 1000 12"x30" $149.33 15 lbs
IP-PB21236 500 12"x36" $97.80 15 lbs
IP-PB21313 1000 13"x13" $73.38 15 lbs
IP-PB21314 1000 13"x14" $80.25 15 lbs
IP-PB21316 1000 13"x16" $95.43 15 lbs
IP-PB21318 1000 13"x18" $103.75 15 lbs
IP-PB21320 1000 13"x20" $114.78 15 lbs
IP-PB21324 1000 13"x24" $135.81 15 lbs
IP-PB21328 1000 13"x28" $162.73 15 lbs
IP-PB21414 1000 14"x14" $82.75 18 lbs
IP-PB21416 1000 14"x16" $94.72 18 lbs
IP-PB21418 1000 14"x18" $104.10 18 lbs
IP-PB21420 1000 14"x20" $108.75 18 lbs
IP-PB21424 500 14"x24" $65.36 18 lbs
IP-PB21430 500 14"x30" $89.70 18 lbs
IP-PB21436 500 14"x36" $110.68 18 lbs
IP-PB21440 500 14"x40" $117.69 18 lbs
IP-PB21515 1000 15"x15" $96.94 18 lbs
IP-PB21518 1000 15"x18" $107.03 18 lbs
IP-PB21520 1000 15"x20" $113.33 18 lbs
IP-PB21524 500 15"x24" $79.61 18 lbs
IP-PB21530 500 15"x30" $87.62 18 lbs
IP-PB21536 500 15"x36" $117.19 18 lbs
IP-PB21616 1000 16"x16" $111.47 18 lbs
IP-PB21618 1000 16"x18" $109.82 18 lbs
IP-PB21620 1000 16"x20" $117.98 18 lbs
IP-PB21624 500 16"x24" $68.87 18 lbs
IP-PB21628 500 16"x28" $90.92 18 lbs
IP-PB21630 500 16"x30" $87.21 18 lbs
IP-PB21636 500 16"x36" $104.95 18 lbs

IP-PB21328
1000
1000IP-PB21416

IP-PB21418IP-PB21418
IP-PB21420 1000

500
500

14"x18"
14"x16"
14"x18"

$94.72
$104.10
$94.72
$104.10

18 lbs
18 lbs

14"x20"
14"x24"
14"x30"

14"x20"
14"x24"
14"x30"

$108.75
$65.36
$108.75
$65.36
$89.70

$108.75 18 lbs
18 lbs
18 lbs

IP-PB21328
IP-PB21414IP-PB21414
IP-PB21416
IP-PB21414
IP-PB21416

1000

IP-PB21328
IP-PB21414IP-PB21414IP-PB21414IP-PB21414IP-PB21414
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IP-PB21818 500 18"x18" $54.98 23 lbs
IP-PB21820 500 18"x20" $60.49 23 lbs
IP-PB21824 500 18"x24" $71.02 23 lbs
IP-PB21830 500 18"x30" $91.93 23 lbs
IP-PB21836 250 18"x36" $54.48 23 lbs
IP-PB21842 500 18"x42" $145.33 23 lbs
IP-PB21848 250 18"x48" $87.13 23 lbs
IP-PB22020 500 20"x20" $67.50 23 lbs
IP-PB22024 500 20"x24" $77.53 23 lbs
IP-PB22030 500 20"x30" $56.20 23 lbs
IP-PB22036 250 20"x36" $58.85 23 lbs
IP-PB22042 250 20"x42" $81.90 23 lbs
IP-PB22048 250 20"x48" $92.36 23 lbs
IP-PB22224 500 22"x24" $87.21 23 lbs
IP-PB22230 250 22"x30" $56.20 27 lbs
IP-PB22424 500 24"x24" $91.35 27 lbs
IP-PB22426 500 24"x26" $114.90 27 lbs
IP-PB22430 250 24"x30" $56.63 27 lbs
IP-PB22436 250 24"x36" $69.37 27 lbs
IP-PB22440 250 24"x40" $92.14 27 lbs
IP-PB22442 250 24"x42" $97.80 27 lbs
IP-PB22448 250 24"x48" $93.14 27 lbs
IP-PB22460 250 24"x60" $136.89 27 lbs
IP-PB22626 500 26"x26" $124.29 32 lbs
IP-PB22636 250 26"x36" $87.21 32 lbs
IP-PB22642 250 26"x42" $99.44 32 lbs
IP-PB22648 250 26"x48" $114.90 32 lbs
IP-PB22828 500 28"x28" $146.04 32 lbs
IP-PB22832 250 28"x32" $83.98 32 lbs
IP-PB22836 250 28"x36" $93.14 32 lbs
IP-PB22840 250 28"x40" $88.41 32 lbs
IP-PB22848 250 28"x48" $124.29 32 lbs
IP-PB22860 250 28"x60" $124.29 32 lbs
IP-PB23030 250 30"x30" $73.88 35 lbs
IP-PB23036 250 30"x36" $88.35 35 lbs
IP-PB23040 250 30"x40" $120.63 35 lbs
IP-PB23042 250 30"x42" $120.29 35 lbs
IP-PB23048 250 30"x48" $137.60 35 lbs

IP-PB22426
250
250IP-PB22436

IP-PB22440IP-PB22440
IP-PB22442 250

250
250

24"x40"
24"x36"
24"x40"

$69.37
$92.14
$69.37
$92.14

27 lbs
27 lbs

24"x42"
24"x48"
24"x60"

24"x42"
24"x48"
24"x60"

$97.80
$93.14
$97.80
$93.14
$136.89

27 lbs
27 lbs
27 lbs

27 lbs
27 lbs
27 lbs

IP-PB22426
IP-PB22430IP-PB22430
IP-PB22436
IP-PB22430
IP-PB22436

250

IP-PB22426
IP-PB22430IP-PB22430IP-PB22430IP-PB22430IP-PB22430
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IP-PB23060 250 30"x60" $137.60 35 lbs
IP-PB23232 250 32"x32" $94.21 35 lbs
IP-PB23240 250 32"x40" $119.27 35 lbs
IP-PB23244 250 32"x44" $130.66 35 lbs
IP-PB23248 250 32"x48" $116.12 35 lbs
IP-PB23256 250 32"x56" $135.17 35 lbs
IP-PB23436 250 34"x36" $113.12 40 lbs
IP-PB23440 100 34"x40" $44.59 40 lbs
IP-PB23448 250 34"x48" $122.35 40 lbs
IP-PB23636 250 36"x36" $121.85 40 lbs
IP-PB23642 250 36"x42" $114.12 40 lbs
IP-PB23648 250 36"x48" $129.86 40 lbs
IP-PB23660 100 36"x60" $80.76 40 lbs
IP-PB23842 250 38"x42" $119.42 40 lbs
IP-PB23850 100 38"x50" $72.30 40 lbs
IP-PB24042 250 40"x42" $125.57 40 lbs
IP-PB24048 100 40"x48" $74.53 40 lbs
IP-PB24050 100 40"x50" $72.52 40 lbs
IP-PB24054 100 40"x54" $80.97 40 lbs
IP-PB24060 100 40"x60" $92.57 40 lbs
IP-PB24448 100 44"x48" $78.53 40 lbs
IP-PB24460 100 44"x60" $100.95 40 lbs
IP-PB24448 100 44"x48" $78.53 40 lbs
IP-PB24460 100 44"x60" $100.95 40 lbs
IP-PB24848 100 48"x48" $87.71 40 lbs
IP-PB24854 100 48"x54" $97.72 40 lbs
IP-PB24860 100 48"x60" $109.39 40 lbs
IP-PB24848 100 48"x48" $87.71 40 lbs
IP-PB24854 100 48"x54" $97.72 40 lbs
IP-PB24860 100 48"x60" $109.39 40 lbs
IP-PB25260 100 52"x60" $118.12 40 lbs
IP-PB25260 100 52"x60" $118.12 40 lbs
IP-PB25660 100 56"x60" $125.86 40 lbs
IP-PB25660 100 56"x60" $125.86 40 lbs

IP-PB24048
100
100IP-PB24054

IP-PB24060IP-PB24060
IP-PB24448 100

100
100

40"x60"
40"x54"
40"x60"

$80.97
$92.57
$80.97
$92.57

40 lbs
40 lbs

44"x48"
44"x60"
44"x48"

44"x48"
44"x60"
44"x48"

$78.53
$100.95
$78.53
$100.95
$78.53

40 lbs
40 lbs
40 lbs

IP-PB24048
IP-PB24050IP-PB24050
IP-PB24054
IP-PB24050
IP-PB24054

100

IP-PB24048
IP-PB24050IP-PB24050IP-PB24050IP-PB24050IP-PB24050
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4 Mil Flat Poly Bags

4 Mil Flat Poly Bags are considered heavy 
weight poly bags made for heavy and sharp 
products. All 4 Mil bags are made with super 
clarity and excellent puncture resistance. 
Bags are often sealed with a � at wire impulse 
sealer or closed with twist ties. We have a 
large selection of sizes to choose from.

SKU Qty./Case WidthxLength Price Weight

IP-PB40203 1000 2"x3" $12.67 3 lbs
IP-PB40204 1000 2"x4" $16.54 3 lbs
IP-PB40206 1000 2"x6" $24.07 3 lbs
IP-PB40208 1000 2"x8" $31.78 3 lbs
IP-PB40210 1000 2"x10" $39.69 3 lbs
IP-PB40303 1000 3"x3" $18.38 5 lbs
IP-PB40304 1000 3"x4" $23.89 5 lbs
IP-PB40305 1000 3"x5" $32.89 5 lbs
IP-PB40306 1000 3"x6" $35.83 5 lbs
IP-PB40308 1000 3"x8" $26.68 5 lbs
IP-PB40310 1000 3"x10" $34.29 5 lbs
IP-PB40312 1000 3"x12" $41.01 8 lbs
IP-PB40404 1000 4"x4" $19.18 8 lbs
IP-PB40406 1000 4"x6" $27.34 8 lbs
IP-PB40408 1000 4"x8" $36.50 8 lbs
IP-PB40412 1000 4"x12" $51.92 8 lbs
IP-PB40505 1000 5"x5" $32.08 8 lbs
IP-PB40507 1000 5"x7" $39.91 8 lbs
IP-PB40508 1000 5"x8" $45.64 8 lbs
IP-PB40510 1000 5"x10" $55.02 8 lbs
IP-PB40512 1000 5"x12" $65.27 8 lbs
IP-PB40606 1000 6"x6" $41.12 8 lbs
IP-PB40608 1000 6"x8" $50.61 8 lbs
IP-PB40609 1000 6"x9" $40.48 8 lbs
IP-PB40610 1000 6"x10" $44.62 8 lbs
IP-PB40612 1000 6"x12" $68.80 12 lbs
IP-PB40714 1000 7"x14" $94.93 12 lbs

IP-PB40303
1000
1000IP-PB40305

IP-PB40306IP-PB40306
IP-PB40308 1000

1000
1000

3"x6"
$32.89
$35.83
$32.89
$35.83

5 lbs
5 lbs
5 lbs
5 lbs

3"x8"
3"x10"
3"x12"

3"x8"
3"x10"
3"x12"

$26.68
$34.29
$26.68
$34.29
$41.01

5 lbs
5 lbs
8 lbs
5 lbs

IP-PB40303
IP-PB40304IP-PB40304
IP-PB40305
IP-PB40304
IP-PB40305

1000

IP-PB40304IP-PB40304IP-PB40304IP-PB40304IP-PB40304
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SKU Qty./Case WidthxLength Price Weight

IP-PB40808 1000 8"x8" $46.67 12 lbs
IP-PB40810 1000 8"x10" $73.02 12 lbs
IP-PB40812 1000 8"x12" $86.69 12 lbs
IP-PB40814 1000 8"x14" $102.17 25 lbs
IP-PB40815 1000 8"x15" $110.93 25 lbs
IP-PB40818 1000 8"x18" $132.01 25 lbs
IP-PB40912 1000 9"x12" $96.81 25 lbs
IP-PB40915 1000 9"x15" $116.90 25 lbs
IP-PB40916 1000 9"x16" $123.62 25 lbs
IP-PB40918 1000 9"x18" $138.64 25 lbs
IP-PB40924 500 9"x24" $92.49 25 lbs
IP-PB41010 1000 10"x10" $85.78 25 lbs
IP-PB41014 1000 10"x14" $120.30 25 lbs
IP-PB41016 1000 10"x16" $135.92 25 lbs
IP-PB41018 500 10"x18" $76.65 25 lbs
IP-PB41020 500 10"x20" $84.49 32 lbs
IP-PB41024 500 10"x24" $101.48 32 lbs
IP-PB41212 1000 12"x12" $125.04 32 lbs
IP-PB41214 500 12"x14" $72.41 20 lbs
IP-PB41215 500 12"x15" $77.17 20 lbs
IP-PB41216 500 12"x16" $82.00 20 lbs
IP-PB41218 500 12"x18" $88.20 20 lbs
IP-PB41220 500 12"x20" $93.19 20 lbs
IP-PB41224 500 12"x24" $108.90 20 lbs
IP-PB41414 500 14"x14" $76.95 20 lbs
IP-PB41416 500 14"x16" $88.20 20 lbs
IP-PB41418 500 14"x18" $96.05 20 lbs
IP-PB41420 500 14"x20" $110.32 20 lbs
IP-PB41424 250 14"x24" $64.93 20 lbs
IP-PB41518 500 15"x18" $105.96 27 lbs
IP-PB41520 500 15"x20" $118.63 27 lbs
IP-PB41524 250 15"x24" $70.60 27 lbs
IP-PB41530 250 15"x30" $86.69 27 lbs
IP-PB41618 500 16"x18" $109.03 27 lbs
IP-PB41620 250 16"x20" $60.64 27 lbs
IP-PB41624 250 16"x24" $73.02 27 lbs
IP-PB41630 250 16"x30" $90.92 27 lbs
IP-PB41636 250 16"x36" $108.90 27 lbs

IP-PB41024
1000
500IP-PB41214

IP-PB41215IP-PB41215
IP-PB41216 500

500
500

12"x15"
12"x14"
12"x15"

$72.41
$77.17
$72.41
$77.17

20 lbs
20 lbs
20 lbs
20 lbs

12"x16"
12"x18"
12"x20"

12"x16"
12"x18"
12"x20"

$82.00
$88.20
$82.00
$88.20
$93.19

20 lbs
20 lbs
20 lbs

20 lbs
20 lbs
20 lbs

IP-PB41024
IP-PB41212IP-PB41212
IP-PB41214
IP-PB41212
IP-PB41214

500

IP-PB41024
IP-PB41212IP-PB41212IP-PB41212IP-PB41212IP-PB41212
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SKU Qty./Case WidthxLength Price Weight

IP-PB41818 250 18"x18" $57.77 27 lbs
IP-PB41820 250 18"x20" $64.11 27 lbs
IP-PB41824 250 18"x24" $75.21 27 lbs
IP-PB41830 250 18"x30" $93.64 27 lbs
IP-PB41836 100 18"x36" $44.48 27 lbs
IP-PB41924 250 19"x24" $84.58 27 lbs
IP-PB42020 250 20"x20" $69.77 32 lbs
IP-PB42024 250 20"x24" $81.47 32 lbs
IP-PB42030 250 20"x30" $102.17 32 lbs
IP-PB42224 250 22"x24" $94.16 32 lbs
IP-PB42230 100 22"x30" $47.12 32 lbs
IP-PB42424 250 24"x24" $95.38 32 lbs
IP-PB42430 100 24"x30" $47.49 22 lbs
IP-PB42436 100 24"x36" $58.83 22 lbs
IP-PB42440 100 24"x40" $83.14 22 lbs
IP-PB43030 100 30"x30" $59.58 22 lbs
IP-PB43036 100 30"x36" $72.88 22 lbs
IP-PB43040 100 30"x40" $86.08 22 lbs
IP-PB43440 100 34"x40" $91.82 22 lbs
IP-PB43648 50 36"x48" $57.47 22 lbs
IP-PB43850 50 38"x50" $72.57 22 lbs
IP-PB44050 70 40"x50" $112.29 22 lbs

6 Mil Flat Poly Bags
SKU Qty./Case WidthxLength Price Weight

IP-PB60606 1000 6"x6" $38.43 20 lbs
IP-PB60608 1000 6"x8" $49.63 20 lbs
IP-PB60610 1000 6"x10" $60.62 20 lbs
IP-PB60612 1000 6"x12" $72.66 20 lbs
IP-PB60810 1000 8"x10" $102.20 28 lbs
IP-PB60812 1000 8"x12" $123.62 28 lbs
IP-PB61014 500 10"x14" $86.87 28 lbs
IP-PB61214 500 12"x14" $109.13 28 lbs
IP-PB61216 500 12"x16" $112.77 28 lbs
IP-PB61218 250 12"x18" $68.04 22 lbs
IP-PB61824 250 18"x24" $120.47 22 lbs
IP-PB62436 100 24"x36" $95.34 18 lbs

IP-PB63036 100 30"x36" $120.33 18 lbs
IP-PB63636 50 36"x36" $72.17 18 lbs

IP-PB43036
100
100IP-PB43440

IP-PB43648IP-PB43648
IP-PB43850 50

70

34"x40"
36"x48"36"x48" $57.47

$91.82
$57.47

22 lbs
22 lbs
22 lbs
22 lbs

38"x50"38"x50"
40"x50"
38"x50"
40"x50"

$72.57
$112.29
$72.57
$112.29

22 lbs
22 lbs
22 lbs
22 lbs

IP-PB43036
IP-PB43040IP-PB43040
IP-PB43440
IP-PB43040
IP-PB43440

50

IP-PB43036
IP-PB43040IP-PB43040IP-PB43040IP-PB43040IP-PB43040
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SKU Length Width Price Weight

LA-1890 1000' 1" $24.72 2 lbs
LA-1895 1000' 1.5" $35.10 3 lbs
LA-1900 1000' 2" $37.14 4 lbs
LA-1905 1000' 2.5" $43.60 6 lbs
LA-1910 1000' 3" $48.43 7 lbs
LA-1915 3000' 4" $89.53 17 lbs
LA-1920 3000' 5" $104.16 21 lbs
LA-1925 3000' 6" $117.58 25 lbs
LA-1927 3000' 7" $141.42 30 lbs
LA-1930 3000' 8" $143.79 34 lbs
LA-1935 3000' 9" $159.78 37 lbs
LA-1940 3000' 10" $169.93 41 lbs
LA-1945 3000' 12" $195.05 50 lbs
LA-1947 2000' 13" $191.30 50 lbs
LA-1950 2000' 14" $199.53 52 lbs
LA-1955 2000' 16" $220.05 60 lbs
LA-1960 2000' 18" $205.25 60 lbs
LA-1965 2000' 20" $201.45 59 lbs
LA-1967 1000' 22" $190.91 55 lbs
LA-1970 1000' 24" $205.25 60 lbs
LA-1972 1650' 26" $204.69 60 lbs
LA-1975 1650' 28" $220.62 64 lbs
LA-1977 1500' 30" $215.57 63 lbs
LA-1980 1500' 32" $225.16 67 lbs
LA-1985 1350' 36" $225.16 67 lbs
LA-1990 1200' 40" $225.44 67 lbs
LA-1995 900' 48" $204.23 59 lbs

2 Mil Poly Tubing

The 2 mil Poly tubing rolls are used in a variety of 
situations. They are ideal for packaging single or 
multiple products in a package. Our 2 mil poly 
tubing is o� ered on rolls ranging from 900’ to 3000’. 
The versatile 2 mil poly tubing is ideal for a variety 
of products. We recommend it for products that are 
light in weight and do not have sharp edges.

LA-1915
3000'
3000'LA-1925

LA-1927LA-1927
LA-1930 3000'

3000'
3000'

7"
$117.58
$141.42
$117.58
$141.42

25 lbs
30 lbs
25 lbs
30 lbs

8"
9"
10"

$143.79
$159.78
$169.93

$143.79
$159.78
$169.93

34 lbs
37 lbs
41 lbs

34 lbs
37 lbs
41 lbs

LA-1915
LA-1920
LA-1925
LA-1920
LA-1925

3000'

LA-1920LA-1920LA-1920LA-1920
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SKU Length Width Price Weight

LA-2095 750' 1" $24.72 2 lbs
LA-3000 750' 1.5" $35.10 3 lbs
LA-3005 750' 2" $37.14 4 lbs
LA-3010 750' 2.5" $43.65 6 lbs
LA-3015 750' 3" $48.43 7 lbs
LA-3020 1500' 4" $89.53 17 lbs
LA-3025 1500' 5" $104.22 21 lbs
LA-3030 1500' 6" $117.60 25 lbs
LA-3032 1500' 7" $141.42 30 lbs
LA-3035 1500' 8" $155.13 34 lbs
LA-3040 1500' 9" $159.78 37 lbs
LA-3045 1500' 10" $169.99 41 lbs
LA-3050 1500' 12" $191.30 50 lbs
LA-3052 1350' 13" $195.05 49 lbs
LA-3055 1350' 14" $200.04 52 lbs
LA-3060 1350' 16" $220.11 60 lbs
LA-3065 1200' 18" $205.25 60 lbs
LA-3070 1050' 20" $201.45 59 lbs
LA-3072 900' 22" $192.10 55 lbs
LA-3075 900' 24" $205.25 60 lbs
LA-3077 825' 26" $204.69 60 lbs
LA-3080 825' 28" $220.62 64 lbs
LA-3082 750' 30" $215.57 63 lbs
LA-3085 750' 32" $225.16 67 lbs
LA-3090 675' 36" $225.16 67 lbs
LA-3095 600' 40" $225.44 67 lbs
LA-3100 450' 48" $204.29 59 lbs

4 Mil Poly Tubing

The 4 mil Poly tubing is considered a heavy tubing to 
be used in more demanding applications. It is ideal for 
packaging larger and heavier products with sharper 
edges and corners. Our 4 mil poly tubing is o� ered on 
rolls ranging from 450’ to 1500’. We recommend the 4 
mil tubing for products up to 150 lbs. in weight.

LA-3025
1500'
1500'LA-3032

LA-3035
1500'
1500'

LA-3035
LA-3040 1500'

1500'
1500'

7"
8" $155.13

$141.42
$155.13
$141.42
$155.13

30 lbs
34 lbs

10"
12"

$159.78
$169.99
$191.30

$159.78
$169.99
$191.30

37 lbs
41 lbs
50 lbs

LA-3025
LA-3030
LA-3032
LA-3030
LA-3032

1500'

LA-3030LA-3030LA-3030LA-3030
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SKU Length Width Price Weight

LA-2105 500' 3" $48.43 7 lbs
LA-2106 1000' 4" $89.52 17 lbs
LA-2107 1000' 5" $104.22 21 lbs
LA-2108 1000' 6" $117.60 25 lbs
LA-2109 1000' 7" $141.42 30 lbs
LA-2110 1000' 8" $143.79 34 lbs
LA-2111 1000' 9" $159.78 37 lbs
LA-2112 1000' 10" $169.93 41 lbs
LA-2114 1000' 12" $191.30 50 lbs
LA-2115 900' 13" $195.05 49 lbs
LA-2116 900' 14" $200.04 52 lbs
LA-2118 900' 16" $220.11 60 lbs
LA-2119 800' 18" $205.25 60 lbs
LA-2120 700' 20" $201.45 59 lbs
LA-2122 600' 22" $192.10 55 lbs
LA-2124 600' 24" $205.25 60 lbs
LA-2126 550' 26" $204.69 60 lbs
LA-2128 550' 28" $220.62 64 lbs
LA-2130 500' 30" $215.57 63 lbs
LA-2132 500' 32" $225.16 67 lbs
LA-2135 450' 36" $225.16 67 lbs
LA-2140 400' 40" $225.44 67 lbs
LA-2145 300' 48" $204.23 59 lbs

6 Mil Poly Tubing

Heavy 6 mil poly tubing rolls are the 
strongest rolls we o� er. They are ideal for 
packaging larger and heavier products. 
Our 6 mil poly tubing is o� ered on 
rolls ranging from 300’ to 1000’. We 
recommend the 6 mil tubing for products 
up to a few hundred pounds in weight 
depending on external elements and the 
edges of the product.

LA-2107
1000'
1000'LA-2109

LA-2110
1000'
1000'

LA-2110
LA-2111 1000'

1000'
1000'

7"
8" $143.79

$141.42
$143.79
$141.42
$143.79

30 lbs
34 lbs
30 lbs
34 lbs

9"
10"
12"

$159.78
$169.93
$191.30

$159.78
$169.93
$191.30

37 lbs
41 lbs
50 lbs

LA-2107
LA-2108LA-2108
LA-2109
LA-2108
LA-2109 1000'

1000'

LA-2107
LA-2108LA-2108LA-2108
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POLY SHEETING
Poly sheeting is a generic term also often referred to as construction and agricultural � lm or Visqueen. Poly 
sheeting is made from Low-density polyethylene and is most often o� ered in clear or black. Poly sheeting is often 
used as a vapor barrier or drop cloth. Poly sheeting is used in multiple industries by companies and individuals 
around the world. Polyethylene is the most common form of plastic used in a variety of packaging, industrial, 
and construction materials. Polyethylene comes in a variety of densities; poly sheeting is commonly made from a 
low-density polyethylene. The low density poly material promotes durability and � exibility in our poly sheeting. It 
is often used as vapor barriers in construction, for drop cloths, tarps, as well as lining for a variety of projects.

Clear Poly Sheeting

Clear polyethylene sheeting comes on rolls up to 200 ft. in length. This 
plastic sheeting is commonly used as a vapor barrier, a drop cloth, or to 
cover and protect a variety of items. All rolls come on a 3” core, and up to a 
6 mil thickness. Our clear sheeting comes with a milky transparency that is 
easy to see through. All sheeting comes folded in half on the roll. All orders 
over 5 rolls come with quantity based pricing that o� ers great discounts 
from msrp prices. We can have custom sizes made with a minimum order 
required. Call our sales department to inquire about custom sheeting.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight

LA-4380G 2 Mil 50"x200' $22.30 9 lbs
LA-4385G 2 Mil 100"x200' $42.15 16 lbs
LA-4405G 4 Mil 3'x100' $19.09 8 lbs
LA-4450G 6 Mil 3'x100' $26.95 9 lbs
LA-4410G 4 Mil 4'x100' $23.51 9 lbs
LA-4452G 6 Mil 4'x100' $33.05 12 lbs
LA-4415G 4 Mil 6'x100' $32.57 12 lbs
LA-4455G 6 Mil 6'x100' $48.68 19 lbs
LA-4420G 4 Mil 8'x100' $41.60 15 lbs
LA-4460G 6 Mil 8'x100' $62.70 26 lbs
LA-4425G 4 Mil 10'x100' $52.45 19 lbs
LA-4465G 6 Mil 10'x100' $77.71 30 lbs
LA-4390G 2 Mil 12'x200' $62.75 22 lbs
LA-4430G 4 Mil 12'x100' $57.40 25 lbs
LA-4395G 2 Mil 16'x200' $75.60 28 lbs
LA-4440G 4 Mil 16'x100' $74.20 30 lbs
LA-4480G 6 Mil 16'x100' $108.40 45 lbs
LA-4445G 4 Mil 20'x100' $90.25 36 lbs
LA-4485G 6 Mil 20'x100' $129.85 56 lbs

Thickness

LA-4380GLA-4380G
LA-4385G 2 Mil

4 Mil
6 Mil
4 Mil

100"x200'

WidthxLength

50"x200'
100"x200'

WidthxLength

$22.30
$42.15 
$22.30
$42.15 

Weight

9 lbs
16 lbs

Weight

9 lbs
16 lbs

Weight

3'x100'
3'x100'
3'x100'
3'x100'

$19.09 
$26.95 
$19.09 
$26.95 

8 lbs
9 lbs

SKUSKU

2 Mil
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Black Poly Sheeting

Black polyethylene sheeting o� ers the strength of clear poly sheeting with an opaque black to further protect 
products. Black poly sheeting is often used to cover and conceal a variety of products. It provides great 
protection from UV rays when used to protect loads in outdoor storage.

SKU Thickness WidthxLength Price Weight

LA-11000 4 Mil 3'x100' $19.10 7 lbs
LA-11005 4 Mil 4'x100' $27.15 8 lbs
LA-11010 4 Mil 6'x100' $40.25 14 lbs
LA-11020 4 Mil 10'x100' $66.75 20 lbs
LA-11055 6 Mil 10'x100' $99.65 30 lbs
LA-11025 4 Mil 12'x100' $75.25 24 lbs
LA-11060 6 Mil 12'x100' $110.65 36 lbs
LA-11065 6 Mil 16'x100' $144.64 47 lbs
LA-11070 6 Mil 20'x100' $179.79 60 lbs
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PALLET COVERS
All of our pallet covers are made to protect products and shipments from exterior elements. Pallet covers can 
help prevent scattered loads and reduce damaged shipments. Our black pallet covers are ideal for concealing 
and protecting shipments. Our clear pallet covers are great to help protect shipments from moisture, dust, and 
exterior elements. We o� er multiple sizes to � t most pallets. All of our covers come on a perforated roll. Most rolls 
range from 30 to 65 covers per roll. All covers come with gusseted sides to allow an easy and conforming � t over 
most pallet loads.

Clear Pallet Covers

Clear Pallet Covers o� er the ability to quickly 
cover a shipment and protect it from the 
elements. The pleated sides allow the covers 
to expand to � t most any pallet loads. Pallet 
covers are a great compliment to the proper 
stretch � lm when securing and protecting 
pallet loads.

SKU Thickness Dimensions Price Weight Quantity/Roll

LA-10240 1.5 Mil 51"x 49"x 85" $153.82 57 lbs 75
LA-10522 2 Mil 51"x49"x73" $149.52 57 lbs 55
LA-10242 1.5 Mil 51"x 49"x 85" $143.27 54 lbs 60
LA-10523 2 Mil 51"x49"x85" $157.50 58 lbs 50
LA-1815R 3 Mil 51"x49"x85" $168.63 57 lbs 35
LA-10245 1.5 Mil 51"x49"x97" $136.40 60 lbs 50
LA-10524 2 Mil 51"x49"x97" $144.54 70 lbs 40
LA-10230 1.5 Mil 54"x44"x72" $149.31 58 lbs 75
LA-10530 2 Mil 54"x44"x72" $159.28 55 lbs 60
LA-1825R 3 Mil 54"x44"x72" $160.65 57 lbs 40
LA-10235 1.5 Mil 54"x44"x96" $159.28 53 lbs 60
LA-10535 2 Mil 54"x44"x96" $159.28 57 lbs 45
LA-1820R 3 Mil 54"x44"x96" $160.89 57 lbs 30
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Black Pallet Covers

Black pallet covers are designed to help protect and conceal shipments. They conveniently come on a perforated 
roll for easy dispensing. The black opaque � lm also helps to protect products from UV rays. These pallet covers 
are designed for protecting products in outdoor storage. They are a great compliment to a proper stretch wrap 
to assist in protecting pallet loads.

SKU Thickness Dimensions Price Weight

LA-10890 2 Mil 51"x49"x73" $158.29 55 lbs
LA-10910 3 Mil 51"x49"x73" $178.50 59 lbs
LA-10892 2 Mil 51"x49"x85" $171.78 60 lbs
LA-10912 3 Mil 51"x49"x85" $181.75 54 lbs
LA-10894 2 Mil 51"x49"x97" $182.09 57 lbs
LA-10914 3 Mil 51"x49"x97" $173.62 60 lbs
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VACUUM PACKAGING
Vacuum packaging is a form of modi� ed atmosphere packaging. The overall goal of vacuum packaging is to 
eliminate some or all oxygen which commonly contributes to degradation. Depending on the type of products 
being wrapped, a combination of oxygen and nitrogen can be within the vacuum package to extend the life 
of a product. Vacuum packaging is not only limited to consumable products. There are a variety of other non-
consumable products commonly wrapped with vacuum packaging. Any products sensitive to moisture, dust, or 
any other external elements can be a great � t for vacuum packaging.

Vacuum Bags

Vacuum bags come with three enclosed sides and are commonly made from biaxially oriented polypropylene, 
biaxially oriented nylon, or multi-ply polyester � lm. Vacuum bags are speci� cally designed for reduced air 
permeability to hold and maintain a vacuum seal. Vacuum bag packaging is the most common form of vacuum 
packaging. Vacuum bags are used in homes and high volume commercial packaging facilities. Vacuum bags 
are available in multiple sizes, thicknesses, and types to accommodate a variety of products. The most common 
vacuum bag thickness is a 3 mil thickness or 3 thousandth of an inch. The 3 Mil thickness is thick enough to 
obtain a dependable seal for long term storage. Larger products with sharp edges and jagged corners commonly 
use a 5 mil bag thickness or higher.

Advantages of 
Vacuum Packaging

-Increase in Shelf Life
-A� ordable Cost
-Barrier from External Elements
-A non-Chemical Preservative
-A Professional Packaging 
 Option Used Around the World

Advantages of Vacuum Packaging vs Shrink Packaging

Though often confused, shrink packaging and vacuum packing are very di� erent. Both forms of packaging 
appear to remove air from product packaging, but in very di� erent ways. 

Shrink packaging like vacuum packing uses a sealing bar and � lm to package a variety of products. Products 
are enclosed in � lm and heat is applied to the shrink � lm to form � t the � lm to the product. Air escapes the 
shrink wrapped package through tiny vent holes along the � lm surface. These vent holes prevent a shrink 
packaged product from being completely sealed from exterior elements. 

Vacuum packing removes oxygen from the primary packaging using suction. Once the oxygen is 
removed from the package, the package is completely sealed o�  from exterior elements. This modi� es the 
atmosphere within the package to extend the life of the packaged products.

Vacuum PackagingVacuum PackagingVacuum PackagingVacuum PackagingVacuum PackagingVacuum Packaging

-Increase in Shelf Life
-A� ordable Cost
-Barrier from External Elements

-Increase in Shelf Life
-A� ordable Cost
-Barrier from External Elements

-Increase in Shelf Life
-A� ordable Cost
-Barrier from External Elements

-Increase in Shelf Life
-A� ordable Cost
-Barrier from External Elements

-Increase in Shelf Life
-A� ordable Cost
-Barrier from External Elements

-Increase in Shelf Life

-Barrier from External Elements-Barrier from External Elements-Barrier from External Elements
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3 Mil Vacuum Bags

3 Mil vacuum bags are considered a standard 
strength vacuum bag capable of handling most 
vacuum packaging applications. These 3 mil 
vacuum bags are strong poly-nylon bags made 
to increase shelf life and protect products. All 3 
mil vacuum bags are FDA approved and ideal 
for food and non food applications. These bags 
will not work with home use vacuum sealers 
such as FoodSaver or Seal-a-Meal. We o� er 
quotes on orders of 5 or more cases in mixed or 
the same size.

SKU Quantity/Case WidthxLength Price Weight

SS-VB3-0507-1000 1000 5"x7" $38.45 1 lb
SS-VB3-0608-1000 1000 6"x8" $46.15 2 lbs
SS-VB-0610-1000 1000 6"x10" $53.85 3 lbs
SS-VB3-0612-1000 1000 6"x12" $61.55 4 lbs
SS-VB3-0615-1000 1000 6"x15" $70.75 5 lbs
SS-VB3-0711-1000 1000 7"x11" $64.60 7 lbs
SS-VB3-0709-1000 1000 7"x9" $55.40 6 lbs
SS-VB3-0810-1000 1000 8"x10" $66.15 8 lbs
SS-VB3-0812-1000 1000 8"x12" $75.40 9 lbs
SS-VB3-0815-1000 1000 8"x15" $90.75 10 lbs
SS-VB3-1012-1000 1000 10"x12" $93.75 11 lbs
SS-VB3-1015-1000 1000 10"x15" $109.20 11 lbs
SS-VB3-1022-500 500 10"x22" $84.65 12 lbs
SS-VB3-1212-1000 1000 12"x12" $106.15 13 lbs
SS-VB3-1214-1000 1000 12"x14" $106.50 13 lbs
SS-VB3-1216-1000 1000 12"x16" $135.40 14 lbs
SS-VB3-1218-500 500 12"x18" $83.10 15 lbs
SS-VB3-1416-500 500 14"x16" $86.15 16 lbs
SS-VB3-1420-500 500 14"x20" $103.10 16 lbs
SS-VB3-1620-500 500 16"x20" $115.40 17 lbs
SS-VB3-1624-500 500 16"x24" $135.40 17 lbs
SS-VB3-1828-250 250 18"x28" $93.85 18 lbs
SS-VB3-2028-250 250 20"x28" $103.10 19 lbs
SS-VB3-2234-250 250 22"x34" $132.30 20 lbs

SS-VB3-0612-1000
SS-VB3-0615-1000 1000
SS-VB3-0711-1000
SS-VB3-0709-1000
SS-VB3-0810-1000 1000

SS-VB3-0711-1000
SS-VB3-0709-1000 1000
SS-VB3-0810-1000 1000
SS-VB3-0812-1000 1000

1000

7"x9"

6"x15"
7"x11"
7"x9"

$70.75
$64.60
$55.40

$70.75
$64.60
$55.40

5 lbs
7 lbs
6 lbs

8"x10"
8"x12"

$66.15
$75.40
$66.15
$75.40

8 lbs8 lbs
9 lbs

SS-VB3-0612-1000
SS-VB3-0615-1000SS-VB3-0615-1000SS-VB3-0615-1000
SS-VB3-0711-1000 1000

1000

SS-VB3-0612-1000SS-VB3-0612-1000SS-VB3-0612-1000SS-VB3-0612-1000SS-VB3-0612-1000
SS-VB3-0615-1000
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4 Mil Vacuum Bags

4 mil vacuum bags are considered heavy duty vacuum bags ideal for sharp edges and corners. Many meat 
packagers use 4 mil vacuum bags for bone-in meat products. All 4 mil vacuum bags are FDA approved 
poly-nylon bags perfect for consumable and non consumable products. We o� er quotes on orders of 5 or 
more cases of mixed sizes or the same size. These bags will not work with home use vacuum sealers such as 
FoodSaver or Seal-a-Meal.

SKU Quantity/Case WidthxLength Price Weight

SS-VB4-0608 1000 6"x8" $69.25 17 lbs
SS-VB4-0610 1000 6"x10" $86.15 21 lbs
SS-VB4-0810 1000 8"x10" $107.70 27 lbs
SS-VB4-0812 1000 8"x12" $123.10 31 lbs
SS-VB4-0815 500 8"x15" $76.96 28 lbs
SS-VB4-0822 500 8"x22" $127.70 28 lbs
SS-VB4-1012 1000 10"x12" $141.55 37 lbs
SS-VB4-1015 1000 10"x15" $187.70 45 lbs
SS-VB4-1016 1000 10"x16" $204.60 48 lbs
SS-VB4-1018 500 10"x18" $113.85 48 lbs
SS-VB4-1022 500 10"x22" $141.50 41 lbs
SS-VB4-1214 1000 12"x14" $221.50 50 lbs
SS-VB4-1218 500 12"X18" $129.25 32 lbs
SS-VB4-1222 500 12"x22" $169.25 42 lbs
SS-VB4-1420 500 14"x20" $172.30 40 lbs
SS-VB4-1620 500 16"x20" $193.85 49 lbs
SS-VB4-1626 250 16"x26" $126.15 33 lbs
SS-VB4-1828 250 18"x28" $161.55 38 lbs

Three mil vacuum bags 
are the most common 
bags found in food 
vacuum packaging. For 
heavier and sharper 
products, a four or � ve 
mil vacuum bag may be 
required.

Quantity/CaseSKU

SS-VB4-0608
1000

SS-VB4-0608 1000
SS-VB4-0610 1000

1000
1000

Quantity/Case WidthxLength

6"x8"6"x8"

WidthxLengthWidthxLengthWidthxLengthWidthxLength PricePrice

$69.25

PricePricePricePrice

$69.25

WeightWeight

17 lbs

WeightWeight

17 lbs

WeightWeight

17 lbs
6"x10"
8"x10"

$86.15
$107.70
$86.15
$107.70

21 lbs
27 lbs

Quantity/Case

1000
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5 Mil Vacuum Bags

Thick vacuum bags can provide extra puncture 
protection for hard, rigid objects. A 5 mil vacuum 
bag is thicker than standard 3 mil bags to o� er 
increased protection against busted seal seams, 
punctures, and bag tears. The smooth texture 
provides excellent clarity to display products for 
retail sales. They are a perfect option for packaging 
heavy dense objects including: metals, meats, sharp 
objects, heavy parts, and more. All 5 mil bags are 
smooth without channels and not recommended 
for home use vacuum sealers. Most home use 
vacuum sealers require channeled vacuum bags.

SKU Quantity/Case WidthxLength Price Weight Qty./Case

SS-VB5-0610-600 600 6"x10" $70.90 15 lbs 600
SS-VB5-0810-1000 1000 8"x10" $150.35 31 lbs 1000
SS-VB5-0812-1000 1000 8"x12" $165.20 36 lbs 1000
SS-VB5-0815-1000 1000 8"x15" $204.97 45 lbs 1000
SS-VB5-1014-1000 1000 10"x14" $244.71 52 lbs 1000
SS-VB5-1214-1000 1000 12"x14" $274.52 62 lbs 1000

Channeled Vacuum Bags

Channeled vacuum bags are textured vacuum bags designed to allow air to escape easily from each bag. 
Textured bags also o� er an extra oxygen barrier to preserve packaged products. All of our channeled vacuum 
bags are standard 3 Mil thicknesses. We o� er quotes on orders of 5 or more cases of the same or di� erent sizes.

SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty./Case

SS-MR-0612K-100 6"X12" $14.65 4 lbs 100 

SS-MR-0612K-1000 6"X12" $138.45 24 lbs 1000 
SS-MR-0812K-100 8"x12" $20.00 4 lbs 100 
SS-MR-0812K-1000 8"x12" $190.75 30 lbs 1000 
SS-MK-1014K-100 10"x14" $30.75 6 lbs 100 
SS-MR-1014K-500 10"x14" $146.15 23 lbs 500 
SS-MR-1216K-100 12"x16" $36.95 7 lbs 100 
SS-MR-1216K-500 12"x16" $175.35 30 lbs 500 
SS-MR-1624K-100 16"x24" $61.55 14 lbs 100 
SS-MR-1624K-500 16"x24" $290.00 62 lbs 500 

SS-VB5-1014-1000
1000

Channeled Vacuum Bags

Channeled vacuum bags are textured vacuum bags designed to allow air to escape easily from each bag. 

Channeled Vacuum Bags

Channeled vacuum bags are textured vacuum bags designed to allow air to escape easily from each bag. 
Textured bags also o� er an extra oxygen barrier to preserve packaged products. All of our channeled vacuum 
bags are standard 3 Mil thicknesses. We o� er quotes on orders of 5 or more cases of the same or di� erent sizes.

12"x14"12"x14" $274.52$274.52 62 lbs62 lbs 10001000
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SS-VB5-1014-1000
SS-VB5-1214-1000SS-VB5-1214-1000SS-VB5-1214-1000

Channeled Vacuum Bags
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SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty./Case

SP-8x12NP400K 8"x12" $215.20 28 lbs 1000
SP-10x15NP400K 10"x15" $273.30 43 lbs 1000
SP-12x18NP400K 12"x18" $190.00 31 lbs 500
SP-16x20NP400K 16"x20" $274.60 57 lbs 500
SP-18x28NP400K 18"x28" $213.67 39 lbs 250

BLACK VACUUM BAGS (4MIL)
Black vacuum seal bags are made from a Nylon/LLDPE combination capable of holding a long-term vacuum. The 
black opaque bags block out light from degrading food quality. Commonly used for wrapping cheeses, butters, 
and other dairy products. The high nylon content provides extra puncture resistance and strength when used 
in demanding environments. The materials are FDA approved for direct food contact. We have many customers 
using black vacuum bags with a nitrogen � ush to preserve � ower, herbs, and many other degradable products. 
The high barrier and low light are perfect for preserving smell, moisture, and quality. Call or request a quote for 
quantities over 5 cases. We also o� er a large range of custom capabilities. Custom sizes and printing are available 
with low minimums and fast turnarounds. These bags are not for use with home vacuum sealers. 

Call 1-800-441-5090 to inquire about our custom capabilities.

Black Vacuum Bags (4Mil)
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SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty./Case

SS-VBZP-0610-1000 6"x10" $130.75 18 lbs 1000
SS-VBZP-0612-1000 6"x12" $138.45 20 lbs 1000
SS-VBZP-0810-1000 8"x10" $160.00 23 lbs 1000
SS-VBZP-0812-1000 8"x12" $178.45 26 lbs 1000
SS-VBZP-0815-1000 8"x15" $207.65 35 lbs 1000
SS-VBZP-1016-500 10"x16" $135.35 20 lbs 500
SS-VBZP-1214-500 12"x14" $144.60 22 lbs 500

Vacuum Zipper Bags

Vacuum zipper bags are designed with consumers in 
mind. Easy to open, reclosable vacuum zipper bags 
come with an open end to insert products and create 
an air tight seal for increased shelf life. All of our vacuum 
zipper bags are a standard 3 mil thickness perfect for 
most vacuum sealing applications. These bags will not 
work with home use vacuum sealers such as FoodSaver 
or Seal-a-Meal. We o� er pricing discounts on orders of 5 
or more cases of the same or di� erent sizes.

SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty./Case

SS-VBZP-0610-1000 6"x10" $130.75 18 lbs 1000 
SS-VBZP-0612-1000 6"x12" $138.45 20 lbs 1000 
SS-VBZP-0810-1000 8"x10" $160.00 23 lbs 1000 
SS-VBZP-0812-1000 8"x12" $178.45 26 lbs 1000 
SS-VBZP-0815-1000 8"x15" $207.65 35 lbs 1000 
SS-VBZP-1016-500 10"x16" $135.35 20 lbs 500 
SS-VBZP-1214-500 12"x14" $144.60 22 lbs 500 

Notched Vacuum Bags

Notched vacuum bags are designed for consumers to be 
easy-to-open vacuum bags. The small tear notch enables easy 
package opening without knives or scissors. All of our notched 
vacuum bags are available in standard 3 mil thicknesses. 
These bags will not work with home use vacuum sealers such as 
FoodSaver or Seal-a-Meal. Request a discounted quote for orders of 
5 or more cases.

Reclosable packaging 
costs more than 
standard packaging, 
but customers often 
prefer it. Products 
that will be used or 
consumed more than 
once will last longer 
with re-closable 
packaging.

Bundle and save! 

Discounts start at 5 
or more cases of 
any size! 

Call or requests 
quantity quotes 
online.

SS-VBZP-1016-500
SS-VBZP-1214-500 12"x14"

packaging.packaging.packaging.
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Notched Vacuum Bags

Notched vacuum bags are designed for consumers to be Notched vacuum bags are designed for consumers to be Notched vacuum bags are designed for consumers to be Notched vacuum bags are designed for consumers to be Notched vacuum bags are designed for consumers to be Notched vacuum bags are designed for consumers to be 

SS-VBZP-1016-500
SS-VBZP-1214-500SS-VBZP-1214-500SS-VBZP-1214-500SS-VBZP-1214-500SS-VBZP-1214-500SS-VBZP-1214-500SS-VBZP-1214-500SS-VBZP-1214-500SS-VBZP-1214-500
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SKU WidthxLength Price Weight Qty./Case

SS-VB414-0610-2000 6"x10" $242.40 14 lbs 2000 
SS-VB414-0810-1000 8"x10" $157.93 21 lbs 1000 
SS-VB414-0812-1000 8"x12" $174.65 23 lbs 1000 

Meat Vacuum Bags w/Black Background

Meat vacuum bags are an excellent option 
for packaging sliced meats, sliced cheese, 
and a variety of other edible products. All 
bags feature a crystal-clear front with a black 
opaque backing. The black/metallic bag 
backing helps keep light from the packaged 
product. All bags come in a 4 mil thickness 
with an additional tear notch for easy opening. 
Price breaks begin at orders of 5 or more cases. 
Meat vacuum bags are not recommended for 
home use vacuum sealers.

SKU WidthxLength Price Quantity/Case

SS-VT-8-300-500 8"x500' $53.30 1 Roll
SS-VT-10-300-500 10"x500' $66.70 1 Roll
SS-VT-12-300-500 12"x500' $80.00 1 Roll
SS-VT-16-300-500 16"x500' $106.70 1 Roll
SS-VT-18-300-500 18"x500' $120.38 1 Roll
SS-VT-20-300-500 20"x500' $133.48 1 Roll

3 Mil Vacuum Tubing

Vacuum tubing is an excellent choice for vacuum 
packaging di� erent product sizes both consumable and 
non-consumable. Tubing allows users to cut desired 
lengths as needed. FDA approved 3 Mil vacuum tubing 
is BPA free and ideal for direct food contact. Grocery 
stores, butchers, manufacturers, and more use vacuum 
tubing to create vacuum bags as needed. Poly/nylon 
vacuum tubing provides excellent clarity with strong 
durable seals. Users should use a minimum of ¼” wide 
seal when sealing open tubing ends. Heavier products 
and liquids can require thicker seals to ensure an air 
tight vacuum.

3 Mil Vacuum Tubing

Vacuum tubing is an excellent choice for vacuum Vacuum tubing is an excellent choice for vacuum 
packaging di� erent product sizes both consumable and 
non-consumable. Tubing allows users to cut desired 
lengths as needed. FDA approved 3 Mil vacuum tubing 
is BPA free and ideal for direct food contact. Grocery 
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A vacuum sealer is a machine designed to remove oxygen from a package. After 
oxygen is removed to the desired level, heat closes and seals o�  the package. 
Vacuum sealers can come in a variety of di� erent forms and o� er diverse features. 
Most all vacuum sealers o� er the basic function of removing oxygen and sealing 
open packages. A vacuum sealer is important to any vacuum packaging operation. 
The right vacuum sealer will enable the desired e�  ciency and packaging settings 
to meet the needs of each speci� c goal. The products being wrapped will help 
determine the type of vacuum sealer needed. The sealers we o� er are vacuum 
sealers, vacuum sealers with gas purge, and self contained vacuum sealers. Each 
vacuum sealer is Made in American and designed for commercial use.  

Commercial/Industrial Vacuum Sealer

The AVS series vacuum sealers are commercial grade vacuum sealers proudly built in America! Designed to 
handle high output production lines across multiple industries. All vacuum sealers are backed by a 2 year 
limited warranty. All AVS vacuum sealers require an external air tank of 15 gallons or larger. The required external 
compressor allows faster vacuum times. View vacuum sealer features below.

*Made in the USA 
*20 Inch Sealing Bar 
*Seals up to 360 Packages per Hour 
*Seals Smooth or Embossed Bags up to 8 Mils Thick 

Vacuum Sealer w/Gas Flush

The AVN series vacuum sealers with gas purge is comparable to the AVS vacuum sealer. The gas purge option 
enables users to provide modi� ed atmosphere packaging to consumable products. Modi� ed atmosphere 
packaging uses an inert gas (commonly nitrogen) inside the package to increase shelf life. The AVN vacuum 
sealers with gas purge require an external air tank and tank for gas purge. The external air tank and compressor 
should be at least a 15 gallon tank or larger. Nitrogen gas bottles can be purchased at a local welding supply or 
medical supply store. View the features for this sealer below.

*Made in the USA 
*Sealing Bar up to 50 Inches Wide 
*Seals up to 360 Packages per Hour 
*Seals Smooth or Embossed Bags up to 8 Mils Thick 

VACUUM SEALERS

SKU Seal Length Price Weight

AV-AVN-20 20" $2720.00 50 lbs

AV-AVN-25 25" $3269.00 55 lbs
AV-AVN-30 30" $3591.55 60 lbs

AV-AVN-35 35" $3918.00 65 lbs
AV-AVN-50 50" $7952.00 80 lbs

SKU Seal Length Price Weight

AV-AVS20 20" $2272.00 60 lbs

* Ideal For Food, Medical, Electronics, and Other Applications 
* 120 Volt system will Work with Standard 110 Plug In 
* In Stock 

*Ideal For Food, Medical, Electronics, and Other Applications 
*120 Volt system will Work with Standard 110 Plug In 
*In Stock 
*Foot Pedal and cable Call us if you have any questions 

about our vacuum sealers with 
gas purge. Our sales sta�  would 

be happy to assist.

*Made in the USA 
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*Seals up to 360 Packages per Hour *Seals up to 360 Packages per Hour 
*Seals Smooth or Embossed Bags up to 8 Mils Thick 

Vacuum Sealer w/Gas Flush
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Vacuum Sealer w/Gas Flush

The AVN series vacuum sealers with gas purge is comparable to the AVS vacuum sealer. The gas purge option 
enables users to provide modi� ed atmosphere packaging to consumable products. Modi� ed atmosphere 
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SKU
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SKU Gas Purge Seal Length Price Weight

AV-CAVS-20 No 20" $3,264.00 66 lbs
AV-CAVS-30 Yes 30" $3,918.00 84 lbs
AV-CAVN-20 No 20" $3,918.00 66 lbs
AV-CAVN-30 Yes 30" $4,355.00 84 lbs

Self Contained Vacuum Sealer

Self contained vacuum sealers include a built in air compressor. They are a perfect � t for facilities with constrained 
production space. The self contained vacuum sealers are ready out of the box for high output packaging. The 
self contained vacuum sealers with gas purge require the purchase of an additional inert gas tank. The most 
common gas used for gas purge is nitrogen which can be purchased at most local welding stores. View features 
of all self contained vacuum sealers below. 

*Made in the USA 
*Self Contained Unit to Save on Production Space 
*Seals up to 360 Packages per Hour 
*Seals Smooth or Embossed Bags up to 8 Mils Thick 
*Ideal For Food, Medical, Electronics, and Other Applications 
*120 Volt system will Work with Standard 110 Plug In 
*In Stock Let us know if you have any further questions about any of our vacuum sealers.

SKU Gas Purge Seal Length Price Weight

AV-AVC-20 No 22"x22"x4" $5,886.00 118 lbs
AV-AVCG-20 Yes 22"x22"x4" $6,267.00 118 lbs

Chamber Vacuum Sealer

Chamber vacuum sealers create an air vacuum within the chamber 
to remove air. A vacuum sealer that is capable of vacuum packaging 
multiple bags at one time. Perfect for sealing vacuum bags full of 
liquids. The chamber vacuum sealer creates a wrinkle-free seal before 
the vacuum bag is distorted. See product speci� cations below. 

Product Speci� cations: 
* Max Bag Size - 20”x20”x4” 
* Air Requirements - 18 Cubic Ft. per Minute at 90 PSI 
* Recommended External Compressor - 60 gallons or larger 
* Sealer - 1 included with the option of an additional sealer available  
   ($380) * Power - 120V 
* Machine Weight - 118 Lbs. 
* Shipping Weight - 143 Lbs. 
* Seal Width - 1/4” 

Call us for questions and quote requests 
at 1-800-441-5090. Most chamber vacuum 
sealers ship within 2-3 business days of a 
completed order.

Chamber Vacuum Sealer

Chamber vacuum sealers create an air vacuum within the chamber 
to remove air. A vacuum sealer that is capable of vacuum packaging 
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SKU Compatible Models Price Weight

AV-TRAY AV, AVN, CAVS, CAVN $95.00 1 lbs

SKU Compatible Models Price Weight

AV-VF AV, AVN, CAVS, CAVN $160.00 1 lb

SKU Compatible Models Price Weight

AV-STAND AV, AVN, CAVS, CAVN $985.00 65 lbs

Vacuum Sealer Options

Shop di� erent vacuum sealer add-ons for all sealer models. Use the chart below to choose any speci� c add-on 
you are interested in. Let us know if you do not see a speci� c add-on you require. These items are only to be used 
during the purchase of a new machine from U.S. Packaging & Wrapping LLC.

Vacuum Sealer Sealing Tray

Vacuum Sealer Filter

Vacuum Sealer Stand

The sealing tray is a perfect 
option for bags longer than 12 
inches or heavy products. The tray 
helps to keep the bag level with 
the nozzle, increasing vacuum 
performance.

Vacuum � lters are added to more 
than 70% of the vacuum sealers we 
sell. Any products capable of allowing 
small particles to be lodged within 
the vacuum sealer should use a � lter. 
Filters can easily be removed and 
cleaned. Common products that 
require � lters are: Cannabis, baked 
goods, nuts, liquids, powders, and 
other � ne particles. 

AV, AVN, CAVS, CAVN

Vacuum Sealer Filter

Vacuum � lters are added to more 

Vacuum Sealer Filter

Vacuum � lters are added to more 
than 70% of the vacuum sealers we 

SKUSKU Compatible ModelsCompatible ModelsCompatible ModelsCompatible Models PricePrice WeightWeight

Vacuum � lters are added to more 
AV-VFAV-VF AV, AVN, CAVS, CAVNAV, AVN, CAVS, CAVNAV, AVN, CAVS, CAVNAV, AVN, CAVS, CAVN $160.00$160.00 1 lb1 lb

AV-TRAY AV, AVN, CAVS, CAVNAV-TRAYAV-TRAY

Vacuum Sealer Filter

AV-TRAYAV-TRAYAV-TRAYAV-TRAY
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Food packaging is a large industry consisting of thousands of machines, products, and supplies. Companies 
spend billions of dollars annually to improve and perfect food packaging. Proper food packaging products 
and supplies can increase shelf life as well as increase sales and marketing appeal. Some of the food packaging 
supplies we o� er include aluminum foil, food plastic wrap, meat wrap, produce wrap, disposable foil pans, 
catering trays, and more.

Aluminum Foil

Aluminum foil is aluminum prepared in thin metal leaves. The thin sheets can be produced in continuous rolls, 
folded sheets, and more. Most aluminum foil has a thickness of less than 8 mils. Aluminum foil rolls and sheets 
are used in a variety of industries including: aerospace, industrial, geochemicals, food, and more. The � exibility 
of the metal and the ability to withstand high temperatures makes foil a preferred material for many industries 
around the world.

WP Aluminum Foil

Western Plastics aluminum foil rolls are a superior grade aluminum foil with exact length rolls. Western Plastics 
aluminum foil is very comparable to many other aluminum foils on the market for a fraction of the price. Rolls 
come in a variety of lengths, widths, and strengths. Many users have found that it is an ideal aluminum foil for 
their needs.

FOOD PACKAGING

aluminum foil is very comparable to many other aluminum foils on the market for a fraction of the price. Rolls 
come in a variety of lengths, widths, and strengths. Many users have found that it is an ideal aluminum foil for 
their needs.
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their needs.their needs.
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SKU Strength WidthxLength Price Weight Quantity Per Case

WP-225 Standard 12"x500' $25.41 4.9 lbs 1 Roll
WP-226 Heavy Duty 12"x500' $29.04 7.2 lbs 1 Roll
WP-224 Xtra Heavy Duty 12"x500' $66.06 11 lbs 1 Roll
WP-221 Standard 12"x1000' $36.74 10 lbs 1 Roll
WP-222 Heavy Duty 12"x1000' $69.85 14 lbs 1 Roll
WP-253 Standard 15"x500' $37.07 6.9 lbs 1 Roll
WP-255 Heavy Duty 15"x500' $64.73 9 lbs 1 Roll
WP-251 Standard 15"x1000' $63.69 12.7 lbs 1 Roll
WP-252 Heavy Duty 15"x1000' $92.95 17.7 lbs 1 Roll
WP-285 Standard 18"x500' $31.18 7.7 lbs 1 Roll
WP-286 Heavy Duty 18"x500' $39.27 10.7 lbs 1 Roll
WP-287 Xtra Heavy Duty 18"x500' $114.40 16.7 lbs 1 Roll
WP-281 Standard 18"x1000' $57.48 15.2 lbs 1 Roll
WP-282 Heavy Duty 18"x1000' $79.48 21.2 lbs 1 Roll
WP-245 Standard 24"x500' $65.56 10.9 lbs 1 Roll
WP-246 Heavy Duty 24"x500' $81.95 14.5 lbs 1 Roll
WP-247 Xtra Heavy Duty 24"x500' $132.11 20 lbs 1 Roll
WP-241 Standard 24"x1000' $120.95 21 lbs 1 Roll

WP-242 Heavy Duty 24"x1000' $127.05 28 lbs 1 Roll

El Dorado Aluminum Foil

El Dorado has an aluminum foil roll that is durable and 
a great value for the price. El Dorado aluminum foil is 
available in a variety of lengths, widths, and gauges. It is 
Kosher approved and great for any kitchen or individual 
looking for value in aluminum foil.

SKU Strength WidthxLength Price Weight Quantity Per Case

WP-244 Standard 12"x1000' $32.95 8.5 lbs 1 Roll
WP-294 Standard 18"x500' $30.86 6.5 lbs 1 Roll
WP-297 Heavy Duty 18"x500' $36.30 9.5 lbs 1 Roll
WP-293 Standard 18"x1000' $53.35 12.9 lbs 1 Roll
WP-299 Heavy Duty 18"x1000' $74.80 18 lbs 1 Roll

Xtra Heavy Duty
Standard

WP-242

El Dorado Aluminum Foil

WP-242

El Dorado Aluminum Foil

El Dorado has an aluminum foil roll that is durable and 

24"x1000'

24"x1000'24"x1000'

24"x1000'

24"x1000'

$120.95

$127.05

$120.95

$127.05

21 lbs

28 lbs

21 lbs

28 lbs

1 Roll

1 Roll

1 Roll

1 Roll

WP-247
WP-241WP-241 Standard

Heavy Duty

WP-247WP-247WP-247WP-247WP-247
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Wrapmaster Dispenser

Wrapmaster aluminum foil and � lm dispenser 
is an easy to use cutter box dispenser that 
makes cutting aluminum foil and � lm easy 
and safe. No more dealing with unsanitary 
boxes and blades. The Wrapmaster Dispenser 
will only accept the wrapmaster aluminum foil 
and plastic wrap re� lls. Wrapmaster dispensers 
� t 12” and 18” rolls, they are easy to replace 
and a� ordable to order. The one step push 
and cut design o� ers a quick and smooth cut 
for the busiest of kitchens.

SKU Size Price Weight

WP-179D 12" $39.99 6 lbs
WP-180D 18" $49.99 8 lbs

SKU Strength WidthxLength Price Weight Quantity Per Case

WP-820 Standard 12"x500' $40.59 9.4 lbs 2 Rolls
WP-821 Standard 12"x1000' $68.20 18.4 lbs 2 Rolls
WP-822 Standard 12"x500' $61.22 12.6 lbs 2 Rolls
WP-823 Heavy Duty 18"x500' $68.80 18.2 lbs 2 Rolls

Wrapmaster Re� ll Rolls

Wrapmaster aluminum foil re� lls are easy to change aluminum foil rolls 
that o� er superior quality at an a� ordable price. These easy to change 
aluminum foil re� ll rolls are made to � t our Commercial Wrapmaster 
Dispenser. If you do not already have a wrapmaster aluminum foil 
dispenser be sure to check and see how it can bene� t your needs. 
Call our sales team for assistance if you have any questions.

All re� ll rolls are for commercial Wrapmaster 
dispenser below. They will not � t home use 
Wrapmaster Dispensers.

WP-180D

Wrapmaster Re� ll Rolls

Wrapmaster aluminum foil re� lls are easy to change aluminum foil rolls 
that o� er superior quality at an a� ordable price. These easy to change 
aluminum foil re� ll rolls are made to � t our Commercial Wrapmaster 

Wrapmaster Re� ll Rolls

Wrapmaster aluminum foil re� lls are easy to change aluminum foil rolls 
that o� er superior quality at an a� ordable price. These easy to change 
aluminum foil re� ll rolls are made to � t our Commercial Wrapmaster 
Dispenser. If you do not already have a wrapmaster aluminum foil 

Wrapmaster aluminum foil re� lls are easy to change aluminum foil rolls 
that o� er superior quality at an a� ordable price. These easy to change 
aluminum foil re� ll rolls are made to � t our Commercial Wrapmaster 
that o� er superior quality at an a� ordable price. These easy to change 
aluminum foil re� ll rolls are made to � t our Commercial Wrapmaster 
that o� er superior quality at an a� ordable price. These easy to change 
aluminum foil re� ll rolls are made to � t our Commercial Wrapmaster 
that o� er superior quality at an a� ordable price. These easy to change 
aluminum foil re� ll rolls are made to � t our Commercial Wrapmaster 
that o� er superior quality at an a� ordable price. These easy to change 

WP-180D

Wrapmaster Re� ll RollsWrapmaster Re� ll Rolls
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Folded Foil Sheets

Western Plastics folded aluminum foil sheets are ideal for a variety of applications. Great for use in restaurant 
kitchens, catered events, schools, and much more. Western Plastics aluminum foil sheets come in a variety of 
sizes to enable quick and easy foil wrapping.

SKU Sheets Per Box WidthxLength Price Weight Boxes Per Case

WP-631 200 9x10 3/4 Silver Foil Sheets $61.32 13 lbs 12
WP-632 500 9x10 3/4 Silver Foil Sheets $59.95 15 lbs 6
WP-630 200 9x10 3/4 Gold Foil Sheets $119.24 13 lbs 12
WP-633 200 12x10 3/4 Silver Foil Sheets $98.72 22 lbs 12
WP-634 500 12x10 3/4 Silver Foil Sheets $109.89 28 lbs 6

How Thick is Aluminum Foil?

1 Mil Numerically = .001
Standard Duty Aluminum Foil - The majority of foil rolls labeled as “Standard Duty” are 
between .0004 thick and .0007 thick. Which at best is slightly over or one half of a mil 
in thickness
Heavy Duty Aluminum Foil - By far the most common aluminum foil used for 
home and commercial use. Most Aluminum foil rolls labeled “Heavy Duty” are 
between .0008 thick and .001 thick. The extra three thousandths of an inch makes a 
big di� erence for many applications.

Extra Heavy Duty Foil - A harder thickness to � nd, but some manufacturers do 
produce extra heavy duty foil. Most aluminum foil labeled “Extra Heavy Duty” are 
between .0011 thick and .0016 thick. Finding a stock aluminum foil much thicker 
than this is often hard to � nd and requires a custom order.

500
WP-630
WP-633

500
WP-633
WP-634

How Thick is Aluminum Foil?

9x10 3/4 Gold Foil Sheets
12x10 3/4 Silver Foil Sheets12x10 3/4 Silver Foil Sheets
9x10 3/4 Gold Foil Sheets
12x10 3/4 Silver Foil Sheets12x10 3/4 Silver Foil Sheets
9x10 3/4 Gold Foil Sheets
12x10 3/4 Silver Foil Sheets12x10 3/4 Silver Foil Sheets $98.72

$119.24
$98.72

13 lbs
22 lbs 12

12
12

WP-632
WP-630
WP-632
WP-630 200

200

WP-632WP-632WP-632WP-632
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Food cling wrap is available in continuous rolls or pre-cut sheets. All food cling is made for direct food contact. 
Most materials are used for short term food storage and display. All of our cling rolls are commercial sized rolls. 
Rolls are commonly 2000 ft. long and the boxes are much larger than standard household cling rolls. We also 
o� er a large selection of overwrapping � lm. Rolls are made for manual and automated overwrappers. We o� er 
discounts on any cling wrap orders of � ve or more rolls. Call today for discounts.

Food Cling Wrap w/Cutterbox

Food plastic wrap with a cutter box is made to be used in 
commercial kitchens, bakeries, butcher shops, and more! The 
cutter box refers to the serrated cutting edge on the front 
of the box. Users can easily tear wrap as needed with the 
cutterbox blade. We o� er discounted pricing on orders of � ve 
rolls or more. Call 1-800-441-5090 or request quotes online 
today!

Food Cling Wrap w/Slidecutter

The food cling � lm with a slide cutter is 
designed for easy and e�  cient food packaging 
and storage. The slide cutter quickly attaches 
to the font of box. The concealed blade can 
easily be slid back and forth for fast � lm cutting. 
Discounts are o� ered on orders of � ve or more 
rolls. Call with questions and quote requests!

SKU WidthxLength Price Weight

WP-121 12"x1000' $13.75 3.8 lbs
WP-122 12"x2000' $19.00 6.5 lbs
WP-123 12"x3000' $24.75 9 lbs
WP-152 15"x2000' $21.40 7.7 lbs
WP-181 18"x1000' $16.95 5.5 lbs
WP-182 18"x2000' $24.30 9.5 lbs
WP-183 18"x3000' $31.90 13.3 lbs
WP-142 24"x2000' $29.30 12.8 lbs

SKU WidthxLength Price Weight

WP-122Z 12"x2000' $16.80 6.5 lbs

WP-182Z 18"x2000' $21.85 9.5 lbs
WP-142Z 24"x2000' $31.00 12.8 lbs

FOOD CLING WRAP

Food Cling Wrap w/SlidecutterFood Cling Wrap w/Slidecutter

The food cling � lm with a slide cutter is 
WP-121WP-121 12"x1000'

WidthxLength

12"x1000'

WidthxLength

12"x1000'

WidthxLength

$13.75$13.75

Weight

3.8 lbs

Weight

3.8 lbs

today!
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Meat � lm and produce � lm rolls are also commonly referred to as meat or produce wrap. Most meat � lm or 
produce � lm is made from FDA approved PVC � lm. Meat � lm is commonly used with a heat pad and tray to 
melt the bottom of the � lm together to form a seal. Rolls are available for semi-automatic machines and fully 
automatic machine. Free shipping is available for orders of 60 rolls or more.

MEAT FILM & MACHINES

Performance Meat Film (57 Gauge)

SKU WidthxLength Price Weight

WP-MWL14 14"x5000' $63.40 23.3 lbs
WP-MWL15 15"x5000' $66.10 24.9 lbs
WP-MWL17 17"x5000' $74.95 28 lbs
WP-MWL18 18"x5000' $79.32 29.8 lbs

Performance Meat Film (62 Gauge)

Performance Meat Film (70 Gauge)

SKU WidthxLength Price Weight

WP-MW12 12"x5000' $56.9 22.2 lbs
WP-MW14 14"x5000' $66.31 25.9 lbs
WP-MW15 15"x5000' $71.00 27.7 lbs
WP-MW16 16"x5000' $75.80 29.6 lbs
WP-MW17 17"x5000' $76.65 31.5 lbs
WP-MW18 18"x5000' $82.50 33.2 lbs 
WP-MW20 20"x5000' $88.90 37 lbs

SKU WidthxLength Price Weight

WP-MWH13 13"x4000' $61.50 24.5 lbs
WP-MWH15 15"x4000' $67.75 26.5 lbs
WP-MWH17 17"x4000' $76.80 29.8 lbs
WP-MWH18 18"x4000' $81.35 31.6 lbs

Performance Meat Film (100 Gauge)

SKU Width
xLength

Price Weight

WP-MWF15 15"x4000' $91.50 33 lbs
WP-MWF18 18"x4000' $109.00 40 lbs

Performance Meat Film (125 Gauge)

SKU Width
xLength

Price Weight

WP-MWF15125 15"x3100' $93.70 33 lbs
WP-WMF18125 18"x3100' $111.50 40 lbs

WP-MW12
14"x5000'

WP-MW15
WP-MW16

17"x5000'
18"x5000'

WP-MW15
WP-MW16
WP-MW17 17"x5000'

18"x5000'
20"x5000'

$71.00
$75.80$75.80

27.7 lbs
29.6 lbs29.6 lbs29.6 lbs

$76.65
$82.50
$88.90

31.5 lbs31.5 lbs
33.2 lbs 33.2 lbs 
37 lbs37 lbs

31.5 lbs
33.2 lbs 

WP-MW12
WP-MW14WP-MW14
WP-MW15
WP-MW14
WP-MW15 15"x5000'

16"x5000'

WP-MW12
WP-MW14WP-MW14WP-MW14WP-MW14
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All Purpose Produce Film (62 Gauge)

Single Roll Food & Meat Wrapping Machine

The stainless tabletop meat wrapping machine is the ideal machine for delis, butcher shops, grocery stores, 
and more! Each meat wrapper o� ers an electric heat blade to neatly and easily cut � lm from the � lm roll. 
The heated fabric plate shrinks produce or meat � lm close to the tray for a neat professional look. The body 
of the meat wrapper is made from durable stainless steel to ensure a healthy and easily cleanable surface. 
Machines can accommodate rolls up to 18 inches wide. This machine has a 90 day manufacturer’s warranty. 

Speci� cations: 
Heated Fabric Plate: 15”x5”  
Heater Power: 240 Watt
Cutting Wire Power: 110 Volt 80 Watt 
Machine Dimensions: 24”x22”x6.2” 
Total Machine Weight: 30 lb.  

We o� er several custom options for meat wrapping machines upon request. 
Call us if you have any questions about this machine or any other products.

Double Roll Food & Meat Wrapping Machine

The American made double axle mount food and meat wrapping 
machine can be found in meat shops and delis across the United 
States. The machine comes with an 115V power supply and is small 
enough to � t in most tight areas. The double axle mount provides 
users quick access to more than one wrapping roll. 

See machine speci� cations below: 
Standard 115V Power Supply 
Thermostatically controlled Hot Plate with Non-Stick, 
Replaceable Cover 
Heavy Gauge Aluminum Base 
201 -16 Gauge Stainless Steel Wrapping Bridge Constructed of NSF/
ANSI 51-2012 Approved Material 
6”x15” Hot Plate Double Axle Rollers Fit Rolls Up to 18 Inches Wide 

Call our sales department with questions and quote requests. 
Additional options are available upon request.

SKU WidthxLength Price Weight

WP-PW15 15"x5000' $67.70 26 lbs
WP-PW17 17"x5000' $78.10 29.4 lbs
WP-PW18 18"x5000' $81.75 31.1 lbs

SKU Price Weight

HS-825A $615.00 33 lbs

SKU Price Weight

HI-AIE-HW500 $339.00 20 lbs
Machine Dimensions: 24”x22”x6.2” 
Total Machine Weight: 30 lb.  

We o� er several custom options for meat wrapping machines upon request. 
Call us if you have any questions about this machine or any other products.
We o� er several custom options for meat wrapping machines upon request. 
Call us if you have any questions about this machine or any other products.

Double Roll Food & Meat Wrapping Machine

We o� er several custom options for meat wrapping machines upon request. 
Call us if you have any questions about this machine or any other products.
We o� er several custom options for meat wrapping machines upon request. 
Call us if you have any questions about this machine or any other products.
We o� er several custom options for meat wrapping machines upon request. 
Call us if you have any questions about this machine or any other products.
We o� er several custom options for meat wrapping machines upon request. 
Call us if you have any questions about this machine or any other products.
We o� er several custom options for meat wrapping machines upon request. 
Call us if you have any questions about this machine or any other products.
We o� er several custom options for meat wrapping machines upon request. 
Call us if you have any questions about this machine or any other products.
We o� er several custom options for meat wrapping machines upon request. 
Call us if you have any questions about this machine or any other products.
We o� er several custom options for meat wrapping machines upon request. 
Call us if you have any questions about this machine or any other products.
We o� er several custom options for meat wrapping machines upon request. We o� er several custom options for meat wrapping machines upon request. We o� er several custom options for meat wrapping machines upon request. 
Call us if you have any questions about this machine or any other products.Call us if you have any questions about this machine or any other products.

Double Roll Food & Meat Wrapping MachineDouble Roll Food & Meat Wrapping Machine

Machine Dimensions: 24”x22”x6.2” 
Total Machine Weight: 30 lb.  Total Machine Weight: 30 lb.  Total Machine Weight: 30 lb.  

We o� er several custom options for meat wrapping machines upon request. 
Call us if you have any questions about this machine or any other products.

Machine Dimensions: 24”x22”x6.2” 
Total Machine Weight: 30 lb.  Total Machine Weight: 30 lb.  Total Machine Weight: 30 lb.  Total Machine Weight: 30 lb.  Total Machine Weight: 30 lb.  Total Machine Weight: 30 lb.  
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We take pride in our stock selection of materials, 
but we excel in our custom capabilities!

CALL 1-800-441-5090 
with your request!

PRINTED FILMS
CUSTOM SIZES
UV RESTISTANCE · CLEAN SAFE ROOM 

MIL SPEC · LOW LEAD TIMES 

LOW MINIMUMS
UPFRONT PRICING

CUSTOMER SERVICE AVAILABLE 

8 – 5 CENTRAL TIME · M-F

PRINTED FILMSPRINTED FILMSPRINTED FILMSPRINTED FILMSPRINTED FILMSPRINTED FILMSPRINTED FILMSPRINTED FILMSPRINTED FILMSPRINTED FILMSPRINTED FILMS
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CALL 1-800-441-5090 
 for quotes or � ll out our 

online quote at
uspackagingandwrapping.com 

 ALL ORDERS 
ARE ELIGIBLE FOR 

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 
WITH 5 OR MORE 

PRODUCTS!

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS ON

EVERYTHING!

uspackagingandwrapping.com 

 ALL ORDERS  ALL ORDERS  ALL ORDERS  ALL ORDERS  ALL ORDERS  ALL ORDERS  ALL ORDERS  ALL ORDERS  ALL ORDERS  ALL ORDERS  ALL ORDERS  ALL ORDERS  ALL ORDERS  ALL ORDERS 
uspackagingandwrapping.com uspackagingandwrapping.com uspackagingandwrapping.com uspackagingandwrapping.com 







4 EASY WAYS TO ORDER:
ORDER ONLINE AT 

uspackagingandwrapping.com

CALL
1-800-441-5090

EMAIL PURCHASE ORDERS TO
customerservice@uspackagingandwrapping.com

FAX PURCHASE ORDERS TO 
1-855-969-6766

Payments Accepted: Credit Cards, PayPal, Net 30 Terms, Check, and Bank

4781 Highway 319 West
Austin, Arkansas 72007
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